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SUMMARY OBSERVATIONS

1. Afterseveral decades ofimport-substitution
policies, Zimbabwe began comprehensive economic

reforms in 1991. The objective of these reforms is

to break from the mediocre economic performance

of recent years and achieve more rapid and balanced

economic growth. Along with fiscal stabilization and

domestic deregulation, the opening of the

international trade system is a key pillar of the

economic reform programme.

2. The opening of Zimbabwe's market is

leading to important changes in the way that the

country trades. A realignment ofthe exchange rate

for the Zimbabwe dollar and the removal of
regulations restricting access toforeign exchange

have made it possible to virtually eliminate import

licence requirements. Import surcharges in excess

oftariffs have been reduced and are scheduled to be

phased out by mid-1995. The Government has also

sought to encourageforeign investment by eliminating
restrictions on the repatriation of dividends and

streamlining the investment approval process.

3. Unfortunately, Zimbabwe hasmade little in

the way ofa multilateral commitment to maintaining
this new outward economic orientation. Only a small

portion ofZimbabwe's tariff lines are bound in the

GATT and implementation of the Uruguay Round
results will lead to only a handful of new tariff

bindings for industrial products. The low rate of
bindings isparticularly serious because in late 1993

the Government approved (buthas not implemented)
radical increases in statutory tariffrates, reportedly
to rates as high as 100 or 150 per cent. Moreover,
although Zimbabwe has bound all its agricultural
tariffs under the Uruguay Round Agreement, the

ceiling rates introduced on most products are many
times higher than the currently applied tariffs.

(1) Zimbabwe in World Trade

4. Following manyyears ofslowandsporadic
economic growth, Zimbabwe's per capita income
stands at about US$400a year. The strengths ofthe
economy appear to be in the primary sectors of
agriculture and mining, and in the manufacturing
industries associated with theprocessing ofprimary
products. The agricultural sector accountsfor about
20 per cent ofGDP and one halfoftotal merchandise
exports. Mining accounts for about 5 per cent of
GDP and one quarter of merchandise exports.

Zimbabwe's manufacturing sector is large and

diversified in comparison with other economies of

similar size, reflecting years of import substitution
policies; among the largest manufacturing industry

groups arefoodandbeverage products, textiles, and

iron and steel. Zimbabwe's imports are largely in

manufactures (chemicals, non-electric machinery,

and automotive products) and fuels.

5. Over 40 per cent ofZimbabwe's non-gold

merchandise exports have been destined for the
European Union in recentyears, althoughthisshare

has been declining. Nearly 20 per cent of exports

are to the Republic of South Africa, and some

15 per cent of exports are to other African countries.

Approximately one third of merchandise imports

originatefrom the European Union, while some one

quarter of imports are from South Africa. Other

African countries account for only afew per cent of

Zimbabwe's imports.

(2) Trade Policy Framework

6. Zimbabwe, independent since 1980, has a

unicameral Parliamentary system ofgovernment, with

a President and two Vice Presidents. Cabinet

officers are appointed by the President; key cabinet

posts with regard to economic policymaking include

the Senior Minister for Finance, the Minister of

Industry and Commerce, the Minister ofLands, and

the Minister ofMines. Provisions of international

treaties become part of Zimbabwe law when

specifically incorporated into law by an act of
Parliament. Although neither GATT nor, in the
future, the WTOAgreements are directly applicable

under Zimbabwean law, Zimbabwe's legislation

reflects its obligations. The centrepiece ofZimbabwe

trade legislation is the Customs and Excise Act,

which, among other things, gives the President broad

powers to enter into agreements regarding tariffs and

some otherareas oftradepolicy as well as thepower
to make regulations giving effect to such agreements.

7. The country is an original signatory (as
Southern Rhodesia) to the GATT, with membership
dating from 11 July 1948, and grants m.f.n.
treatment to all countries, regardless of whether they
are GATTcontracting parties. Zimbabwe

participated throughout the Uruguay Round and

dispiayed particular interest in the successful
conclusion of the negotiations on agriculture.

C/RM/S/53
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8. Zimbabwe is a member of the Preferential
Trade Area for Eastern and Southern African States
(PTA) and extends substantial tariffpreferences to
other member States. It has bilateral agreements
with neighbouring Botswana, Namibia, and the
Republic of South Africa. Zimbabwe receives GSP
preferences from 16 trading partners and enjoys
preferential access to the EUmarket under the Lomé
Convention.

(3) Trade Policy Features and Trends

of 15 per cent on most tariff lines. The simple
(unweighted) average ofthe sum ofthese twoforms
of border charges is 31 per cent, with a range up
to 90 per cent. If the import surcharge were
eliminated without altering tariffs, the average border
charge would be 17 per cent. Border charges are
mildly escalatory.These currently applied tariffs and
surcharges are, however, the result of the suspension
of statutory tariffs with much higher rates. The
Minister of Finance makes such suspensions under
the authority of the Customs and Excise Act.

(i) Recent evolution

9. The highly restrictive trade and domestic
policies that were developed in theformer Rhodesia
during the period of the Unilateral Declaration of
Independence (UDI) persisted in Zimbabwe following
independence in 1980. These policies consisted of
administrative setting of the exchange rate,
government control of imports through near-
universal, non-automatic impoi . licensing
requirements, tight restrictions on the repatriation
of dividends for foreign investors, internal price
controls, government control of agricultural
marketing, anda complex web of relatedprogrammes
and exemptions. While insufficient data were
available to draw clear conclusions, it appears that
these measures harmed Zimbabwe's actual and
potential export industries and consumers, while
supporting the production ofmany goods that could
more efficiently have been imported. As the
Government recognized, thesepolicies also depressed
investment and retarded growth.

10. Dissatisfied with the mediocre economic
performance ofthe 1980s, the Government began its
initial reforms late in the decade. In 1991 it
published its Framework for Economic Reform a
five-year plan that has guided subsequent reforms.
The schedule was delayed as a result of major
drought in 1992; however, the Government has since
taken steps that reaffirm its commitment to reform.

(ii) Type and incidence of trade policy
instruments

11. Zimbabwe's tariffschedule is based on the
Harmonized System and contains 7,519 lines at the
8-digit level. Ad valorem tariffs are applied on about
98 per cent (7,334) of tariff lines. In addition to
tariffs, Zimbabwe currently hasan import surcharge

12. Zimbabwe has several programmes aimed
at reducing the additional costs arising from these
border charges and borne by exporters and some
other enterprises. Concessions are currently applied
forparticular end uses andfordesignated statutory
bodies. The duty drawback scheme allows the rebate
of all tariffs, import surcharges, and some other
taxes, on imported inputs used in the manufacturing
or processing of exports. The inward processing
scheme allows manufacturers that have posted bond
and met other conditions to import those inputs used
for export purposes duty free. An export subsidy
available to manufacturers was eliminated in late
1993.

13. A hallmark of Zimbabwe's reform is the
virtual elimination of import licensing. Pricr to
1990, all imports required licences. The list of
imports not requiring licences was gradually
enlarged. In January 1994, all goods except those
on a published Negative List became importable
without licence. Many textiles and clothing articles
remain on the negative list, but are expected to be
removed in mid-1995 concurrent with the introduction
ofincreased tariffs on theseproducts. lmportpermit
requirements remain common, particularly in
agriculture. Governmentprocurement rulesprovide
margins of preference to local producers and
construction contractors.

(iii) Temporary measures

14. Partly because relativelyfew ofZimbabwe 's
tariffs are bound under the GATT, temporary relief
has often been given in thepast by making changes
in applied tariffs. This ad hoc mechanism carries
no assurance that any measures taken in response
to requests for relief will be temporary.
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15. Zimbabwe'santi-dumpingandcountervailing
duty, legislation has not been used and no measures
are in effect. The authorities have suggested that
some changes to this legislation and the supporting
regulations may be necessary to conform with the
Uruguay Round agreements in these areas.

16. Zimbabwe has no safeguards legislation.
Introduction of such legislation, suitably drafted,
could satisfy the perceived needforflexibility in tariff
setting that underlies the recent adoption ofextremely
high statutory tariffs.

(iv) Sectoral policy patterns

17. Zimbabwe's border charges (tariffs and
import surcharges) are relatively uniform. With a
few exceptions, sectoral average borderchargesfall
between 25 per cent and 40per cent. Low border
charges are found on fish products, agricultural
products, fertilizer andpesticides, and agricultural
machinery. Examples of product areas with
particularly high border charges are beverages,
textiles, and clothing.

18. Sectoralpoliciesare ofimportance especially
in agriculture, where marketing ofmany commodities
has been under strict state controls. The
liberalization ofmaize marketing is among the most
publicized ofall economic reforms. While domestic
marketing reform has taken great strides, export
marketing (with the important exception oftobacco)
continues tobe reserved for, ordominatedby, state-
controlled marketing boards.

19. Reform ofthe import licensing andforeign
exchange regimes are expected toproveparticularly
beneficial for export-oriented sectors such as
agriculture and mining. These sectors seem to have
been among the worst affected by theprevious import
substitution policies.

(4) Trade Policies and Trading Partners

20. Zimbabwe has made greatprogress in recent
years toward opening its economy. This reform
programme was undertaken largely autonomously.
Nonetheless, measures by other countries in the
multilateral context ofthe UruguayRound shouldbe
a strong complement to these reforms. As
Zimbabwe's reforms feed through to business, and
economic operators begin looking more and more
toforeign markets, they shouldfind import barriers
falling and export opportunities expanding. This will
further reinforce the domestic benefits ofthe reform
process.
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I. THE ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT

1. A highly protectionist trade régime developed in Zimbabwe (then Rhodesia) in the mid-1960s.
This policy resulted both from the economic sanctions that were imposed after the then minority
government's Unilateral DeclarationofIndependence(UDI) in 1965, and fromthecountry's ownpursuit
of import substitution.' Restrictive trade and domestic policies persisted after independence in 1980,
and were an important cause of the stagnation of real per capita income in Zimbabwe in the 1980s.
In turn, this stagnation led the Government to initiate a five-year market-criented economic reform
programme in 1991 (Box I.1).

2. Economic reform is leading to broad policy changes in most areas of Zimbabwe's economy.
Liberalization is proceeding in foreign exchange controls (Annex I.1), foreign investment, import
licensing, tariffs, agriculture, and domestic policy. In 1992, shortly after embarking on reforms,
Zimbabwe underwent a serious drought, the worst in recent memory. The result was an abrupt
contraction of the economy, with real GDP down by about 8 per cent in 1992, and inflation of some
42 per cent. The reform programme was nevertheless sustained, although some measures were delayed.

Box I.1 (cont'd.)

'According to Masters (1994a, p. 18), the ratio of the sum of imports and exports to GDP dropped sharply
at UDI, from 85 per cent in 1965 to 53 per cent in 1966.

Box I.1: Summary of economic reform in Zimbabwe

The Government introduced the Framework for Economic Reform in January 1991. The Framework
identified persistently low investment as the principal cause of low growth in Zimbabwe during the
1980s. It attributed this to three factors: large fiscal deficits, a restrictive foreign exchange allocation
system, and a regulated domestic business environment.

The central government's deficit (excluding grants) exceeded 10 per cent of GDP through much of the
1980s; its debt equalled 71 per cent of GDP in 1989, when interest payments on the debt were equal to
7 per cent of GDP. Government deficits pulled down national savings rates and, with little foreign
investment inflow, meant low total investment. Under the Framework, the Government set the goal of
reducing the central government deficit (excluding grants) to 5 per cent of GDP by fiscal year 1994/95,
to be achieved largely by eliminating subsidies to public enterprises and reducing the civil service wage
bill. A severe drought in 1992 seriously hampered the Government's ability to meet this goal. In fiscal
year 1992/93, the budget deficit rose to 11.2 per cent of GDP, from 7.6 per cent in 1991/92. For
1994/95, it is estimated to equal 5 per cent of GDP.

Fiscal consolidation is being accompanied by monetary reform. The Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe
formerly set minimum interest rates for lending and maximum rates for deposits. In October 1989 a
slightly more flexible system was introduced, with a base lending rate (BLR) and stipulated margins in
excess of the BLR. These margins favoured the productive (manufacturing and agricultural) sectors of
the economy. Real interest rates under this system were sometimes negative and rarely internationally
competitive.
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(1) Major Features of Zimbabwe's Economy

(i) Overview

3. Zimbabwe is a land-locked nation in southern Africa with a population of 10.8 million

(Table 1.1), equivalent to 28 persons per square kilometre. Growth of real GDP during the period

1980 to 1992 averaged 2.4 per cent a year but, partly because of major droughts. was highly variable.

With annual population growth of 3.2 per cent over this period, real GDP per capita declined by a

total of 9 per cent; as of 1992 real per capita GDP was just over US$400.2 International trade plays
an important rôle in Zimbabwe's economy (Chart I.1)

2Calculated at 1992 exchange rate. The Zimbabwe dollar has been further devalued since that time.

This problem prompted the Government to include monetary sector reform as a key element in the
Framework for Economic Reform in 1991, with this reform to occur in two phases. To begin, the BLR
would remain until sufficient budget deficit reduction was attained but would be set with reference to
foreign interest rates. It would be abandoned no later than the end of 1993. In the second phase, during
the period 1994-95 and following the intended substantial reduction in fiscal deficits, the Framework calls
for all administrative controls over interest rates to be abolished and monetary policy to operate solely
through indirect methods such as reserve requirements and open market operations. Interest rate controls
were in fact relaxed in 1991. Maximum rates for finance houses were removed in October 1992, and
direct controls on commercial mortgages were abandoned in February 1993.

The authorities maintained a restrictive foreign exchange allocation system in the 1980s, with a view to
protecting the external value of the Zimbabwe dollar. Import licensing was the primary method of
rationing foreign exchange, but licensing restrictions led to shortages of imported capital goods and
intermediate inputs. The Framework explicitly recognized that the foreign exchange allocation system
created various structural rigidities and was biased "against exporting activities in all goods-producing
sectors" of the economy. Reform gradually increased the list of goods importable without licence
(Chapter IV) while increasing the amount of foreign exchange receipts that can be maintained by firms
and used to import unrestricted goods and services. Nearly all goods are importable today without
licence, and further trade liberalizing steps have been taken. The dual exchange rate régime was unified
in July 1994.

Fiscal and trade-related reforms would be frustrated if extensive domestic controls remained over
economic activity. The Framework therefore included reforms in areas such as price controls,
transportation, the pricing and marketing of agricultural products. and labour policy (Chapters IV and V).
It also laid out the plan for reform of domestic and foreign investment policies and institutions
(Chapter III). Reform in these areas has been widely implemented and contributes to economic growth
and the economy's flexibility.
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Table 1.1
Major features of Zimbabwe's economy, 1981-93*

1981 1986 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993*

Population (million)
Real GDPb

Percentage change
Real GDP per capital (US$)
Nominal exchange rate. US$ per Z$
(period avg.)
Share of GDPc

Private consumption
Governmentd

Gross fixed capital formation
Net exports of goods and services

Share of GDPe
Agriculture and forestry
Mining and quarrying
Manufacturing
Construction, electricity and water
Public administration and defense
Health and education
Other services

7.3
3,537

9.7
484
1.45

67
17
19
-7

16
6

25
s
8
7

36

8.6

3,881
2.1
451
0.60

55
22
16
4

16
6

25
5
7

Io
34

9.4
4,332

4.6
459
0.47

52
25
18
3

14
s

30
6
7

10
30

9.7
4,426

2.2
454
0.41

Per cent

17

16

s
28
5
7

10
30

10.0

4,641
4.9
462
0.29

19
-5

19
5
29
5
6

27

10.4
4.284
-7.7
412
0.20

10.8

4,348
1.5
404
0.!5

-il -1

22
5

30
5
5
9

25

Share of GDP
Gross saving

Government budget deficitf
Gross capital formation
Current account balance
Capital account balances

Net direct foreign investment
Balance of payments

Change in gross reservesh

Consumer pricesi
Nominal effective exchange rate
Real effective exchange ratel

13.2 18.6 19.0
10.9

23.1 18.4 18.2
.9.9 -0.2 -1.3
9.8 -0.2 0.1
0.1 0.0 -().2
-0.1 -0.4 -1.2
0.7 -0.4 1.3

15.2j
-11.1'

-5.2"

17.3
9.6
17.2
-3.9
3.5
-0.2
-0.3
-0.6

Percentage change from previous year
12.9 17.4 24.3
-5.9 -13.8 -43.8
-6.3 -11.4 -35.3

Not available.
Estimates.
Calendar years. unless otherwise noted.
At factor cost, in 1980 Zimbabwe dollars.
The increase in stocks is not reported. Shares calculated on the basis of nominal GDP.
Net government current expenditure.
Imputed bank charges are not shown. Shares calculated on the basis of current prices. Note: Using constant (1980) prices the
share of agriculture and forestry in 1992 GDP was 10 per cent, the share of health and education was 12 per cent, and the share
of rather services was 35 per cent.
Central government deficit for fiscal year starting 1 July of the calendar year indicated, excluding grants.
Includes errors and omissions.
Negative sign indicates an increase in reserves.
Period average.
Annual rate during the period 1981-86.
Annual rate during the period 1986-89.
End of period: negative sign indicates a depreciation.

Source: Data provided by the Government of Zimbabwe: International Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistics, various issues:

United Nations, National Account Statistics, various issues.

15.1
7.6
19.4

-8.7
6.7
0.0
-2.0
-1.3

9.1
11.2

-15.1
15.5

0.3
-2.4
-0.1

46.2
5.3

41.5

18.8
7.7

-5.2

9.0
0.5
3.2
-3.8

27.6
-7.8
-4.0

a
b
c
d
e

f
g
h

k
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Chart 1.1
Trade in goods and services, 1975-91a

80

70

60

50

40

30

20

Percentage ofGDP

1975 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 1991

a At 1987 prices
Note: MGS - Imports ofgoods and services; XGS - Exports of goods and services.
Source: World Bank, World Tables, 1993.

(ii) Natural resource industries and agriculture

4. Agriculture and natural resource industries account for some 20 to 25 per cent of GDP. In recent
non-drought years, agriculture has comprised one-half of Zimbabwe's exports and mining some 15 to
20 per cent. Tobacco is the main agricultural export and gold is the largest mineral export.

5. The agriculture sector is a blend of 4,500 large-scale commercial farms.3 8,500 small-scale
commercial farms, and 800.000 communal farms, together accounting for some 70 per cent of total
employment. The agriculture and forestry sector's GDP share in 1991 was 19 per cent.4 Since 1980.
sectoral output has grown at a rate of 2.4 per cent a year. For reasons such as land quality. access
to technology and training, size ofland holdings, and the provision ofcredit, productivity on commercial
farms exceeds that on the communal farms. Largely through parastatals, the State plays an active
rôle in the agricultural sector; this rôle is being reduced as part of the economic reform process.

6. The susceptibility to drought of Zimbabwe's agriculture. and indeed of the entire economy, was
highlighted during 1992, whentotal agricultural output fell about 25 per cent. Anestimated 80 per cent
of the maize crop - Zimbabwe's staple food - was lost, along with more than half of the soybean. wheat

3These average 6000 acres and in total employ 200,000 persons.

4Agricultural processing and agricultural inputs industries account for a further 17 per cent of GDP.
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and cotton crops.5 Only 10 per cent of Zimbabwe's sugar cane survived the drought, necessitating

substantial reinvestment.

7. Zimbabwe is well endowed with mineral resources; some 40 minerals are extracted. Together,

gold, asbestos, nickel, copper, coal. and chrome ore account for some 85 per cent of the value of

Zimbabwe's mineral production. Mining and quarrying accounted for 5 per cent ofGDP in 1991 and

28 per cent of total merchandise exports (including gold) in 1991. Production is sensitive to world

prices and to the exchange rate of the Zimbabwe dollar.

(iii) Industry

8. The share of GDP accounted for by Zimbabwe's large and diversified manufacturing sector has

varied little since about 1970, at over 25 per cent. The size and diversity of the sector partly reflect

the extreme import substitution of earlier years, especially the UDI period when tight economic sanctions

were applied.6 The largest industries in the sector include food products, textiles, and iron and steel

(Table 1.2).

Table 1.2

Share in manufacturing employment, value added, and output

(Per cent)

value or selected industries, 1990

ISIC Description Share of sectoral Share of sectoral Share of sectoral
Category employment value added output value

311 Food products 15.7 10.6 19.7

3}1 Beverages 3.8 15.2 7.7

3i4 Tobacco 2-'. 4.6 2.8

321 Textiles 1'.9 9.0 10.2

322 Wearing apparel, except footwear 10.8 4.7 4.7

324 Footwear, except rubber or plastic 3.3 3.1 2.5

351 Industrial chemicals 1.6 3.5 5.1

352 Other chemicals 3.6 6.3 5.7

356 Plastic products 2.4 3.0 2.7

369 Other non-metallic mineral product 3.9 '.1 2.6

371 iron and steel R.6 1., 9.4

38s Fabricated metal products 8.0 5.1 5.7

383 Machinery electric 3.1 2.727

384 Transport equipment 3.9 4.! 5.1

Source:UNIDO data base.

5About one-third of planted area in the large-scale commercial farming sector is irrigated. while virtually
none of the communal area land is irrigated. Masters (1994a) p. 31.

6From the beginning of UDI in 1965 until 1982, shortlyafter independence, the number of industrial products
produced in the country increased from 600 te over 6.000. EIU (1993a) p. 23. Many products were produced
at costs substantially higher than their world market prices.
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9. Electricity and water services and the construction sector each account for 2 to 3 per cent ofGDP.
Some 80 per cent of the electricity consumed in Zimbabwe is produced from two power stations (Hwange
and Kariba) and about 10 per cent is imported; prior to completion of Hwange Power Station Stage
Two in June 1987, as much as 40 per cent of electricity consumption was imported, mostly from
Zambia.7

(iv) Services

10. Services accounted for some 47 per cent of Zimbabwe's GDP in 1990.8 The share of the sector
in GDP, as well as that of most component industries, has been steady since 1980 although, as a result
ofthe Govenment's increased focus on education, theshare ofeducation in GDP rose from 5 per cent
in 1980 to 8 per cent in 1990.9 Zimbabwe recently introduced a services tax, which operates similarly
to the sales tax charged on goods (Chapter IV).

(2) Recent Economic Developments

Il. During the 1980s, rigidities in Zimbabwe's traderégime as well as in domestic economic policies.
stunted market forces and weakened the economy's ability to respond to commodity price fluctuations.
drought and other shocks. As a result. and given the importance of primary products, Zimbabwe's
economic performance during the 1980s varied considerably. For example. after moderate growth
following independence in 1980, drought and low world mineral prices led to an economic contraction.
Throughout the period. this cyclical pattern was exacerbated by manufacturers' inability to obtain
imported inputs because of foreign exchange shortages resulting from inflexibility in the exchange system.
In addition, there was low domestic investment. which resulted partly from large government budget
deficits.10 and foreign direct investment was also minimal. Thus, with little capital formation, growth
was not only sporadic but slow. averaging around 2 per cent a year during the 1980s.

12. The decision to change economic policy was formally noted in the budget speech of July 1990
and the Framework for Economic Reform (1991-1995) was published in January 1991. The objective
of reform is to achieve consistently higher economic growth by "moving away from a highly regulated
economy to one where market forces are allowed to piay a more decisive role" and to simultaneously
address transitional social hardships that may arise during the transition.11

13. The reform plan targets. in particular, macroeconomic and financial policy. international trade,
foreign investment, price controls, and public sector enterprises (Chart 1.2). The central government
deficit. which exceeded 10 per cent in fiscal year 1990/91, is to be reduced to some 5 per cent in

7Government of Zimbabwe (1993). The Zimbabwe Electricity Supply Authority (ZESA) is the sole generating
and distributing authority. other than for stand-by municipal power stations.

8including finance and insurance. real estate, distribution and hotels, transport and communications, public
administration and defence, education, health, domestic services, and other services.

9Primary schooiing is nearly universal and most students complete four ycars of secondary education.
EIU (1993a) p. 8. Employment in education increased by 162 per cent in the period 1980 to 1991.

10Budget deficits in the early 1980s were typically about 15 per cent ofGDP; they declined in the late 1980s
and early 1990s, staying in the range of 8 to 10 per cent of GDP.

11Government of Zimbabwe (1991).
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1994/95. This is being achieved largely through reductions in real central government spending,
the ratio of taxes collected to GDP is being reduced from 35 to 33 per cent over this period.
substantial portion of cost savings is in the reduction of the wage bill for civil servants.12

as

A

14. The programme also includes measures to increase the efficiency of public enterprises and to

Chart I.2
Key elements of Zimbabwe's economic reform

Economic reform programme

Elements X _

Trade Domestic Fiscal Monetary Social Public
liberalization deregulation reform financial programme awareness

reform

Phase out Remove Reduce budget Deregulate Social impact Action
foreign sanctions deficit by: financial ofchanges programmes
exchange tossccritopublicize
allocation e . . * reducing reforms
system marketingboard subsidies Deregulate

marketing board to public interest rates Social Transparency
Si, mpfyi~ rpenteMrises g pmmenîmc-s of reforms

Remove import investment Increase
surtax *reducing wage competition

procedures bill for civil in financial
Develop service markets
appropriate Decontrol
real exchange Prices * cost recovery
rate setting

labour markets

Source: Government of Zimbabwe, Ministry of Finance, Economic Planning and Development, Harare.

reduce the effect on the governments budget of direct and indirect subsidies to public enterprises. Thus,
direct payments to loss-making enterprises, which equalled Z$629 million in fiscal year 1990/91, are
being reduced to Z$40 million by 1994/95, while indirect subsidies, such as duty exemptions and
subsidized loans, are being eliminated.

15. Real growth in 1993 is estimated to have been about 1.5 per cent. compared to the drought-induced
decline in real GDP of 7.7 per cent in 1992. The recovery was led by the external sector, with export
volume up some 12 per cent and the current account deficit narrowing to around 6 per cent of GDP
from some 15 per cent in 1992. With a tightening of financial policies in the latter half of the year
and an improved harvest, inflation moderated from 46 to 28 per cent. However, Zimbabwe's
international competitiveness continued to weaken, with inflation running well above the average of
5 per cent in its major trading partners.

12The civil service wage bill is being reduced from 16.5 to 12.9 per cent ofGDP over fiscal years 1990/91
to 1994/95: Government of Zimbabwe (1991) p. 7. Figures are exclusive of public enterprises.

Main
tasks:
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Trade Policy Review Mechanism

(3) Trade Performance and the Pattern of Merchandise Trade

(i) Composition of merchandise trade

16. Zimbabwe's export composition is moderately specialized.13 Tobacco accounts for some 25 to
30 per cent of total merchandise exports14 and agricultural products in total make up nearly one-half
of exports (Table I.3).15 Exports of the mining sector, especially gold and nickel, account for about
one-quarter of exports, as do manufactures; however, about one-half of those exports classified as
manufactures" are semi-processed ores and minerals. Barter trade accounted for some 9 per cent

of total merchandise trade in 1987 but its significancehas fallen substantially in recent years, reportedly
due to dissatisfaction with the quality of imported items and a preference for hard currency earnings.16

Table 1.3
Exports by product categories, 1980-92
(US$ million and per cent)

Commodity 1980 1985 196 1990 1991 1*2
Total trade (US$ million) 433.0 955.0 1,019.0 1.468.0 1.248.0 1.236.2
(excluding gold)

(Percentage of total)
Agriculture 43.4 51.7 53.3 51.4 54.7 47.8
- Tobacco 19.0 23.5 24.8 23.1 34.0 35.1
- Cotton 2.3 9.9 7.9 5.9 4.7 2.2
- Maize 2.5 2.3 5-4 7.4 3.9 0.7
- Sugar and honey 12.6 4.4 3.7 4.2 2.8 0.4
- Coffee 2.4 3.1 3.9 4.1 1.7 0.9
Mining 20.1 17.3 16.5 16.7 14.8 15.7
- Copper ... 2.3 2.7 1.9 1.2 1.3
- Nickel 18.2 5.2 4.9 6.8 6.9 5.7
Manufactures 35.8 '9.3 29 1 30.9 29.7 35.7
-Chemicals 1.0 1.7 1.4 1.7 2.0 3

- Textiles 1.1 2.4 2.7 3.0 3.5 4.8
- Clothing 0.1 1.2 1.3 2.6 3.1 4.1
- Iron and steel 31.5 18.0 17.3 14.5 13.3 13.4

Other semi-manufactures 1.3 3.1 3.2 3.7 3.6 4.5
Other 0.7 i.8 1.0 !.1 0.8 0.8
Addendum: US$ million
Gold ... ... .. 238.3 199.8 204.1

... Not available.

Source: UNSTAT. Comtrade database and Govemrment of Zimbabwe.

13In comparison with other developing countries, the commodity composition of Zimbabwe's exports is diverse.
See UNIDO (1993a) Table 4.5: the concentration index for Zimbabwe's exports is 0.245 (1 being complete
specialization), similar to that of Australia, Indonesia and Egypt-

14Prices for Zimbabwe's tobacco fell sharply in 1992: partly as a result, the industry was a strong advocate
of devaluation of the Zimbabwe's dollar (EIU- 1993b p - 20).

15The percentages presented in Table 1.3 are of non-gold merchandise trade, while those presented in this
paragraph refer to total merchandise exports.

16Masters (1994a), p. 22.
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17. Imports of fuels have accounted for 12 to 15 per cent of Zimbabwe's merchandise imports
in recent years (Table 1.4). Other major imports include chemicals, automotive products and non-electric
machinery.

Table 1.4
Imports by selected product categories, 1980-92
(US$ million and per cent)

Commodity 1980 1985 1986 1990 1991 1992

Total trade (US$ million) 19'.9 R96.6 985.3 1,851.4 2,003.9 2.206.5

(Percentage of total)

Agriculture x.2 7.7 6.2 6.3 5.0 19.9

- Food 6.4 5.0 3.3 3.7 2.2 17.8

- Raw materials 1.7 2.8 2.9 2.6 2.8 2.1

Mining 12.3 26.4 19.0 18.0 15.2 13.3

-Ores 0.1 1.6 2.9 1.1 1.7 0.8

- Non-ferrous metals 0.6 1.0 1.0 1.3 1.0 0.7

- Fuels 11.6 23.8 15.1 15.6 12.5 11.8

Manufactures 73.3 63.0 72.0 72.8 76.7 64.2

- Chemicals 12.1 16.3 15.9 15.5 16.4 11.6 j

- Textiles 9.5 S.6 4.2 4.6 4.5 2.9

- Iron and steel 0.9 3.1 3.5 3. s 3.7 4.3

Other semi-manufactures 5.0 5.1 3.7 7.0 7.8 6.5

Powergenerating machinery 1.8 1.2 1.3 2.1 1.6 1.3

- Agricultural machinery 1.9 1.! 1.4 1.0 1.8 2.1

- Other non-electrical machinery 10.1 8.2 10.7 14.4 15.1 14.9

- Telecommunications apparatus 3.6 5.4 5.3 1.4 2.1 1.7

- Other electrical machinery 2.4 4.0 5.4 4.2 4.5 4.0

- Automotive products 40.2 5.1 7.3 6.8 13.9 7.3

Other 6.2 2.8 2.8 2.9 3.0 3 .1

Source: UNSTAT, Comtrade database.

(ii) Geographic pattern of trade

18. Nearly one-third of Zimbabwe's exports are to Africa; these are Split evenly between South Africa
and other African countries (Table 1 .5). The European Union is the destination of some 40 per cent
of exports, while other European countries account for about 5 per cent and the United States and Japan
each account for 5 to 7 per cent of Zimbabwe's exports.17 Exports to South Africa in 1992 were
substantially higher than the 1991 level.

17In the early 1980s, South Africa was the destination of three quarters of non-ferrochrome. non-steel
manufactured exports (primarily clothing and electrical goods). Export incentives and a US$70 million loan
from the World Bank helped to geographically diversify Zimbabwe's exports. The US$70 million loan was used
to start an Export Revolving Fund (ERF). which became self-financing in 1985. This operated until being replaced
by the Export Support Facility in February 1993.
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Table I.5
Exports by destination, 1980-92
(US$ million and per cent)

Partner 1980 1985 1986 1990 1991 1992

World (US$ million) 433.3 954.5 1,018.8 1,467.6 1,248.4 1,236
(excluding gold)

(Percentage of total)

America 10.0 8.9 6.6 8.0 6.6 7.7

- United States 9.6 8.1 5.7 6.5 5.8 6.5

Europe 66.0 49.0 49.7 45.9 46.9 41.2

- EC12a 56.1 42.5 42.2 41.0 41.2 34.0

- United Kingdom 14.3 13.0 12.3 1(.8 13.6 11.3

- Germanya 0.0 0.0 0.0 °.0 10.6 7.0

- Belgium-Luxembourg 0.0 3.4 3.3 2.5 4.2 2.5

- Netherlands 3.8 3.1 6.1 4.3 3.0 3.8

- EFTA 9.8 3.0 3.9 3.1 4.1 5.8

Asia and Oceania 9.3 15.5 13.4 13.4 15.3 16.7

- Japan 7.2 4.6 4.6 5.5 7.2 6.6

- China 0.0 3.8 2.8 1.7 3.0 3.5

Africa 12.8 26.3 30.0 32.3 30.9 33.7

- Sub Saharan Africa 12.2 11.0 11.5 16.9 13.1 14.0

- Zambia 0.0 3.9 2.9 3.5 3.6 3.9

- Malawi 3.6 1.3 1.2 4.8 3.3 3.3

- South Africa 0.0 14.8 16.8 15.2 17.1 i9.3

Other 2.0 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.7

a Inciuding the territory of the former German Democratic Republic.

Source: UNSTAT. Comtrade database.

19. South Africa in 1991 was the source of29 per cent of Zimbabwe's imports, while other African
countries accounted for 2 per cent (Table I.6). Nearly 35 per cent of imports are from Europe, while
Japan and the United States each account for slightly more than 5 per cent of Zimbabwe's imports.

20. Zimbabwe's 1991 trade and the income of its trading partners are shown in Chart 1.3118 This
chart shows that a relatively large amount of Zimbabwe's trade, and especially of its exports, is
conducted with low-income countries. In 1991, some 18 per cent of Zimbabwe's exports were to the
86 lowest-income countries, a group that accounted for 9 per cent of world GDP. In contrast, only
34 per cent of Zirnbabwe's exports were to the 14 richest countries, a group that accounted for
67 per cent of world GDP.

18Countries of the world were ordered by increasing per capita 1990 GNP (converted at prevailing exchange
rates) and their cumulative shares of global GNP form the basis for the horizontal axis of Chart I.3. Thus, 20
on the horizontal axis refers to the group of countries with the lowest per capita GNP that together makes up
20 per cent of global GNP. The corresponding points on the vertical axis refer to this group's share of Zimbabwe's
imports or exports. If Zimbabwe traded evenly with countries of all income levels the chart would plot along
the main diagonal, from the bottom-left to the top-right.
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Table I.6
Imports by origin, 1980-92
(US$ million and per cent)

Partner 1980 1985 1986 1990 1991 1992

World (US$ million) 192.9 896.6 985.3 1.851.4 2,003.9 2,206.5

(Percentage of total)

America 10.3 12.2 9.7 13.8 7.3 20.0

- United States 9.7 10.2 8.3 11.4 5.5 9.0

Europe 53.4 34.8 40.8 33.4 39.8 31.6

- EC 12a 46.1 29.7 33.2 27.5 34.3 26.2

- United Kingdom 13.3 10.5 11.0 11.5 15.3 12.0

Germanya 12.7 8.1 10.9 7.6 9.5 6.4

France 9.3 3.3 3.3 2.1 3.0 1.7

- Italy 3.6 3 $.3 2.2 2.4 2.1

- Switzerland 5.4 1.5 2.9 2.0 2.2 1.8

Netherlands 4.4 2.6 1.6 2.0 1.7 1.5

EFTA '.3 4.0 6.5 5.0 5.0 5.2

Asia and Oceania 15.2 9.4 9.6 13.2 12.0 10.4

Japan 14.8 3.9 4.3 4.6 6.0 5.8

Australia 0.0 0.6 0.9 2.7 1.0 0.8

Chinese Taipei 0.0 0.8 1.0 1.0 1.5 0.9

Africa 14.6 24.6 2$.7 26.4 30.6 28.3

Sub Saharan Africa 14.6 3.0 3.4 2.1 1.8 1.8

South Africa 0.0 21.6 26.3 24.1 28.9 26.5

Other 6.4 19.1 10.2 13.2 10.3 9.7

a Including the territory of the former German Democratic Republic.

Source: UNSTAT. Comtrade database.

21. As is typical of low-income countries, most of Zimbabwe's trade is across, rather than within,
industries; intra-industry trade among merchandise trade categories is low (Table I.7).19

19lntra-industry trade refers to the export and import of products classified in the same trade category.
Calculations for Table 1.7 were based on the Grubel-Lloyd formula for intra-industry trade.
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Chart I.3
Zimbabwe trade and trading partner income

Cumulative per cent of Zimbabwe trade, 1991

0 20 40 60 80 100

Cumulative per cent of 1990 non-Zimbabwe global GNP of trading partners a)

a) Countries ordered by increasing per capital GNP. Thus, 20 per cent refers to the group of
lowest-income countries that together account for 20 per cent ofnon-Zimbabwean global GNP.

Source: GATT Secretariat calculations based on UNSTAT, Comtrade database.

Table I.7

Zimbabwe's intra-industry trade with the world, 1985, 1990-92 by the GATT Tariff Study Categories

Note: Calculations by GATT Secrertariat using 4-digit SITC Rev. 1 data from UNSTAT, Comtrade Database.

those with one per cent or over of Zimbabwe's total merchandise trade.

Selected categories are
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T.S. Description Merchandise No. of Intra-industry trade (%)
Code trade, 1990 SITC

(US$ millon lines 1985 1990 1991 1992
& per cent)

All categories 3,319 625 9 11 9 11
Selected categories

02 Rubber 1.1 10 26 20 11 19
04 Pulp. paper and paperboard 1.4 23 28 29 20 26
05 Textiles and clothing 8.3 64 9 16 18 29
06 Mineral products and fertilizers 5.5 53 6 13 15 20
08 Ores and metals 15.6 87 9 10 11 11
09 Coal, petroleum, natural gas 9.0 17 4 7 24 4
10 Chemicals 8.8 57 14 11 8 14

11 Non-electrical machinery 10.7 36 R 8 5 4
12 Electrical machinery and apparatus 3.3 16 10 21 12 17
13 Transport equipment 8.3 26 7 9 5 8
14 Professional, scientific and controlling instruments, 1.1 14 2 5 4 3

photographic apparatus, clocks & watches
23 Manufactured articles not elsewhere specified 2.1 11 59 45 27 32

24 Foodstuffs 4.9 47 6 2 6 13
25 Grains 4.3 8 0 0 1 7
27 Oilseeds, fats and oils and their products 1.2 30 1 14 16 15
32 Tobacco 10.5 4 2 2 2 0
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(4) Outlook

22. Economic reforms initiated by Zimbabwe in 1991 as part of the Framework for Economic
Reform are aiming at a substantial liberalization of its economy. These reforms, targeted at increasing
investment as the key to sustained economic growth, have taken place in three broad areas: fiscal policy,
foreign exchange and international trade, and domestic economic controls. Progress on reducing the
government budget deficits was derailed by increased spending in response to the 1992 drought, but
reforms in the other areas have progressed.

23. Increased rates of growth to 4 or 5 per cent a year are projected for 1994 and 1995 as the
economy completes the recovery from the drought-induced recession and the benefits of reform begin
to be realized. To achieve and sustain such growth, however, a continued commitment to the reform
process is critical.
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Annex I.1
The Foreign Exchange Control System of Zimbabwe

24. The Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe (RBZ) administers the control of foreign exchange under powers
delegated to it by the Minister of Finance in accord with the Exchange Control Act and the Exchange
Control Regulations of 1977.

25. The currency of Zimbabwe is the Zimbabwe dollar, whose exchange rate is market determined.20
According to the authorities, the RBZ will intervene in the exchange markets, where necessary, to
ensure stability of the exchange rate; however, stability of the rate itself is viewed as a function of
complementary monetary and fiscal policies.21 As of 15 July 1994, the exchange rate was
Z$8.09 per US$1.

26. The Government introduced corporate Foreign Currency Accounts (FCA) with effect from
1 January 1994, allowing firms to maintain their own supplies of foreign currency and facilitating the
operation of the then dual exchange rate régime. Individual Foreign Currency Denominated Accounts
were introduced in June 1993. Exporters could retain 60 per cent of their earnings from the sale of
goods and services in their corporate FCA and were required to sell the other 40 per cent to the Reserve
Bank of Zimbabwe at the official exchange rate; other foreign exchange inflows, such as investment
inflows and capital transfers, could be wholly deposited into FCAs. These funds could then be used
to pay for any eligible current account transaction, including the import of goods and payments for
invisibles.22 Since the 25 July 1994 unification of the exchange rate régime, there is de facto 100 per cent
export retention permission with all foreign exchange requirements, including those ofthe Government,
sourced in the market.

27. Despite recent reforms in the exchange system, restrictions remain. These include restrictions
on the remittance of dividends resulting from investments made before 1993 (Chapter III). While a
surge of foreign investment into Zimbabwe's stock market in response to the relaxation of controls
attracted global attention, limits remain on the equity shares that may be purchased by foreign investors.23
Payments by nonresidents to residents must be effected in denominated currencies24 except payments

20The exchange rate régime for the Zimbabwe dollar was unified on 2 july 1994. Previously, the official
exchange rate of the Zimbabwe dollar was determined by the RBZ on the basis of a trade-weighted basket of
currencies of Zimbabwe's main trading partners. The official rate was used for particular transactions such as
government imports and debt service; all other transactions were at a market determined rate. In the six-month
period prior to unification the gap between the official and market rates for the Zimbabwe dollar progressively
narrowed from 5 to about 1 per cent.

21Government of Zimbabwe, "Press statement by the Governor of the Reserve Bank on the convergence of
the market and official exchange rates", 1 July 1994.

22Government of Zimbabwe, "Press statement by the Acting Minister of Finance on the Introduction of
Corporate Foreign Currency Accounts", and "Press statement by the Governor of the Reserve Bank on the
Introduction of Corporate Foreign Currency Accounts".

23Portfolio investments are allowed to a maximum of 35 per cent (recently increased from 25 per cent) of
equity for firms on the Zimbabwe stock exchange for institutional investors; individual investors can now buy
up to 10 per cent, increased from 5 per cent, of the shares of a quoted company.

24There are 17, including U.S. dollars, Swiss and French francs, and Japanese yen.
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otherwise specified. Residents of Zimbabwe travelling outside the country are limited to Z$2,000 in
foreign exchange.25 Visitors to Zimbabwe are required to pay bills for lodging in U.S. dollars.

28. Special provisions under the Preferential Trade Area for Eastern and Southern African States
(PTA) Clearing House Agreement allow residents of member countries to use national currencies in
day-to-day payments during a transaction period oftwo calendar months. National monetary authorities
settle net balances bi-monthly in convertible currencies.

29. Exports must be paid for within three months of their shipment; payment must be in one of
the 17 denominated currencies, or in Zimbabwe's currency, from a nonresident account or, for exports
to Malawi and Botswana. by cheques drawn in their currencies. Exports to some 50 countries are
approved only if advance payment of export proceeds is made or an irrevocable letter of credit issued
by a reputable overseas bank.

25The tax that existed on the purchase of foreign currency for travel abroad has been abolished.
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Il. TRADE POLICY: FRAMEWORK AND OBJECTIVES

(1) Institutional Aspects

1. Zimbabwe dates its independence to 1980. Zimbabwe's legal structure is grounded in the 1979
"Lancaster House" constitution, as amended. Modification of the Constitution requires a two-thirds
majority in Parliament.

2. The President ofZimbabwe is elected by universal adult suffrage to a five-year term as executive
Head of State. Under the Constitution, the President has broad administrative, legislative, judicial
and military power. Presidential assent is required to enact legislation voted by Parliament. The
President is empowered to dissolve Parliament. There are two Vice Presidents.

3. The President appoints a Cabinet, which he heads and upon whose advice he acts unless mandated
otherwise by the Constitution.' Cabinet members are required to be members of Parliament2, except
that the President is not a member but has the constitutional right to act and speak in Parliament. The
Cabinet acts as the Parliamentary executive and originates most legislation. Key trade-related economic
policy-making posts in the Cabinet include the Senior Minister for Finance, Economic Planning and
Development, the Minister of Industry and Commerce, The Minister of Lands, Agriculture and Water
Development, and the Minister of Mines. The Cabinet has several committees, including the Finance
and Economic Affairs Committee and the Cabinet Committee on Legislation.

4. Zimbabwe's Parliament is unicameral, consisting of a 150 member House of Assembly. There
are 120 geographic constituencies. each electing a member by universal adult suffrage. The other seats
are filled by eight provincial governors. ten customary chiefs, and twelve members appointed by the
President. ³

5. The first parliamentary reading introduces a legislative bill. At second reading the bill is debated
and referred to the relevant committee(s). Committees perform a technical examination of the bill.
hold hearings, and may call witnesses. Trade-related bills are examined by a trade sub-committee.
If a bill is rejected in committee, it may be called back by the sponsoring Minister. Bills are voted
on at their third reading, and require a simple majority for passage. When a bill is passed and the
President assents, the bill must be promulgated as an Act of Parliament;4 however, the date of
promulgation is not normally mandated. Upon promulgation, the administration of the bill is left to
the executive5, which has broad authority to make regulations to administer the legislation.

¹The President does not act on the advice of the Cabinet in relation to the dissolution of Parliarment and the
appointment or removal of a Vice President, Minister, or other official in terms of the Constitution.

²Persons holding a Cabinet post must become Members of Parliament within 90 days.

³The next Presidential and Parliamentary elections are to be held by March 1995.

4If the President withholds his assent, the bill is returned to Parliament and is presented again to the President
only if it receives the support of two thirds of the members. The President must, within 21 days, then assent
to the bill or dissolve Parliament.

5The balance of power is maintained by Parliament's exercise of financial control over the executive.
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Table 11.1
Key trade legislation and regulations

Name Authority Date of issuance or Selected topics Comments
last amendment

The Customs and
Excise (C & E) Act

C & E (General)
Regs., 1991

The C & E Act, First
Schedule

The C & E Act.
Second Schedule

C & E (Suspension)
Regs., 1993

Parliament 14 June 1991

Minister of C & E (General)
Finance (Amend.) Regs.,

1993 (No. 4)

Parliament C & E (Tariff)
(Amend .) Notice.
1994 (No. 2)

Parliament C & E (Tariff)
(Amend.) Notice.
1993 %No. 4)

Minister of C & E (Suspension)
Finance (Amendment) Regs.,

1994 (No. 14)

C & E (Inward Proc.) Minister of
(Rebate) Regs. Finance

C & E (Industrial
Drawback) Regs.
C & E (AD & CVD)
(Invest) Regs.

Sales Tax
(Exemption) Regs.,
1992

Customs Valuation
Manual
Control of Goods
(OGIL) Notice

Control of Goods
(Imp. & Exp.)
(Agric.) Order
Control: of Goods
(Imp. & Exp.)
(Wildlife) Regs.
C & E (PTA) (Susp.)
Regs.

Botswana Customs
Agreement

Namibia Trade
Agreement

South Africa Trade
Agreement Regs.

Minister of
Finance

Minister of
Finance

1992

1991

1984

Minister of Sales Tax
Finance (Exemption)

(Amend.) Regs.,
1993

Director of
Customs

Minister of
Ind. &
Comm.

January 1992

1994

Minister of 1993
Lands &
Agriculture

1992

Minister of
Finance
President

President

President

Customs procedures.
- Customs duties, import surtax, excise duties.
- Anti-dumping, and countervailing duties.
- Customs agreements.
- Customs valuation.
- Duty remissions.
- Import and export procedures; forms.
- Rebates of duty for, inter alia, mining, religious

or charitable groups. and on goods for
prospecting or for use in approved projects.

- Excise and surtax.

- Statutory rates fer General and m.f.n. customs
duties.

- Statutory rates for excise duties.

- Effective rates of customs duty.
- Suspensions on goods for statutory bodies.

Suspensions of excise duty.
- General suspensions of import surtax and

suspensions due to bindings under the GATT.
- Rules for the Inward Processing Rebate

programme.
- Registration requirements.

- Refund of duties raid on materials used in
manufactured Zimbabwean exports.

- Procedures for anti-dumping and countervailing
duties investigations.

- Products exempted from sales tax for all uses.
- End-use sales tax exemptions.
- Goods of a capital nature and end-uses for which

sales tax exemptions apply.
- Procedures: methods of valuation.
- Delivery costs and their apportionment.

- Authorizes importation without licence of all
goods except those on the Negative List.

- Import and export permit requirements for
agriculture goods.

- Lists of goods subject to permit requirements.
- Administration of export controls regarding

wildlife animals.

1993 - Suspensions of customs duty and import surtaxes
for imports from PTA countries.

- Eliminates customs duties and surcharges.
- Specifies rules of origin.

- Eliminates customs duties and surcharges.
- Specifies rules of origin.

- Extent of customs tariff reductions.
- Import licences under the Agreement.

1993

Source: GATT Secretariat.

Trade policy
framework.
Regulations,
rules and
orders.

Provides
details of some
parts of the
C & E Act.

HS-based
classification.

HS-based
classification.

Repeals
earlier customs
and excise
regulations.

HS-based
classification.

Statement of
intent.

Promulgated
Nov. 1988.

Promulgated
April 1993.
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Trade Policy Review Mechanism

6. Key trade-related legislation and regulations are listed and briefly described in Table Il. 1.

The process of setting import tariffs is summarized in Box Il. 1.

7. Zimbabwe's highest court is the Supreme Court, whose Judges are appointed by the President
after consultation with the Judicial Service Commission. Judges may serve until age 70 and may be

removed only for inability to discharge the functions of the office or for misbehaviour. The Supreme

Court has the power to declare an Act of Parliament ultra vires if, in the opinion of the Court, the

Act violates the Constitution. The Court exercises its functions by virtue of the authority conferred

upon it by the Constitution, as passed or amended by Parliament.

(2) Relations with the GATT

8. International treaties do not become part of Zimbabwe law unless specifically incorporated
into law by an Act of Parliament. The provisions of the GATT have no direct legal applicability unless
they have been specifically incorporated into law.6 However, in drafting legislation, the authorities
seek abidance by Zimbabwe's international obligations and legislation is amended as necessary when
new international obligations are undertaken. Moreover, the President has broad powers under the

Customs and Excise Act to enter into agreements regarding tariffs and some other areas of trade policy.7
The Customs and Excise Act aiso gives the President the power to make regulations to give effect to

6Private individuals may invoke GATT provisions before national courts only where these provisions have
been enacted into law.

7Such an agreement entered into by the President ceases to be of force if not approved by Parliament within
30 sitting days after its presentation to Parliament; the agreement itself must be presented to Parliament within
30 sitting days of the agreement's entry into force.

Box II.1 The tariff setting process in Zimbabwe

Zimbabwe's customs duties and import surcharges are authorized under the Customs and Excise Act.
Their rates are set in schedules to the Act and changes in these rates require passage through Parliament.
The last major change in Zimbabwe's statutory customs duty, an increase in rates, took place in
December 1993. Tariff legislation is administered by the Ministry of Finance.

Section 101 of the Act gives the Minister of Finance the authority to make regulations suspending the
statutory rates set by Parliament. This action may reduce the applied rate of customs duty or surcharge
to any rate that the Minister sees fit, including zero. Suspensions now apply to most of Zimbabwe's
tariff lines. The Minister also has the right ro change statutory rates on his own authority; in this
instance, the change requires parliamentary ratification, usually within 60 days, if it is not to be
automatically rescinded.

The Industrial Tariff Committee plays a strong advisory rôle to the Minister of Finance on the setting of
tariff and import surcharge rates and the granting of exemptions. The Committee, which includes
membership from the Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, the Ministry of Finance, and the Department of
Customs. recommends types of duties and rates of duty. In some cases, its recommendations may be for
company-specific duties or for duties on a certificate basis rather than for all users. The Committee
hears requests by import-competing firms for increases in protection and hears requests by users of
imported inputs for relief from the additional input costs they face because of customs duties and
surcharges.
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any agreement and specific that the agreement and its regulations shall prevail when they are inconsistent
with any other law, including the Custems and Excise Act itself.

(a) Zimbabwe and the Uruguay Round

9. A principal objective of Zimbabwe in the Uruguay Round was to ensure that agriculture was
brought securely into the GATT. Though at the 1988 mid-term review Zimbabwe communicated its
disappointment with the progress in the agricultural negotiations, at the Round's conclusion Zimbabwe
expressed satisfaction that the "long-neglected" area of trade in agriculture would be integrated into
GATT.8

10. During the Round. Zimbabwe expressed its commitment to the multilateral system, to the
strengthening of GATT rules, and to the improvement of the functioning of the GATT system.
Zimbabwe supported rules for special and differential treatment of developing countries in many areas
of the negotiations. and it expressed concern over the potential erosion of what it saw as the benefits
for developing countries of preferential access under the Lomé Convention and similar agreements.

11. At the conclusion of the Round. Zimbabwe stated its opinion that developing countries'
participation in the Round had been significant. Zimbabwe welcomed the improved market access
granted by developed countries. noting that in the market access area, the challenge is on developing
countries to expand and diversity exports to strengthen the international competitiveness of their products.
Zimbabwe also welcomed improved rules in the areas of anti-dumping. customs valuation. safeguards.
and subsidies. Concern was expressed over the reduction in m.f.n. tariffs by particular developed
countries and the consequent reduction in the margin of preference for the exports of some products.
Further concern was expressed over the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property
Rights (TRIPS) and its potential effects on product innovation and on the pricing of patented products
in developing countries. Nevertheless. Zimbabwe thought it appropriate that the Round had introduced
multilateral rules to the new areas of services. intellectual property and trade-related investment measures.
Overall. Zimbabwe believes that the Uruguay Round liberalization process will. in the long run,
strengthen the global trading system and benefit both th.^ developed and developing countries.9

12. The Uruguay Round package will lead to reductions in tariffs by developed countries on several
products of key export interest to Zimbabwe. Analysis by the GATT Secretariat. extracts of which
are reported in Table II.2. suggests that there will be substantial reductions of tariffs on grains. mining
products. and tobacco. among other areas of interest to Zimbabwe. In addition to tariffcuts by importing
countries. Zimbabwe is likely to gain from Uruguay Round provisions under which Zimbabwe's
competing extracts will reduce export subsidies on such produces as grains. flowers and plants, and
tobacco. 10 That market access provisions of the Round are expected. acccrding to Secretariat estimates.
to generate annual global income gains of some $500 billion and increased world exports of some
$750 billion upon full implementation of the Round's results. Zimbabwe's recent market-oriented
reforms will complement both these market access opportunities and the economic growth that should
result from the Round. allowing current and potential Zimbabwe exporters to expand into new markets.
New rules in areas such as dispute settlement. anti-dumping and subsidies will help ensure that Zimbabwe
can take full advantage of these opportunities.

'Uruguay Round document MTN.TNC/MIN(88)/ST/67.

Tbid.

10GATT (1994) Table 11.
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Table 11.2
Developed country tariff reductions under theUruguay Roundonselected products ofcurrent or potential export interest to Zimbabwe

Product category Average tariff (ad valorem)

Pre-UR Post-UR Per cent reduction

Flowers, plants,etc. ... .. 48

Grains .. .39

Textiles and clothing 15. 12.1 22

Tobacco, unmanufactured 14.7 11.5 22

Tobacco, manufactured 22.1 9.2 SR

Not available.

Note: Where no pre- or past- average tariffs are reported, these were not reported in the source document. Calculated reductions are
based on an index by the GATT Scretariat of tariff data available on an ad valorem or specific basis. Average tariffs were
sometimes calculated as simple average and sometimes as trade-weighted averages in the source document.

Source: GATT (1994) various tables.

(3) Trade Agreements and Arrangements

(i) Multilateral agreements

13. Zimbabwe is an original signatory to the GATT (as Southern Rhodesia) and its membership
formally dates from 11 July 1948. Of the Tokyo Round codes. Zimbabwe has been a member only
of the Agreement on the Implementation of Article VII of the GATT (Customs Valuation Code) ad
is an observer to the Agreement on Government Procurement. Zimbabwe grants m.f.n. treatment
to all countries. regardless of whether they are GATT contracting parties."

14. Zimbabwe is also a member and active participant in ail other major multilateral economic
organizations. including the United Nations and its Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD).
the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank.

(ii) Regional and bilateral agreements

15. Zimbabwe is a member of the Preferential Trade Area for Eastern and Southern African States
(PTA). It recently signed the treaty for the more ambitious Common Market for Eastern and Southern
Africa (COMESA). which is to succeed the PTA. Zimbabwe has bilateral trade agreements with
Botswana. Namibia. and South Africa (Chapter IV), and has recently proposed substantive amendments
to the agreement with South Africa.

11A statutory provision exists that allows the imposition of an additional duty of 15 per cent on all goods
produced in such countries as may be specified.
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(iii) Other agreements

16. Zimbabwe receives trade preferences under the Generalized System of Preferences (GSP) from
16 trading partners.12 According to the Government. substantial exports take place under the GSP
to the European Union (EU), Japan and the United States, but detailed data are not available. Export
volumes increased as a result of the granting of preferences. according to the authorities, and the GSP
has been beneficial to Zimbabwe. Under the Lomé Convention, Zimbabwe's products enter the EU
market free of customs duties and similar charges, subject to the safeguard clause and rules of origin.
This exemption does not generally apply to agricultural products covered under the Common Agricultural
Policy (CAP); however, Zimbabwe does have preferential access to the EU market for specified quantities
of its exports of beef and sugar at agreed prices specified in the relevant protocols. According to
the authorities, Zimbabwe files these quantities in most years. " Zimbabwe qualified for payments under
the Export Earnings Stabilization Scheme (STABEX) in 1992 and 1993 because ofexport revenue losses
resulting from the drought.

12Theseinclude Australia, the European Union, Finland, Japan, New Zealand, Norway, Sweden, Switzerland,
and the United States.

13Duty-free access is limited to 9,100 tons for beef and 30.225 tons for sugar. In 1993. Zimbabwe exported
an additional 5.147 tons of beef to the EU using reallocations from other Lomé exporters.
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IlI. TRADE-RELATED ASPECTS OF THE FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT REGIME

1. Zimbabwe has traditionally welcomed foreign direct investment. However, in the past, domestic
regulations. the relatively closed trade régime and, perhaps most importantly, restrictions on the
repatriation of capital and the remittarce of dividends, mitigated against capital flows to Zimbabwe.
Recent reforms. particularly from i January 1994, have markedly enhanced the attractiveness of
Zimbabwe for both domestic and foreign investors. Although there remain some restrictions on foreign
investment in particular sectors and on dividend repatriation for companies established in Zimbabwe
prior to 1 May 1993, the policy importance attached by Zimbabwe to foreign investment is evident
in its investment promotion efforts and in the relative case with which investment approval can be
obtained.

(1) The Investment Approval Process

2. While foreign investment approval is still required, the approval process has been considerably
simplified, particularly as a result of the establishment of the Zimbabwe Investment Centre (ZIC).
The Centre began operations in 1989, well before the actual passage of the Zimbabwe Investment Centre
Act by Parliament in November 1992.

3. The primary function ofthe ZIC is to serve as a single window clearance agency for investment.
Other statutory functions of the ZIC include investment promotion; the identification of sectors with
the greatest investment potential; recommendations for. and co-ordination of, free-trade zones,
export-processing zones and bonded manufacturing operations; the promotion of decentralized investment
in support of the Government's development policy; and advising the Minister of Finance on the granting
of incentives for particular projects and on all matters relating to investment. The ZIC Board oversees
the ZIC and is appointed by the Minister of Finance.

4. The Board's Investment Committee is responsible for approval or refusal of those projects
submitted to the ZIC. The Investment Committee is chaired by the Director of the ZIC and has, in
addition. three members appointed by the Board and representatives from various ministries and
departments. The Committee normally meets weekly to consider projects for approval.

5. The approval process for foreign direct investment project applications valued at less than the
equivalent of US$40 million begins with the ZIC.² The ZIC determines, within 15 days, whether to
refer the application to the Investment Committee or to the applicant for further information. Upon
receipt of an application. the Committee has 45 days to consider the application and notify the applicant
of its decision.³ In reaching its decision. the Committee is to consider, inter alia, the extent to which
the project would use local resources (including the labour employment effects). the convertible foreign
currency savings of the project, the project's effect on existing industries, the technology transfer
associated with the project, and its potential for contributing to the development of less developed areas
in Zimbabwe. The Investment Committee may choose to place conditions on the approval of an

¹The Act specifies thatthe ZIC operates as "a single institution through which applications for the approval
of projects may be made and through which all necessary approvais, licences and permits may be granted or
issued...." .

²Approval of larger projects is sought through the Ministry of Finance, which refers the proposal to the ZIC
Board. for consideration and recommendation to Finance.

³Approval decisions are normally reached within one week, according to the ZIC.
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investment project. The authorities stress that there are no local content or export performance
requirements for foreign investment approval; they note, however, that these factors may be considered
in the approval process.

6. The Government has designated preferred and restricted sectors for foreign investment. In
the preferred sectors of manufacturing, mining. horticulture and tourism there is no limit to the share
of foreign ownership, and Committee approval can be bypassed; in these cases registration is normally
done by the ZIC two days after receipt cf the application.4 In service industries such as transport,
retailing, construction, wholesaling and consultancy there is normally a 75 per cent local ownership
requirement; the Investment Committee may choose to allow in excess of25 per cent foreign ownership
in some cases.

7. Foreign direct investment projects are eligible for general investment incentives such as the
Special Initial Allowance, a tax deduction for capital investment. Branches of foreign companies may
be subject to an 8.4 per cent supplementary branch profits tax, though this is often reduced by various
international tax agreements

(2) Dividend Repatriation

8. Rules concerning the repatriation of dividends formerly acted as a disincentive to foreign
investment in Zimbabwe. Prior to reform, investments made after 1 September 1979 qualified for
50 per cent dividend remittance while investments made before that date qualified for 25 per cent
remittance.5 Since 1 January 1994. companieswithforeignshareholdings establishedafter 1 May 1993
qualify for complete dividend remittance and those established prior to that date are allowed 50 per cent
dividend remittance.

(3) The Pattern of Inward Foreign Direct Investment

9. As shown in Table 11. 1. a large share of Zimbabwe's foreign investment approvals is in the
mining sector and in the commercial sector.6 Hong Kong, the United Kingdom and the United States
were the greatest sources of investment approvals in 1993. According to projections provided by
applicants, investments made under ZIC approvals would. if fully implemented. lead to substantial
expert earnings and increased formal employment (Table III.2). Foreign investment approvals through
the ZIC have increased rapidly in recent years and have become an important source of total investment
in Zimbabwe (Table III.3)7

4Land sales to foreigners for industrial and commercial purposes require approval by the Committee. Saies
of farm land to foreigners are not normally allowed.

5These rules also stipulated minimum export requirements for eligibility for some rates of dividend remittance.

6Data on actual investments are no available.

7Although the figures presented here reflect the value of investments approved, it is believed that the 1993
figures are an accurate representation of actual foreign direct investment in that year. For the earlier years,
actual investment was probably less than that shown in the tables because of the drought-induced contraction
of the economy.
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Table III.1
Value of foreign direct investment approved by the Zimbabwe Investment Centre, 1993a
(Z$ million)

Sector
Country Manufacturing Mining Agriculture Commerce Total

Australia 0.4 11.9 - 2.8 15.1
Belgium - 11.0 - 0.8 11.8
Canada 52.7 - 1.9 54.6

Hong Kong - 0.04 488.0 488.04
Mauritius - 21.5 - - 21.5

Tne Netherlands 38.9 - 4.1 - 43.0
Russia 35.9 - - 35.9
South Africa 5.0 4.3 - 7.1 16.4
United Kingdom 199.3 231.9 9.1 9.8 450.1
United States 1.9 128.0 3.5 5.6 139.0
All countries 269.1 506.8 22.9 525.11 1.323.9
All countrires(1994)b 125.3 14.3 42.5 232.7 414.8

Nil.
a Countries with total approvals in excess of Z$10 million.
b Data for January-April.

Note: Values include foreign invetments and foreign shares of joint ventures.

Source: Zimbabwe Investment Centre.

Table III.2
Projected trade and employment effects of ZIC investment approvalsa. 1991-93

Year Investment Projected export Projected import Projected employmentapproval earningsb creationb

(Z$ million) (No. of jobs)
1991 867.0 ... ... ...

1992 1.62R.0 1.253.3 391.2 16.850
1993 1,919.8 1.765.7 432.0 14.396
1994c 1.550.0 588.8 234.7 1.911

.. Not available.
a Investment approvals include foreign invesonent, joint venures, and local investments requiring foreign exchange approval.
b Annual average over the first four years of the investment.
c Data for January-April.

Source: Zimbabwe Investment Centre based on data provided in investment applications.

Table III.3
Value of ZIC investment approvals according to ownership, 1991-93
(Z$ million)

Year Locala Foreign Joint venture Total

1991 459.6 77.8 329.6 867.0
1992 623.1 351.3 655.6 1.628.0
1993 381.5 1.240.4 297.9 1,919.8
1994h 125.7 233.7 1.190.6 1.550.0

a Includes only those local investments squiring foreign exchange authority.
b Data for January through April.

Source: Zimbabwe Investment Centre.
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(4) International Treaties

10. Zimbabwe joined the World Bank's Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA) in 1989.
It has also signed the World Bank's International Convention on the Settlement of Investment Disputes,
the New York Convention on Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards, and the
United Nations' Commission on International Trade and Arbitration Law. Zimbabwe has bilateral
treaties with Mozambique (Bilateral Investment Protection Agreement) and the United States (through
the Overseas Private Investment Corporation). Other bilateral treaties are under negotiation.
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IV. TRADE POLICIES AND PRACTICES BY MEASURE

(1) Overview

1. Since 1991, Zimbabwe has substantially liberalized its trade régime, in line with a wide-ranging,
market-oriented programme of structural reform. Virtual elimination of the highly restrictive import
licensing régime has complemented reform. of the foreign exchange régime (Chapter 1) and of foreign
direct investment rules (Chapter III). The foreign exchange régime was unified in July 1994 and,
according to the authorities, other policy reforms will result by mid-1995 in a system where tariffs
will be the sole mechanism of protection..

2. Implementation of the reform measures is likely to leave Zimbabwe with a trade régime that
is only moderately distortive and which, unlike in the past, will not severely restrict the economy's
flexibility. Rather, the more immediate challenge to an improved international trading environment
in Zimbabwe is the failure, as yet, to set the reforms on a firm legal basis so as to lessen the risk that
some market-oriented steps may be reversed. High and recently increased statutory tariffrates, although
presently suspended by action of the Minister of Finance, and the low percentage of tariff bindings
are examples of areas of concern.

(2) Measures Operating Directly on Imports

3. As foreign exchange restrictions are eased and the scope of imported products covered by
licensing requirements is drastically reduced. tariffs emerge as Zimbabwe's most important barrier
to imports. Three types of charges are levied on imports: customs duties and import surcharges, both
of which are applied only to imported products, and import taxes, applied to imported goods at the
same rate as the sales tax on domestic goods. A lowering and elirnination of the surcharge is the
principal mechanism through which total border charges are to be reduced in the future.

4. Zimbabwe's applied tariff is moderate and reasonably balanced. Most duties are applied on
an ad valorem basis, but there remain some specific and compound tariffs. With a number ofexceptions,
the minimum tariff has been increased from zero per cent to 10 per cent, largely to rationalize the
tariff structure.¹ Ad valorem tariffs currently range up to 75 per cent, but most are in the 10 to
20 per cent range. Nearly all imports carry a surcharge of 15 per cent, applied to the c.i.f. price
exclusive of customs duty.

5. Zimbabwe has bilateral preferential trade agreements with Botswana, Namibia, and the Republic
of South Africa, and a regional agreement under the Preferential Trade Area for Southern and Eastern
Africa (PTA). Preferences under these agreements are extended through reduced tariffs and import
surcharges.

(i) Registration and notification requirements

6. All importers must be registered with the Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe and obtain a Customs
Assignment number from the Department of Customs. Authorized dealers in foreign currency
(commercial and merchant banks) are fully empowered to assist new and existing importers on registration

¹Some 6.7 per cent of lines are duty free and about 1 per cent bear ad valorem rates of 5 or 7.5 per cent;
these exceptions to the 10 per cent minimum are the result of tariff bindings.
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procedures.² According to the authorities, registration requirements exist only for data purposes and
are not implemented in such a way as to interfere with international trade.

(ii) Tariffs and additional duties

7. Zimbabwe grants at least most favoured nation (m.f.n.) status to all its trading partners, including
those that are not GATT contracting parties. The tariff, as passed by Parliament, lists two rates for
each line, m.f.n. and general; in nearly all cases, the m.f.n. and general rates are the same.

8. Zimbabwe currently levies an import surcharge along with customs duties. The surcharge
is fairly uniform, while customs duties vary moderately. In recent years, revenue collection from tariffs
and the surcharge has been roughly equal.³ Rebates under the duty drawback programme equal some
4 to 5 per cent of tariff revenue.4

9. The main Zimbabwean customs legislation is the Customs and Excise Act. The Act authorizes
customs duties under Section 74 and import surcharges under Section 83. Statutory customs duties
are enacted by Parliament.5 These rates form an upper limit, as the Minister of Finance may, under
Sections 101 and 216 of the Act, reduce the customs duty and surcharge below their statutory levels.
Most currently applied customs duties are, in fact, the result of such duty "suspensions". Tariff
legislation is administered by the Ministry of Finance and implemented by the Department ofCustoms.

10. The Industrial Tariff Committee (ITC) recommends the structure and type of applied tariffs
on specific groups ofproducts.6 Currently the ITC considers requests for tariff reliefor tariff protection
from domestic firms and industries.7 Applications for relief from tariffs on imported inputs comprise
most of the committee's activities. When granted, relief normally is through reduced tariff rates

²FINHOLD (1993) p. 13. Documents required for import clearance are a commercial invoice; bill oflading,
consignment note, or shippers' instructions; freight statement; insurance statement; an import licence ifrequired;
an import permit if required; and a bill of entry.

³From July 1993 through March 1994, customs duty revenue was Z$911 million and surcharge revenue was
Z$852 million (Department ofCustoms, Government of Zimbabwe). Customs duties accounted for 11.4 per cent
and surcharges for 12.5 per cent of Central Government revenue in 1992.

'Because of data limitations. this was calculated as total duty drawbacks (of customs duties. surcharges, and
the import tax) divided by the sum of customs duties and surcharges; however, as imports for manufacturing
are not levied the import tax (thus probably making import-tax rebates rather low), this figure should accurately
reflect the portion of customs duties and surcharges rebated.

5Changes in statutory rates take effect upon order of the Minister of Finance but are rescinded if not acted
on quickly by Parliament.

6The Government is considering transforming the Industrial TariffCommittee into a TariffCommission with
a broader mandate.

7Forthese purposes the ITC requests information that includes: (i) tariffnumbers and descriptions ofproducts
for which relief from tariffs, or protection in the form of higher tariffs, is sought; (ii) the firm's sales in the
domestic and export markets; (iii) the period for which relief or protection is sought; (iv) a description of measures
taken by the firm to become more economically viable; (v) the imported raw materials used in the manufacturing
process and the tariffs paid on these materials; and (vi) the current duty, surcharge. and import tax applying
to the competing imported product.
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implemented by means of customs duty suspensions. In some cases, however, tariffs are reduced on
a firm-specific basis. Other activities of the ITC concern action taken on requests for additional tariff
protection made by domestic producers. The combination of these activities could lead to an increase
in the dispersion of rates of effective protection in Zimbabwe. Recommendations on tariff relief or
tariff protection are forwarded by the ITC to the Minister of Finance for action.

11. Because of the policymaking structure, there is considerable scope for the Minister of Finance
to change customs duties, except for those tariffs bound at applied rates. Thus, in mid-December 1993,
a significant number of statutory rates - mostly in the range of 30 to -0 per cent - were raised at short
notice, some to 100 per cent or more; however, the applied rates remained unchanged. The authorities
explain the increase in the statutory rates as reflecting their desire for flexibility should Zimbabwe
experience rapid increases in imports at some stage in the trade liberalization process.8 With only
a small portion of tariff lines covered by GATT bindings even after the Uruguay Round - as noted
below - an increased use ofGATT bindings at currently applied rates would help the Government assure
the permanence of its reform programme.

12. Zimbabwe's tariff structure is presently under review by the authorities. with the objective
of reducing nominal and effective rates of protection and their dispersion across sectors. Following
some rationalization ofthe tariffstructure recently. which included raising the minimum rate on unbound
items to 10 per cent, the Government intends over time to move toward greater uniformity in the tariff
structure. In particular. the import surcharge, at 15 per cent on most products. is to be reduced and
then eliminated by the end of 1995; and customs duties are to be lowered. from an average rate of
about 17 to 14 per cent, with rates on imports of final consumer goods in the range 20 to 30 per cent,
intermediate goods at 15 per cent, and raw materials and capital goods at 10 per cent.9

(a) Form of tariffs

13. Zimbabwe has applied the Harmonized System (HS) since 1 January 1988. The tariff has
7,519 lines at the 8-digit HS level. Aimost 98 per cent of tariffs are applied on an ad valorem basis.
Non-ad valorem duties (either specific or compound) apply, inter alia, to some imports of dairy products,
vegetables. beer, wine and liquor. manufactured tobacco. petroleum products and fertilizers. Import
surcharges are levied ad valorem.

14. Zimbabwe has no seasonal or variable m.f.n. tariffs.

(b) Average tariffs

Applied rates

15. In 1994, Zimbabwe's simple average ad valorem tariff, over 7,334 lines at the 8-digit HS level.
was 17.2 per cent; rates range from zero to 75 per cent, but more than 91 per cent of ad valorem
rates fall between 10 and 35 per cent (Chart IV. 1). Ad valorem equivalents for the 185 lines with
specific or compound rates are not available, but are estimated by the authorities to average 30 per cent.

8The authorities also feel that the increases leave them more flexibility in future tariff negotiations.

9Information provided by the authorities; the surcharge was initially to be eliminated by end- 1994 but budgetary
exigencies have required a delay of at least a year.
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Chart IV.1
Distribution of Zimbabwe's m.f.n. tariffs, 1994
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Source: Government of Zimbabwe and GATT Secretariat calculations

16. As of May 1994. the import surcharge was 15 per cent on 6,847 of the 7.519 tariff lines, with
others being free of surcharge (490 lines) or having surcharge rates of 5 or 10 per cent.10 The average
surcharge rate is 13.8 per cent. The surcharge is applied on the c.i.f. value of imports, excluding
customs duties. The combined effect of the tariff and surcharge on the price paid by the importer is
thus the sum of the two rates. Imports also face "import taxes" at rates equivalent to domestic sales
taxes on like goods; this tax is usually ad valorem. The "import tax" is applied on the c.i.f. value
of the shipment inclusive of tariffs.11

10A reduction in the rate of surcharge on most imports, from 20 per cent to 15 per cent, was implemented
on 7 January 1994.

11The existence ofad valorem internal taxes ondomestically produced good and "offsetting" taxes on imports
increases the effective absolute price advantage given domestically produced goods and can thus distort the allocation
of resources. For example, on an imported input selling for $1 on the world market and which bears a tariff
of 50 per cent, the manufacturer using the input pays $1.50, a price wedge of $0.50 on a like domestic product
sold for $1. Ifa sales tax and "offsetting import tax" of 10 per cent exists, the internal price paid for the imported
product equals ($1 .50)x(1. 1), or $1.65, while the price paid for the domestically produced product need increase
only from $1 to $1.10. The price wedge increases from $0.50 to $0.55.
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17. Using the sum of the tariff and the surcharge, the simple average border charge across all

ad valorem tariff lines exceeds 30 per cent (Box IV. 1), with a standard deviation of 11.2 per cent.
The sum of tariffs and surcharges tends to be highest in mining and manufacturing industries in
Divisions 2 and 3 of the International Standard Classification (ISIC 3). Of Zimbabwe's 128 tariff lines
covered in ISIC Division 2 'mining and quarrying), the unweighted average ad valorem border charge
(tariff plus surcharges) is 31.3 per cent and that for the 6,801 lines in ISIC Division 3 is 31.4 per cent.
The average for ISIC Division 1 (agricultural) tariff lines is 23.6 per cent. A similar pattern holds

when tariffs are considered in isolation.12

Concessional duties

18. Zimbabwe has several mechanisms under which surcharges on government imports can be
partially or fully suspended. These may be notified in Customs and Excise suspension regulations,
issued by the Minister of Finance, or through regulations pertaining to particular government
programmes.

12The average import surcharge applied is 12.7 on ISIC 1 tariff lines, 14.4 for ISIC 2. ani 13.9 for ISIC 3.

Box IV.1: Summary of Zimbabwe's m.f.n. tariff régime

Zimbabwe's import tariffs consist of the tariff and the import surcharge. less than 3 per cent of tariff
lines have non-ad valorem customs duties, and all import surcharges are on an ad valorem basis. These
two charges have identical effects and need not be considered separately; however, the authorities have
indicated that the surcharge, equal to 15 per cent for most items, will be reduced and then removed in
1995, leaving only the tariff in force. As no ad valorem equivalents of specific-rate customs duties were
available, the statistics presented here refer only to the 7,334 tariff lines with ad valorem rates.

The Minister of Finance has used his authority to reduce applied tariffs well below their statutory rates.
The substantial increase in statutory rates in mid-December 1993, while not affecting applied rates, is
nevertheless of concern. As a result of this move, statutory rates increased from the general range of 30
to 70 per cent reportedly to as high as 100 and 150 per cent.

As of May 1994, border charges, as the sum of tariffs and surcharges, average 31 per cent and range
from 0 to 90 per cent; 1,686 of the rates exceed 35 per cent and 15 rates exceed 55 per cent. Rates over
55 per cent are found on individual lines within HS headings 8501 (electric motors) and 8703 (motor
cars). Sixty-six per cent of lines have rates ranging from 25 per cent to 35 per cent. There are 201 lines
that bear neither a tariff nor surcharge.

As of May 1994, the simple average applied tariff was 17.2 per cent. There are 1.735 lines with rates in
excess of 20 per cent and 15 lines with rates exceeding 40 per cent. Sixty-nine per cent of the lines have
rates from 10 to 20 per cent. There are 502 duty-free tariff lines.

Tariffs on all or part of 406 6-digit HS categories are bound in the GATT. This represents well under
10 per cent of all 6-digit categories. As a result of the Uruguay Round, Zimbabwe will bind its
agricultural tariffs at a ceiling rate of 150 per cent. In addition, tariffs on all or part of 44 other 6-digit
HS categories are to be bound, but none at rates that will require tariff reductions below those rates
currently applied.
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End-use concessions

19. End-use concessions can partially or fully exempt imported inputs and specific capital goods
from border charges. These concessions may apply to tariffs, import surcharges. or both, as follows:13

- Tariffs are fully exempted on imports for use in cinematograph laboratories and entering
under 8-digit lines within HS Chapters 39, 85, and 90 (plastic products. electrical
machinery and photographic or optical instruments);

- Four statutory bodies are eligible for complete suspension of tariffs on goods imported
under specified tariff headings in HS Chapters 76. 82, 84, 85, and 86 (covering
aluminium, base metal tools and implements. mechanical and electrical items and railway
equipment).14 Ten statutory bodies qualify for complete suspension of surcharges
on imports of any goods in HS Chapters 84 and 85 (for mechanical and electrical
machinery) for which the tariff is either zero or wholly suspended." Eligible goods
include certain machinery, mechanical appliances and electronics. Five of these statutory
bodies plus the Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe qualify for complete suspension of the import
surcharge on certain additional items16; and

- The import surcharge can be wholly suspended on imports of capital goods for use
in new projects or for the expansion of existing projects.17 The Secretary of Finance
determines which goods qualify for this treatment.18 Since the beginning of 1992, capital
goods imported for use in projects registered or approved by the Zimbabwe Investment
Centre (ZIC) may receive surcharge and import tax exemptions. This provision extends
to capital goods used in projects not recognized by the ZIC if application is made, and
approved, through the ZIC. The approval process tor unrecognized projects is being
simplified and shifted to the Department of Taxes, which will determine whether the
goods qualify as capital goods. This process is slated to be eliminated following the
publication of a capital goods qualifying list.

13Customs and Excise (Suspension) Regulations. 1993, Statutory Instrument 2 of 1993; and Customs and
Excise (Suspension) (Amendmert) Regulations 1993 (No. 2), Statutory Instrument 110 of 1993.

14The Zimbabwe Broadcasting Corporation. 15 headings; the Post and Telecommunications Corporation,
14 headings; the Zimbabwe Electric Supply Authority. 11 headings; and the National Railways of Zimbabwe,
2 headings.

15These are Air Zimbabwe, the Cold Storage Commission. the Cotton Marketing Board. the Dairy Marketing
Board, the Grain Marketing Board, National Railways of Zimbabwe, the Post and Telecommunications Corporation,
the Zimbabwe Broadcasting Corporation, the Zimbabwe Electricity Supply Authority, and the Zambesi River
Authority.

16Air Zimbabwe. National Railways of Zimbabwe, the Posts and Telecommunications Corporation, Zimbabwe
Broadcasting Corporation, and the Zimbabwe Electricity Supply Authority.

17The import tax is also wholly suspended for these capital goods imports.

18These are contained in the Customs and Excise (Suspension) (Amendment) Regulations, 1993 (No.7), Statutory
Instrument 301A of 1993. They cover 178 tariff lines in HS Chapters 84, 85, 86. 87, and 94, and other goods
as may be specified by the Commissioner of Taxes.
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20. Many other end-use concessions are in effect. These include:

- the suspension of import tariffs on kerosene intended for use as fuel in jet aircraft;

- the suspension of the tariffs on imports ofany goods financed by remittable dividends:19

- the suspension of the import surcharge on specified food items entering Zimbabwe
under drought relief aid agreements;

- tariffs on imports of eucalyptus, pine. and other oils for use in the extraction of gold
and other minerals by the Rotation process are rebatable to persons engaged in the
mining industry;20

- import tariffs on chemical substances. other than spirits, methylated spirits, fuel oils,
lubricants and nitrate of lead, for use in any process for the concentration or refining
of ore, or for assay or research purposes are rebatable to persons engaged in the mining
industry;21

- tariffs are rebatable on all goods imported for use in prospecting and the search for
mineral deposits by a person who has entered into a contract with the Government
under Section 112 of the Customs and Excise (General) Regulations. 1991: and

- tariffs on all goods imported for use in the exploration for, or production of petroleum
by approved contractors. in accordance with Section 119 of the Customs and Excise
(General) Regulations. 1991.

Duty drawback system

21. Zimbabwe's duty drawback scheme allows the rebate of all tariffs. import surcharges. and
import taxes paid on imported inputs used in the manufacturing or processing of exports. provided
that the relevant products are exported within two years of the payment of duty 5 Duties paid on the
following imports are eligible for drawback: materials in exported goods manufactured or processed
in Zimbabwe; packages and packaging for exports; materials used to repair temporary imports specified
in the Second Schedule of the Industrial Drawback Regulations: and inputs that become waste or scrap
in the manufacture of exports.23

22. Firm-specific coefficients based on production formulas provided by firms art used to determine
the amount of imported inputs embodied in an export shipment and thus in setting the maximum value
of the drawback. The authorities are considering the use of industry averages rather than firm-specific

19Customs and Excise (Suspension) Regulations. 1993, paragraph 15.

20Customs and Excise (General) Regulations. 1991. Statutory Instrument 344 of 1991. Section 94.

21Customs and Excise (General) Regulations. 1991. Statutory Instrument 344 of 1991. Section 94.

22Rules for this system are given in the Customs and Excise (Industrial Drawbacks) Regulations. 1991. Statutory
Instrument 278A of 1991.

23EIigibility is currently restricted to component parts used in aircraft and aircraft repair.
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coefficients for this calculation. Such a change in practice could, however, lead to the exports of some
firms effecting being subsidized while other firms receive less than complete duty drawback.

23. The authorities report that payments are made approximately two weeks following application
for drawback. Application can only be made at or after the time of export. Attempts are being made
to reduce the occurrence of payment lags beyond two weeks which. according to the authorities. are
both common and often the result of improper or incomplete firms being filed by agents representing
exporters.

24. The duty drawback system has had limited success in helping Zimbabwe's exporters overcome
the cost disadvantage placed on them by tariffs and the import surcharge. This is largely due to the
lag between duty payment. at the time of import. and refund of the duty. following export shipment;
compounding this lag have been the high inflation and positive real interest rates of recent years. which
have eroded drawback benefits during the payment lag.

25. The value of rebates under Zimbabwe's drawback scheme was some Z$80 million through
the first nine months of fiscal year 1993/94.24 During fiscal years 1990/91 to 1992/93 the value of
rebates was ZS27 million. Z$53 million, and Z$90 million. respectively. These rebates were equal
to some 3 to 5 per cent of the value of tariffs and import surcharges collected."

Inward processing scheme

26. In response to dissatisfaction with the drawback system. the Inward Processing rebate scheme
was introduced in August. 1992.26 It allows exporters to import without payment ofduty. those inputs
destined for use in the manufacture or processing of exports. To participate manufacturers must post
a bond with sufficient surety to guarantee payment of the duties and must provide separate. secured,
storage facilities for imported inputs and finished export goods. Duties become payable if the finished
goods have not been exported within 12 months ofthe importation of the inputs. The regulations allow

for the transfer without duty payment of the imported inputs to a subcontractor wno is party to the
production of the exports.

27. All exporters are eligible for the scheme. but bonding requirements have proven difficult to
met and have limited exporters' adoption of this system.27After one year of existence. five exporters
had beenaccepted into the scheme.

(c) Tariff escalation and dispersion

28. Zimbabwe's tariffstructure shows mild escalation. with higher tariffs on more processed items.
The average border charge (tariff plus surcharge) on imports of primary products is 24.8 per cent.

24That is for the period July 1993 through March 1994.

25GATT Secretariat calculations based on figures provided by the Zimbabwe Department of Customs.

26Customs and Excise (Inward Processing) (Rebate) Regulations. 1992. Statutory Instrument 235 of 1992.
This program currency coexists with, but may eventually, replace, the duty drawback system.

According to the authorities. the guarantee requirements have been set high and have been difficult for
banks and insurance companies to adopt, as many applicant firms are heavily indebted following the economy's
sudden drought-related contraction (Chapter 1).
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for semi-processed products the average is 30.9 per cent and it is 22.3 per cent for final products.
A similar pattern emerges when tariffs are considered in isolation.28

(d) Tariff bindings

29. Very few of Zimbabwe's tariffs are bound under the GATT. a situation that will change
somewhat as a result of the Uruguay Round. Prior to the Round. tariffs on ail or part of 406 6-digit
HS lines were found. Bindings are largely in the product areas of salt water fish. rubber and rubber
products. wood products, hand tools. gasoline and diesel engines. heavy equipment and agricultural
machinery. motor vehicles and parts. and guns. Zimbabwe's increased bindings as a result of the
Uruguay Round include ceiling bindings. almost all at 150 per cent on the products covered in Annex I
of the Agriculture Agreement, for which bindings are being introduced by all Round participants. and
or all or part ofan additional 42 8-digit HS lines in the product areas of textiles and aluminium products.

(e) Customs valuation and clearance

30. Zimbabwe acceded to the Tokyo Round Agreement on Implementation of Article VII of the
GATT (the Customs Valuation Code) on 23 October 1987 for implementation with effect from
1 January 1988 on a c.i.f. (cost. insurance and freight) basis. The Customs Valuation Manuals is
a statement of administrative intent in Zimbabwe's application of the Customs Valuation Code. Import
shipments are notified to the National Economic Conduct Inspectorate (NECI). Relevant forms are
passed by the NECI to Customs.30 According to the authorities. clearance time is two to three days.
The Department ofCustoms seeks to reduce clearance time to about 12 hours upon full computerization
of the customs system.

31. Under Part VIII (Sections 91-100) of the Customs and Excise Act. consistent with the Customs
Valuation Code. the primary method of valuation is the actual transaction value.31 The authorities
report that some 90 per cent of shipments are in fact valued on a transactions cost basis. When the
transaction value cannot be reliable established. there are five alternative methods of valuation to be
used. including a "Fall-Back" method that stipulates the application of other methods with added
flexibility . This begins, ifpossible. with the transaction value of identical goods exported to Zimbabwe,
then moves to the transaction value of similar goods. then to a deductive value method. and finally.
if necessary. to a computed value method based on input costs.

32. Certificates of origin are required on imports only where preferential rates of duty are to be
applied. The exchange rate for customs purposes is calculated weekly. as the average ofthe rates quoted

28The simple average customs duty is 12.1 per cent for primary products. 16.4 per cent for semi-processed
products. and 18.9 per cent for final products.

29Issued by the Director of Customs and Excise and dated January 1992.

30Export shipments from Zimbabwe are also required to be documented. for foreign exchange control purposes.
Exports require exchange control approval. issued by a commercial bank. Along with a bill ofentry and other
forms, this approval is submitted to the NECI and to the Department of Customs and Excise. Verification of
shipment value is performed at the discretion of the NECI.

31With adjustments as in Section 99 of the Act.
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by Reserve Bank cf Zimbabwe over the previous seven days. Duties are usually based on self-
declaration, while verification is conducted randomly on some 10 per cent of shipments.32

33. Appeals against customs decisions begin with the local collector. Further appeals are heard
by the Customs Tariff Committee in the Department of Customs. which may seek advice from the
Customs Cooperation Council regarding the classification ofparticular shipment. Final administrative
appeal is to the Minister of Finance. Judicial appeal is possible through the court system.

(f) Regional and bilateral trade preferences

The Preferential Trade Area for Eastern and Southern African States

34. Zimbabwe is a member of the Preferential Trade Area for Eastern and Southern African States
(PTA) and has signed the successor treaty for the Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa
(COMESA).33 Under the PTA. member countries extend tariff preferences to other members on a
wide range of goods contained in the PTA Common List. The PTA schedule calls for eliminating
tariffs on imports from members within the PTA by the year 2000. Under the formula adopted,
intra-PTA tariffs were to equal 40 per cent of the base m.f.n. rates by 1993 and to be reduced in
10 per cent instalments in 1994. 1996. 1998 and 2000. Zimbabwe extends preferences to othermember
countries through reduced tariffs and import surcharges on some 5,000 tariff lines.34

35. According to the authorities. the PTA Common List is to be automatically extended to all exports
that meet the Agreement s rules of origin. To qualify for preferential treatment, the c.i.f. value of
imported materials must not exceed 60 per cent of total materials costs. or value added resulting from
the production process must equal or exceed 45 per cent (25 per cent for certain goods) of ex-factory
cost.35 Reductions in the 45 per cent and 25 per cent criteria are being considered. A requirement
restricting preferences to goods produced by firms having ai least 51 per cent ownership and majority
management by nationals of PTA member States was recently abolished.

36. Table IV. 1compares the m.f.n. rates applicable in Zimbabwe, including the import surcharge,
with preferential rates under the PTA and those extended to the Republic of South Africa. For the
PTA. the table lists the percentage of lines under which preferences (either reduced tariffs. reduced
import surcharges. or both) are given by Zimbabwe, the average preferential tariff in the chapter. and
the average across the chapter of the sum of the tariff and the surcharge. On average across all lines
with ad valorem tariffs. Zimbabwe's border charges applied to PTA countries are 17 per cent. an average
preferencemargin ofsome 14 percentage points. Considering tariffs alone, the average rate is 9 per cent
on PTA imports. an average preference margin of 8 percentage points below the m.f.n. rates. No
data are available on Zimbabwe's intra-PTA trade.

32Zimbabwe's mandatory pre-shipment inspections. carried out in the exporting country. were discontinued
in 1993.

33Other numbers of the PTA are Angola. Burundi, Comoros. Djibouti, Eritreia. Ethiopia. Kenya. Lesotho,
Madagascar, Malawi, Mauritius, Namibia. Rwanda, Seychelles, Somalia, Sudan, Swaziland, Tanzania, Uganda
and Zambia. Mozambique has signed, but has not yet ratified, the PTA. Because of their membership in the
Southern African Customs Union. which prohibits membership in more preferential arrangements. Lesotho, Namibia
and Swaziland have deregations from publishing and enforcing PTA tarifs.

34These preferences are detailed in the Customs and Excise (Preferential Trade Area) (Suspension) Regulations.
1993 issued by the Minister of Finance.

35Annex Ill. Rule 2.
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Table IV.1
Zimbabwe's m.f.n. and preferential tariffs by HS chapter
(Per cent)

No. MFN MFA RSA
HS or Description Tariff Tariff Tariff Tariff& Tariff Tariff

& of & of
surch lines surch lines surch

11 13 Live animals 10 .S 38.5 6.2 18.7 100.0 2.8 17.8
12 42 Meat and offal 10.7 24.6 54.8Y 16.8 92.9 3.! 17.3
o) 158 Fish. crustacen, mollusc, etc. 5.4 13.7 100.0 0 3.2 0.0 5.4 13.7
(04 24 Dairy prod., eggs, honey, etc. 17.5 31.9 62.5 11.5 22.3 66.7 6.9 2i.4
(5 21 Products of animal origin. n.e.s. Q> 22.6 4.R 8.7 22.3 Q.5 8 1 21.7
(6 13 Plants. bulbs. roots. cut flowers, etc. 9.6 15.4 46.2 9.6 15.4 38.5 %.7 14.4
0() 47 Edible vegetables, roots and tubers 17.4 31.8 55.3 11.5 22 53.2 12.1 26.5
(18 66 Edible fruit and nuts. peel 14.4 29.4 47.0 9.7 21.3 34.8 11.8 26.8
(9 47 Coffee, tea, maté and spices 11.2 20.4 91.5 5.5 11 427.6 7.7 17
10 18 Cereals 10.6 25.6 72.2 4.5 14.7 38.9 7.6 22.6
11 62 Products ofthe milling industry 15.6 30.6 40.3 11.1 23.4 21.0 13.1 28.1
1' 46 Oilserd and fruits, etc. 11.1 26.1 67.4 4.4 13.1 37.0 8.2 23.2
13 16 Lacs, gums, resins. etc. 18.8 33.1 75.0 3.8 Ili 0.0 18.8 33.1
14 11 Vegetable plaiting materials 18.2 33.2 27.3 12.7 25.1 0.0 1).2 33.2
i 5 85 Animal/veg fats& oils 15.5 28.9 f3.5 S.1 15.5 27.1 11.9 25.3
16 62 Prep of meat, fish, etc. 14.4 26.9 53.2 10.1 19.1 16.1 11.4 23.8
1 27 Sugars and confectionery 15.9 29.8 40.7 1' 2'.1 0.0 15.9 29.8
1 19 Cocoa and preparations 20.8 35.8 52.6 12.6 24.2 6X.4 19.1 34.1
19 20 Prep. of cereals 23.5 38.5 70.0 15.3 25.2 45.0 18 33
'1 56 Prep. of vegetable, fruit, nuts. etc. 27.7 42.7 6C.7 17.f 28.3 58.9 22 37
21 2 1Miscellaneous edible preparation 23.6 38.6 71.4 14.6 215.8 42.9 19.3 34.3
22 8 Beverages, spirits and vinegar 33.8 48.8 62.5 29.9 43 0.0 33.8 48.8
23 31 Prepared animal feeds, etc. 17.9 31.5 80.6 4.3 1'.5 48.4 10.7 24.3
24 14 Tobacco and substitutes 10 25 n.a. 15.5 23.6 0.0 1C0 25
25 81 Salt, sulphur, stone, lime, cerment, etc. 18.1 33 51.9 9.5 19.2 1.2 18.1 32.9
26 46 Ores. slag and ash 17.4 30.R 30.4 12.4 23.3 0.0 17.4 -30.8
27 64 Mineral fuels, oils& products 11.1 25.4 53.1 6.2 15.8 3.1 Il 25.3
28 207 Inorganic chemicals, etc. 10 23.6 42.5 5.9 15.6 1.9 10 23.6
29 »0R Organic chemicals 13.3 27.9 27.3 9.9 21.8 0.3 13.3 27.8
310 52 Pharmaceutical products 14.8 18.8 96.2 1.5 2.3 9.6 13.8 1 .9
:1 27 Fertilizers 7.6 18.7 100.0 O.8 4.8 3.7 7.5 18.6
3' 97 Tanning/dyeing extracts, paints, etc. 17.6 28.5 64.9 10.2 17 16.5 16.8 27.7
33 43 Essential oils. perfumes, etc. 21.4 35.2 95.3 10.7 20 0.0 21.4 35.2
-14 35 Soap. detergents, etc. 23 38 57.1 12.9 22.6 2'.9 22.4 37.4
35 18 Staches, glues, enzymes 19.4 34.4 38.9 13.1 24 5.6 19.2 34.2
36 8 Explosives, fireworks, matches, etc. 18.8 33.8 25.0 17.8 30.2 25.0 17.5 32.5
37 57 Photo- or cinematographic goods 19.8 33.8 33.3 14.7 25.5 0.0 19.8 33.8
38 67 Miscellaneous chemical products 12.4 26.6 55.2 5.9 13.2 1.5 12.4 26.6
39 335 Plastics and articles thereof 19.8 34.5 93.1 2.7 7.5 10.4 19.3 34.1
40 132 Rubber and articles thereof 15.2 27.5 65.2 7.9 15.2 34.8 12.2 24.5
41 34 Raw hides and skins. leather 14 29 70.6 4.7 12.9 2.9 13.9 28.9
42 25 Articles of leather 31.4 46.4 72.0 16.8 25.7 64.0 24.2 39.2
43 1I Furskins, artificial fur and manufactures 17.5 32.5 0.0 17.5 32.5 0.0 17.5 32.5
44 130 Wood, articles of wood and charcoal 18.8 31.6 68.5 7 14.4 13.8 17.4 30.2
45 12 Cork and articles of cork 15.4 30.4 8.3 14.6 28.9 16.7 ;5 30
46 7 Manufactures of straw. etc. 18.6 33.6 57.1 12.6 24.4 0.0 18.6 33.6
47 27 Pulp, waste, etc. 11.9 22.4 92.6 1.1 6.2 0.0 11.9 22.4
48 203 Paperand board articIes i8.2 32.4 82.3 6.3 13 29.1 15.8 30

149 39 Printed goods 11 17.6 79.5 4.1 8 17.9 9.2 15.8

Table IV.1 (cont'd)
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No.
HS of Description

lines

10 Silk
37 Wool, animal hair fabric

435 Cotton
47 Other vegetable-based textiles
185 Man-made filaments
174 Man-made staple fibres
63 Wadding, yams, cordage, etc.
50 Carpets and other textile floor coverings.
73 Special woven fabrics, lace, tapestries, etc.
377Impregnated textile fabric, etc.
18 Knitted or crocheted fabrics

142 Clothing and accessories, knitted or
crocheted

129 Clothing and accessories, not
knitted/crocheted

63 Other made up textile articles. etc.
49 Footwear. etc., and parts
14 Headgear and parts
7 Umbrellas, walking-sticks, etc.
12 Prep. feathers & down: arti. flowers;

articles of human hair
57 Art of stone. plaster. cement, etc.
39 Ceramic products
73 Glass and glassware
67 Pearls, precious stones & metals, coin. etc.

207 Iron and steel
221 Articles of iron or steel
71 Copper and articles thereof

20 Nickel and articles thereof
61 Aluminium and articles thereof
15 Lead and articles theerof
14 Zinc and articles thereof
9 Tin and articles thereof
36 Other base metals and articles thereof
82 Tools. implements, cutlery, etc.

49 Miscellaneous articles of base metal
654 Machinery and parts
344 Electrical machinery and parts

3! Locomotvies, rolling-stock & parts
157 Other vehicles and parts
20 Aircraft, spacecraft and parts

23 Ships. boats. etc.
197 Optical. and precision instruments
68 Clocks, watches and parts
25 Musical instruments and parts

26 Arms and ammonition
97 Furniture
SI Toys, garments & sports requisites

69 Miscellaneous manufacrured articles
8 Works of art, collectors pieces and antiques

15 30 10.0 14 8- 10.0 13 28
15.7 30.7 24.3 12.8 26 35.1 10 25
19.5 34.3 90.3 5.8 12.1 5.5 18.9 33.8
16.7 31.7 36.2 11.3 22.7 19.1 14.8 29.8
20.2 35.2 94.1 7.1 14.3 23.8 18 32.9
23.8 38.8 87.4 10.8 20 30.5 20.4 35.4
22.5 37.3 60.3 10.6 19.9 30.2 19.6 34.4
20 35 0.0 20 35 90.0 14 29
25 39.4 69.9 15.2 26.3 58.9 18.5 32.9

15.5 30.5 56.8 8.i 18.8 10.R 14.9 29.9
20 35 61.1 14 25.9 11.1 18.3 3'.3
30 45 32.4 24.5 38 88.7 25.3 40.3

3g. % 45.3 99.2 15.' 22.8 97.7 24.7 39.7

30.5
19.2
21

25
25

19.9
21.5

20.9

12.5
20.3
12.5

12.8
17.5
15.3
*3.6

10

10.8

13.2

23.7

:1.7

16.1

8.4

15.2
9.5
14.8
13.3
26.5
20

18.8

27.3
29.7

4.4

45.2

34.2

35.4

40
40

30.8

34.1

35.9

35.4
27.5

35.2
26.7
27

32.5

30.3
28.6
25

25.8

24.8
38.4
25.2

30.1
23.4

27.3

23.8

29.8
24.5

38.8

34.4
28.7

40.4

43.5

39.6
17.5

92.1
100.0
50.0

42.9

0.0

66.7

84.6
68.5
40.3

75.8

81.0

49.3
60.0
75.4

60.0
50.0

44.4
47.2

93.9
61.2

71.9
62.2
41.9

55.4

0.0
13.C
!9.3
39.7
0.0

0.0
68.0

62.7
47.8
12.5

15.8

q.7

14.5
19.3

25

7.5
9

11.3
15.5

3.5
9.3
7

4.9
7.1

4
7.9
5.6

6.1
5.6

14.1

4.3
9

4.5

11.7

9.5

13.7
11.4
20.9
20

18.8

16.9
21.1
19.6
4.4

23.8

17.2
26.3
30.9
40

1(.7

15.9

i9.4
28.1

10.2

17
16.7

13
14.5

12.5

17.9
16.3
16.4

11.9
23

10.8
18.4

14.7
19.5

23.8
27.3

21
31.8

34.4
28.7
24.8

32.4

30.4
17.2

81.0

58.3

0.0
100.0
100.0

21.1

59.0

50.7

32.8

94.2
64.3
29.6

15.0

26.2

0.0
7.1

0.0

0.0

40.2

77.6
13.5
20.9
0.0

31.8

0.0
8.7
10.7

76.5

!00.0
7.7

20.6
98.0

75.4

0.0

21.2

15.1

21.1
22.5

22.5

14.9
12.2
13.2

19.3
7.7

17

11.2
12.1
16

15.3
13.4
!0

10.8
6.9
18

10.8
14.4
8.4
11.9

9.5
14.6
12.3
23.3

lV
17.5
23.9
10.6

20
4.4

36

30.1

35.4
37.5

37.5

29.9
26.4
27.6
33.8

22.7
31.9

25.3

26.4
31

30.3
28.4

25

25.8

18.6
32.7
214.3
28.4

23.4
24

23.8
29.,5
23.5

35.7

24.4
27.3
37

24.5
34.1

17.5

n 3. Not applicable. The calculation is distorted by the high number of non-ad valorem tariffs in this chapter.

Source: Government of Zimbabwe and GATT Secretariat calculations.
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37. Member countries of the PTA do not have a common external tariff, although plans for one
are contained in the COMESA treaty. Further economie integration under COMESA is planned, with
negotiations to be conducted on protocols for the free movement of capital and labour.

38. The PTA Currency Clearing House facilitates the periodic settling of balances, in convertible
currencies, between PTA member countries. Exporters may invoice goods and services in their national
currency. in the importer's currency, or in the Unit of Account of the PTA (UAPTA). Importers make
payment in their national currency and the exporter receives payment in its own currency. The central
banks in the member countries settle the accounts with the commercial banks of the importer and
exporter. The PTA Clearing House settles with the central banks bi-monthly.

39. Zimbabwe maintains bilateral preferential trade arrangements with Botswana36, Namibia37, and
the Republic of South Africa.38 The agreements with Botswana and Namibia allow tariff- and
surcharge-free access of imports to each other's markets. subject only to minimum local content
requirements.39 Preferential imports ofclothing from Botswana (and Zimbabwe's preferential clothing
exports to Botswana) are limited in value to 7.2 million Botswana Pula annually. The Botswana
agreement dates from 1956 and was amended in 1987.40 The agreement with Namibia came into effect
in 1993.

40. Zimbabwe's agreement with the Republic of South Africa grants preferences to South Africa
on approximately 2000 tariff lines. These tariff reductions are specified in terns of percentage reductions
from the m.f.n. rate in effect. The rules of origin41 under the Agreement specify three different local
content thresholds for Zimbabwe's imports from South Africa. These are a 5 per cent minimum for
copper and copper articles42 a 20 per cent minimum for clothing;43 and a 25 per cent minimum for

36Customs Agreement between the Government of the Republic of Zimbabwe and the Government of the
Republic of Botswana. Statutory Instrument 192 of 1988.

37Trade Agreement between the Government ofthe Republic of Zimbabwe and the Government of the Republic
of Namibia. Statutory Instrument 156A of 1993.

38The Republic of South Africa Trade Agreement Regulations, 1993, Statutory Instrument 4 of 1993, are
the most recently published regulations. The 1964 agreement evolved from an earlier one between the
Republic of South Africa and the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland.

39Both agreements specify 25 per cent minimum local content and have similar rules governing the determination
of local content.

40An agreement with Malawi that dated from the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland was cancelled in
1983. with the entry into force of the PTA.

41If miles of origin are not specified in a bilateral or regional agreement granting tariff preferences, the
provisions of Section 76 of the Customs and Excise Act are followed. The Customs and Excise (Local Content)
Regulations. 1979 (Statutory Instrument 896 of 1979) expand on Section 76 of the Act and serve as the basis
for local content determination under the agreement with the Republic of South Africa.

42Those classified under headings 74.06, 74.07, 74.08, 74.09, 74.10, 74.11. 83.11. or 85.44.
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other goods. Particular textiles and textile articles44 are eligible for preferential tariffs only if all the
processes involved in the manufacture ofthe fabrics from natural, artificial or synthetic fibres or filament
have been performed in The Republic of South Africa. Preferential tariffs for some products in the
Agreement are subject to volume or value limitations.45 The authorities indicated that the agreement
with South Africa is under renegotiation.

41. Zimbabwe's tariff preferences to imports from the Republic of South Africa are much less
comprehensive than those under the PTA (Table IV. 1). In some HS chapters ail tarifflines are covered
by preferences, but in other chapters there are no preferences. Across all lines with ad valorem tariffs,
the average margin of preference, whether calculations are made for the sum of tariffs and surcharges
or for tariffs alone, is 2 percentage points.

(g) The Global System of Trade Preferences

42. Zimbabwe is a signatory to the Global System of Trade Preferences, but has never used GSTP
facilities because of ratificationn irregularities".

(h) Tariff quotas

43. According to the authorities. the above-noted tariff quotas on preferential imports of clothing
from Botswana are Zimbabwe's oniy instance of tariff quotas.

(iii) Variable import levies

44. Zimbabwe does not apply any variable import levies.

(iv) Levies and other charges

45. Zimbabwe applies an import surcharge at a rate of 15 per cent ad valorem on most products
(Chapter IV(2)(ii)(a)). The surcharge is scheduled to be eliminated in 1995. Domestic production
of alcoholic beverages and some other items is subject to an excise tax.46 A surcharge of 0.1 per cent
on all imports and exports partially funds ZimTrade. the quasi-governmental export promotion body.
Zimbabwe charges an "import tax," essentially a sales tax, on imported goods. The base for this tax,
whose rates range from 12.5 to 20 per cent. is the c.i.f. import price plus customs duty; the import

43Those classified under HS headings 3926.2000, 61.01 to 61.14, 6115.1100, 6115.1200, 6115.1900,
6115.2000, and 62.01 to 62.12.

44Those classified underHSheadings 50.07,51.11 51.13,51.13. 52.08,52.10.52.11,52.12.53.09,53.10,
53.11, 54.07. 54.08. 55.12. 55.13, 55.14, 55.15, 55.16. 58.01, 58.03, 55.06, 58.09 and Chapter 60.

45Virginia-type flue-cured leaf tobacco up to 907,158 kilograms per calendar year can be imported duty free
into South Africa from Zimbabwe (Article 4 of the Agreement). There are several volume limitations on
preferential Zimbabwean exports into South Africa.

46Section 82. Customs and Excise Act.
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surcharge does not enter the base for the calculation of the import tax. The import tax is charged at
the same rate as the sales tax on like domestic goods, usually on an ad valorem basis.

(V) Minimum import prices

46. According to the authorities, no minimum import prices are applied in Zimbabwe.

(vi) Import prohibitions

47. The importation of certain products is prohibited under Section 42 of the Customs and Excise
Act. These goods are: base. counterfeit, or forged coins or currency; indecent, obscene. or
objectionable goods; goods that may tend to deprave the morals of the community or any class of
inhabitants; prison-made goods; beverage spirits containing preparations, extracts, essences or chemical
products that are noxious or injurious; and goods whose import may be prohibited by other enactments.47
The importation of stills and all apparatus or parts of apparatus usable for the production or refining
of alcohols is prohibited under Section 43 of the Act.

(vii) Import licensing

48. Before the start of the Economic Structural Adjustment Programme in 1990, all imports required
an import licence.48 The licensing system was liberalized, beginning in January 1990, by placing some
items on Open General Import Licence (OGIL), a facility that allowed importers to bypass the system
of foreign exchange rationing. Initially, some 6 per cent of imports, by value, were on unrestricted
OGIL, while another 14 per cent qualified under OGIL for particular end-uses. Importers used foreign
currency retained under an Export Retention Scheme (ERS). introduced in 1989, to purchase OGIL
imports. Initially, the Government viewed OGIL expansion as the primary vehicle in its move toward
a liberalized foreign exchange régime; in fact, ERS expansion served this rôle from 1990 to 1993,
as it provided an added incentive to export. Goods imported with ERS funds did not require an import
licence, even if they were not under OGIL.

49. The OGIL was slowly expanded. By the end of 1993. one third of imports were under open
licence, while one half of imports were made under the ERS. The retention rate under the ERS was
slowly increased. from 7.5 per cent of a firm's export earnings in 1990 to 25 per cent in June 1992.

47Exceptions to the prohibitions may be made for the purposes of study, scientific investigation, or for use
as evidence in any proceedings.

48This licensing system was required by The Control ofGoods Act and the Exchange Contral Act. It covered
three types of licences: payment and clearance licence - for both payment and clearance of goods imported;
Customs Clearance Only licence - for clearing the goods with the Department of Customs and Excise; and No
Currency Involved (NCI) licence -for clearing goods only where payment has been made externally but Exchange
Control Authority is required first from the Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe. Imports were divided into two categories:
the commercial category includes imports by merchants of raw materials, machinery, and spare parts for resale
to manufacturers and the public sector; and consumer items. Import licences were normally issued without
geographical restriction, and importers were free to choose the country of supply. They were issued on an f.o.b.
basis and did not cover the invisibles element of a transaction. (IMF. 1993 p. 575).
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35 per cent in January 1993 and to 50 per cent in April 1993.49 The scope of the ERS was also widened
in early 1993 to allow partial retention of non-merchandise export receipts, and permissible uses of
ERS funds were expanded to include such things as export promotion activities and the licensing of
technology.

50. With effect from 1 January 1994, all goods, with the exception of a small number of items
listed on the OGIL Negative List (Table IV.2), were placed on Open General Import Licence.50
Justifications for items contained on the Negative List include protection of human and animal health
and life. protection of natural resources51 and protection of the domestic market. These goods are
essentially banned from import, other than for the exceptions mentioned in Table IV.2, although it
remains possible to obtain licenses in some instances. The authorities expect to remove textiles and
clothing from the Negative List when new, higher, import tariffs on these products are introduced.

Table IV.2
Open General Import Licence (OGIL) negative list

Product description HS classifications

1. Radioactive and associated materials. 28.44 and 28.45

2.Nuclear reactors and parts therefor, fuel elements (cartridges). non-irradiated for 8401.100f0l. 8401.3000, 8401.4(00
nuclear reactors.

3. Arms and ammunition, and parts thereof of Chapter 93 of the customs tariff.

4. Pearls, precious and semi-precious stones, unworked or worked. 70.01, 71.0.2. 71.03 and 71.0)4

5. Jeweliery of gold, silver or platinum group metals (except watches and watch 71.13 and 71.14
cases). and goldsmiths' or silversmiths' wares (including set gems).

6. Aerated beverages. excluding 22.02, 22.03. 22.04. 22.05. 22.06.
(i) those imported for the hotel industry: 22.07 and 22.08

(ii) reasonable quantities imported for the personal use of the importer:
(iii) quantities of more than 150 litres imported for further processing and

bottling.

7. Textiles. textile articles and clothing accessories of Chapters 61, 62 and 63.
unless the goods are imported in reasonable quantities and are for the personal
use of the importer.

Source: Govenment of Zimbabwe. Control of Goods (Open General Import Licence) Notice. 1994.

49 In early 1993, while the ERS and OGIL were in existence, a market developed for tradable import licenses
derived from ERS entitlements. Initially these entitlements received a premium of some 50 per cent. Due to
ERS expansion and devaluation of the exchange rate, the premium fell to about 20 per cent before the programmes
were abolished at the end of 1993.

50The ERS was abolished at the beginning of 1994 and replaced by Corporate Foreign Currency Accounts.
which complemented the individual Foreign Currency Accounts introduced earlier. The Foreign Currency Accounts
could be credited with up to 60 per cent of export receipts. Since the unification of the exchange rate régime
on 2 July 1994, de facto 100 per cent retention of imports is allowed (Chapter I, Annex I).

51The authorities explained that the restriction on aerated beverages was motivated by concern over the potential
environmental damage caused by cans containing the beverages.
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(viii) Import permit requirements

51. Zimbabwe requires import permits for the agi icultural products listed in Table IV.3. These
permits are granted by the Minister of Lands, Agriculture and Water Development. Some animal
products require a separate permit under the Animal Health (Import) Regulations. Permits are net
tradable or transferable. According to the authorities, import permits for most of these products are
granted routinely and are not instruments used to protect domestic industry however, substantial imports
are not allowed when they would decrease domestic prices or when domestic production is sufficient
to meet local requirements. No data were available on the success rate of permit requests.

Table IV.3
Agricultural imports requiring a permit

First Schedule (Sections 4 and 6): Goods for the import of which a permit is required

1 Animal oils and fats (lard, tallow, dripping)
2. Animal semen and animal embryos
3. Apples
4. Bananas, fresh or green
5. Barley, barley malt
6. Beans. but excluding beans which are tinned.

bottled or otherwise preserved
7. Bean meal
8. Beef. veal
9. Bees, unmanufactured bees-wax and foundation

comb.
10. Bones, banes meal
11. Butler. ghee. cream other than sterilized cream
12. Catle, whether live or dead, and including edible

products produced from the carcasses of cattle, but
excluding meat extract. meat paste. meat powder.
potted meat and tinned meat

13. Cheese
14. Citrus fruit
15. Compound products containing flour meal, residues

and other preparation of a kind suitable only for
use as animal feedstuffs but excluding:

(a) chemical additions to animal feedstuffs:
(b) antibiotic growth stimulants:
(c) inert fillers:
(dl synthetic animal feedstuffs;
(e) cat and dog feeds: and
(f) salt lick for cattle
16. Coffee beans
17. Catton, raw cotton or unginned cotton, cotton lint

and ginned cotton seed
18. Eggs of poultry. whether in shell, pulp or dried

form
19. Fertilizer of any type used in improving or

maintaining the growth of plants or the productivity
of soil

20. Fish, whether fresh or dried including fish meal
21. Goats, whether live or dead including edible

products produced from the carcasses of goats
22. Grain. dhal
23. Grapes
24. Groundnuts
25. Hides and skins
26. Honey. including unprocessed royal jelly
27. Ice-cream. ice-cream royal jelly

28.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
29.
(a)

Maize including:
green maize on the cob;
dried maize on or off the cob:
crushed maize: and
samp
Maize meal including:
maize grits.

(b) maize chop;
(c) haming chop:
(di maize offals; and
(c) processed maize with or without additives
30. Maleic Ilvdrazide also known as MH
31. Manure
32. Meat meal, blood meal. carcass meal
33. Milk. pasteurized milk. sterilized milk. UHT milk, lacto or

any liquid milk of a volume of not more than 2 litres
34. Mhunga, mhunga meal and mhunga malt
35. Oilseeds, oilcake meal, offals and residues from oilseeds
36. Peaches
37. Pears
38. Plums
39. Pigs, whether live or dead including:
(a) edible products produced from the carcasses of pigs.

sausages, bacon. hams. polonies: and
(b) canned products but excluding meat pastes
40.
41.
('1)

Rice in the grain
Poultry. whether live or dead including:
edible products produced from poultry;
canned poultry products: and
day-old chicks
Potatos
Rapoko. rapeko meat and rapoko malt
Seed for planting
Skimmed milk powder and full cream milk powder of a
mass of more than 25 kilogrammes

46. Sorghum in the grain. sorghum meal and sorghum malt
47. Soybeans
48. Sugar. raw sugar and refined sugar
49. Sunflower
50.
51.

52.
53.
54.

Tea
Unmanufactured tobacco of all classes and types but
excluding samples of 50 kilogrammes or less in mass
Vegetables
Vegetable oils, vegetable fats and marganrine
Whea, in the grain. wheat bran and wheat pollard

Source: Control of Goods (Import and Export) (Agriculture) Order. 1993. Statutory Investment 350 of 1993.

S
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(ix) Import quotas

52. According to the authorities, no import quotas are applied in Zimbabwe. There are value limits

to preferential, duty-free, imports of clothing items from Botswana (Chapter IV(2)(ii)(f)).

(x) State trading or canalized imports

53. Some entities, usually parastatal corporations, have been granted statutory authority as the sole

importer of particular items. The use of State trading has declined as a result of economic reform.

Reforms in agriculture have reduced the list of canalized imports to maize and wheat (Grain Marketing

Board) and cotton lint (Cotton Marketing Board). Some of these and other products are also canalized

exports (Chapter IV(3)(vii)).

54. The Zimbabwe State Trading Corporation (ZSTC) is a parastatal with the following statutory
objectives:52

- organizing and undertaking trade in specified goods with any country, on behalf of

the State;

- trade in any goods, inside or outside Zimbabwe, on its own account;

- monopoly in barter deals or other countertrade. where specifically authorized by
government regulations.

Prior to economic reform. the ZSTC was active in importing. exporting, and domestic marketing.
Because of foreign exchange and import licensing reforms, its rôle in international trade has declined.

According to the authorities. the ZSTC currently operates on a commercial basis.

(xi) Import cartels

55. According to the authorities. no import cartels operate in Zimbabwe. Zimbabwe currently
does not have a competition law; however, a Monopolies and Mergers Commission, with investigative
powers. is being formed (Chapter IV(4)(vi)).

(xii) Countertrade

56. According to the authorities, the Government discourages countertrade; data are not available

on any such trade that has taken place over the past five years. The Zimbabwe State Trading Corporation
formerly acted as the sole countertrade agent for particular goods.

52The ZSTC was established by the Zimbabwe State Trading Corporation Act. 1986.
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(xiii) Standards and other technical requirements

57. Zimbabwe is neither a member nor an observer to the Tokyo Round Agreement on Technical
Barriers te Trade (Standards Code). The authorities, however, do not foresee any difficuities in applying
the Code as part of implementing the results of the Uruguay Round as a single undertaking.

58. The Government encourages the useofstandards on quality, dimensions, and practice whenever
it deems these standards to be in the general interested53 The Government publishes Zimbabwe Standard
Specifications and Codes of Practices; makes laboratory facilities available to producers and consumers
for testing manufactured goods and raw materials; operates Certification Marking schemes for the
licensing of goods and materials produced under proper control according to appropriate standards,
operates a registration scheme for companies complying with International Standards 9000-9004 regarding
Quality Systems; and provides copies of all International Standards (ISO). British Standards (BSI).
South African Standards (SABS), and Zimbabwe Standards (SAZS). as well as other information. to
the public through the Information Service.

59. Where possible, International Standards (ISO) are endorsed. There are no cases in which ISO
standards have been deemed inappropriate for Zimbabwe, but in some fields available standards are
considered insufficiently comprehensive: in such cases national standards of the United Kingdom, the
Republic of South Africa. or other countries are sometimes adopted. In other cases the Standards
Association of Zimbabwe (SAZ). the national standards body, leads in the development of a standard.
or set of standards. through technical committees that actively involve producer and consumer groups
in the process

60. Zimbabwe has no domestic regulations concerning product marking. labelling or packaging.55
Related rules pertaining to the import and export of merchandise from Zimbabwe are compiled in
Customs Rules on Containerisation, January 1992, issued by the Department of Customs and Excise.

61. According to the authorities. only agricultural imports are affected by health, sanitary, and
phytosanitary regulations. Quarantine and health regulations on agricultural imports are covered by
the Animal Health (Import) Regulations. 1989 (Box IV.2)56 Procedures and regulations are currently
being updated by the Research Specialists Service of the Ministry of Lands and Agriculture. The
importation of all animals and animal products is controlled by the Department of Veterinary Services.
which is to minimize the risk of the introduction of exotic animal diseases into Zimbabwe. Certain
conditions may be required in the exporting country before the required import permit for animals

53Standards may specify, inter alia, materials and products. codes of practice, testing methods. and
nomenclature.

54When standards must bc developed locally. they are circulated forcomment internally and to external bodies
such as tho International Standards Organization and national standards bodies. The SAZ recognizes testing
procedures for Zimbabwean imports performed by laboratories accredited in the foreign country, when the
accreditation body is recognized by SAZ. The SAZ is a non-governmental body. Existing standards are compiled
in the Catalogue of Zimbabwe Standards published by the SAZ.

55The authorities note that Zimbabwc's experts to many developed country markets meet the stringent labelling
and packaging regulations of those markets.

56Statutory Instrument 57 of 1989. These regulations are madein terms of section 5 of the Anima. Health
Act.
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or animal products will be issued. Live animals are quarantined for a period of 30 days and laboratory

tests may be performed on animal products. Imports of plants must be accompanied by a properly

completed certificate issued by a Plant Inspector.

Box IV.2: Summary of Animal Health Import Regulatiotns

The Animal Health (Import) Reguiations, 1989, require a permit for the import of various animals and
potentially infectious items. Importation of the following live animals is covered:

bovine animals

sheep and goats
cats and dogs

domestic fowl; turkeys; ducks; guinea fowl

all reptiles

all rodents

- horses, donkeys and mules

- pigs

- rabbits

- wild mammals, domesticated or in captivity
- wild birds. domesticated or in captivity

- all fish and crustacea

Importation of the following infectious items is covered:

- animal semen and embryos

- uncured hides or skins of ungulate animals
- fodder and forage

- manure of ungulate animals or poultry
- unprocessed feathers not part of a

manufactured product
- hay, grass. and straw used as bedding or

food for vertebrate animals
- vaccines and other biological products

used for disease treatment or diagnosis
in vertebrate animals

- eggs of poultry and other birds

- used poultry crates or incubators

- bones and bone meal

- meat meal. blood meal. carcass meal and fish meal

- grain of any varietya

- used packing materials. and their contents, to
contain materials to be incorporated into

feeding stuffs
- uncooked portions of carcasses of vertebrate

animals and crustacca. excluding certain

products not destined for animal consumption.

Animals and infectious items listed above are allowed to be transported through Zimbabwe by air in the

case of live animals, and by air or rail in the case of infectious items. (This does not apply to animals

and infectious things originating in, or passing through. the countries in the regulation's Fourth Schedule,
which currency are: Kenya, Tanzania, Malawi, Mozambique, and Zambia.) Imports of infectious items

superscripted "a" from the United Kingdom, the Republic of Ireland. the United States, Canada,
Australia. and New Zealand. or. if accompanied by necessary documentation regarding disease, from any

other country, may be imported without permit. Authority for the granting of import permits lies with

the Director of Veterinary Services.

(xiv) Government procurement

62. Zimbabwe is not a member. but is an observer. in the Tokyo Round Agreement on Government

Procurement.

63. The Zimbabwe Government Tender Board is appointed by the Minister of Finance and performs
functions at the Minister's direction. These functions include the definition of general policy for the

invitation of tenders for supplies and services. the invitation of formal tenders. the elimination of

unnecessary duplication in contracting for similar supplies or services across multiple departments.

the standardization of requirements. and the pursuit of breaches of rules. The stated objectives of
government regulations regarding procurement. as specified in the Rules for the Procurement ofSupplies
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and Services57, include enhancing the efficiency of the procurement system. transparency, and the
promotion of domestic business58

64. The Tender Board has sole responsibility for civil engineering works contracts. For purchases
of other goods and services, the Board requires government departments to organize procurement
committees; these committees evaluate bids and then submit reports to the Tender Board for review
and final decision. Treasury Circular No. 2 of January 1994 revised the mandatory threshold values
for government agencies for various classes of tenders: tenders below Z$30,000 (Z$150,000 for
parastatals) require competitive quotes from at least three companies: tenders between Z$30,000 and
ZS 150.000 (ZS 150,000 and Z$500,000 forparastatals) require an informal tenderprocess; and contracts
in excess of ZS150,000 (Z$500,000 for parastatals) require a formal tender process. Guidelines for
formal and informal tender processes are specified in the Circular.

65. Tendering by foreign firms for government procurement contracts is on the same basis as by
local firms, but the Rules for the Procurement of Supplies and Services specify several ways in which
the government's policy of supporting local sources of supply is carried out.59 Rule 16 requires that
goods of local origin receive a5 per cent preference, and Rule 50 allows the Tender Board the discretion
to favour local services providers also by 5 per cent. In the event of equality of bids, the order of
preference is goods produced entirely within Zimbabwe, goods manufactured in Zimbabwe from local
raw or non-fabricated materials. goods assembled in Zimbabwe from imported components, and imported
goods already held in stock in Zimbabwe.60 For civil engineering contracts, locally based contractors
receive a 15 per cent preference.61 Treasury Circular No. 2 of 1993 specities a 10 per cent preference
to indigenous contractors for aIl construction engineering works and requires all large, non-indigenous
firms to sub-contract 7.5 to 15 per cent with local firms. Construction engineering contracts valued
at less than ZS3 million are reserved exclusively for indigenous firms. Rule 102 of the Rules for the
Procurement of Supplies and Services states that with regard to purchases of plant and equipment, "Care
should be taken to ensure that no items which can be obtained locally are included on the list ofgoods
to be imported."

(xv) Local content requirements

66. Zimbabwe does not have local content requirements for any goods sold on the domestic market.
Anticipated local content is not normally. but may be, a criterion in the Zimbabwe Investment Centre's
approval of an investment project.

57Zimbabwe Govemment Tender Board. "Rules for the Procurement of Supplies and Services".

58These rules regarding government procurement do not apply to local and regional governments.

59Treasury Instruction 1035. Zimbabwe Tender Board and Inter-Departmental Supplies and Services.

60Rule 51.

61Locaily based contractors must be registered with the Ministry of Public Construction and National Housing.
To be registered as locally based contractors. corporations must be registered as a Zimbabwean company under
the Companies Act for a continuous period ofone year or more. Individuals, to be registered. must have resided
in Zimbabwe for a continuous period of one year or more.
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(xvi) Anti-dumping and countervailing actions

67. Provisions for anti-dumping and countervailling measures exist in Sections 77-8 of the Customs
and Excise Act.62 This legislation is supplemented by the Customs and Excise (Anti-dumping and
Countervailing Duties) (Investigation) Regulations, 1984. Zimbabwe has not conducted any investigations
under this legislation and no anti-dumping or countervailing duties are in effect.

68. Zimbabwe is a member neither ofthe Tokyo Round Agreement on Implementation ofArticle VI
of the GATT (Anti-Dumping Code) nor of the Agreement on Interpretation and Application of
Articles VI, XVI and XXIII of the GATT (Subsidies Code). World Trade Organization members are
required to abide by the Uruguay Round Anti-Dumping and Subsidies Agreements as of the date of
entry into force of the WTO and must ensure conformity of their legislation and regulations with these
Agreements. In several areas, the authorities feel that the requirements of these Agreements are not
yet reflected in Zimbabwe's legislation or regulations. For example, Zimbabwe's legislation requires
the Secretary of Finance to act on complaints brought by any person. while the Agreements require
that applications be made by, or on behalf of. the domestic industry. When an investigation is initiated,
the Agreements require the notification of, inter alia. exporters and their governments; this is not a
requirement under current Zimbabwe legislation. If a definitive anti-dumping or countervailing duty
exceeds a provisional duty, legislation requires the importer to pay the difference between the two
on all shipments made while the provisional duty was in effect;63 the Agreements are explicit in not
allowing additional duties above the provisional rate to be collected retroactively. The Agreements
restrict the duration, and set requirements for review, of the duties; neither of these issues is dealt
with in Zimbabwe's legislation or regulations.

69. Zimbabwe law includes a public interest requirement64, a provision supported by the Uruguay
Round Agreements. Further definition of this requirement in the legislation could ensure that the interests
of consumers, and of firms who use the product as an input, are balanced against the concerns of
domestic producers of the product.

(xvii) Saferuard actions

70. Zimbabwe has no safeguards legislation. in the sense of GATT Article XIX. Given the
authorities' concern over the extent of increased imports that could result from recent changes in import
policy (a concern that led to recent increases in statutory customs duties rates) (Chapter IV(2)(ii)),
the lack of safeguards legislation is surprising. The availability of safeguard legislation., in line with
GATT Article XIX, could obviate the perceived need to maintain high statutory tariffs together with
lower applied rates. To be efficacious, such safeguards legislation ideally should define the maximum
duration of the additional protection for the domestic industry; require injury, or its threat, for safeguards
protection; be founded on price-based measures; and include consideration of whether such temporary
additional protection is in the general interest of Zimbabwe.

62Statutory Instrument 429 of 1984.

63Section 78 of the Customs and Excise Act.

64The Minister of Finance is to impose an anti-dumping duty only if, inter alia, the Minister finds such a
duty to be in the public interest (Section 77(4)).
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(xviii) Measures implemented in foreign countries

71. According to the authorities. Zimbabwe does not have agreements with other governments
limiting merchandise exports to Zimbabwe; they are not aware of any agreements between Zimbabwe
companies and foreign companies to restrict trade.

(xix) Pre-shipment Inspection

72. In 1991 the Government undertook to reduce transfer-pricing abuses and related practices by
introducing pre-shipment inspection requirements for import shipments in excess of US$10,000.
Inspections were carried out in the country of dispatch by a private firm under contract to the Government
of Zimbabwe. An inspection fee of 1 per cent of the value of the goods was charged. The Government
decided at the end of 1993 to phase out the pre-shipment inspection requirement and to replace it with
a random inspection system that is under development.

(xx) Balance-of-payments measures

73. Zimbabwe has never invoked GATT Article XVIII: B, on trade measures for balance-of-payments
purposes.

(xxi) Import privileges extended to export-processing or free-trade zones

74. Zimbabwe does not have any export processing or free trade zones. However, legislation is
being prepared that would introduce Export Processing Zones.

(xxii) Seasonai import policies

75. According to the authorities. Zimbabwe maintains no seasonal import restrictions except those
applying to agricultural products under the trade agreement with the Republic of South Africa.65

(xxiii) Other import policies

76. A bonded warehouse system allows importers to defer payment of duty until such a time as
they actually require the use of the goods they have imported. Bonded goods may be used either for
domestic consumption or for export. Permission to operate a bonded warehouse is given by the Director
of Customs and Excise.66

65These are detailed in Annex I, Part I and II of the Agreement. Goods for which preferences apply on a

seasonal basis are apples, citrus fruit, grapes, onions, peaches, pears and plums.

66FINHOLD (1993) p. 11.
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(3) Measure Directly Affecting Exports

(i) Registration and documentation requirements

77. Exporters must register with the national trade development agency, ZimTrade
(Chapter IV(3)(xiii)), through a process that is open to all persons and firms. Export shipments must
be accompanied by an exchange control CDI form, available through commercial banks. This and
other documents are presented to the National Economic Conduct Inspectorate, which may choose to
inspect the shipment in order to confirm the value for the purpose of exchange control.67 These
documents are then cleared through Customs.68

(ii) Export taxes and levies

78. Zimbabwe imposes a 0.1 per cent surcharge, collected through the commercial banks, on all
imports and exports. This revenue is used to fund ZimTrade. No other export taxes are applied.

(iii) Export subsidies

79. Exporters of manufactured goods with at least 25 per cent domestic value added were eligible
for a 9 per cent export subsidy under the Export Incentive Scheme until this subsidy was removed
in December 1993 .69The objective ofthis subsidy was to offset duties paid on imported inputs. although
a duty drawback programme was, and remains, in effect (Chapter IV(2)(ii)(b)).70 No export subsidies
are now used in Zimbabwe.

(iv) Minimum export prices

80. According to the Government, Zimbabwe applies no minimum export or minimum import prices.

(v) Export licensing and export permit requirements

81. Licences are required to export the following: any ore, concentrate, or other manufactured
product of chrome, copper, lithium, nickel, tin, or tungsten;71 petroleum products; jute and hessian
bags; road or rail tankers for carrying liquids or semi-liquids; bitumen, asphalt, and tar; wild animals
and their products; certain wood products; ammonium nitrate; and war materials.72 Licences are issued
by the Ministry of Industry and Commerce, in some cases based on the issuance of a permit by another

67The bill of entry, commercial invoices, and shipper's instructions or consignment notes, and any permit
required for the specific good exported.

68Sections 49 through 56 of the Customs and Excise Act.

69This was administered by the Department of Customs and Excise.

70As noted in Chapter IV(2)(ii)(b), the duty drawback provisions are not heavily used.

71Export licences for these products are normally reserved for the Minerals Marketing Corporation of
Zimbabwe.

72IMF (1993) pp. 577-578.
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agency.73 Licences are not granted for the export of gold, and the Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe does

not need a licence for its export of precious metals, including gold.

82. In addition to those exports requiring licences, some products require export permits. Permits

issued by the Secretory of Agriculture are required for the export of the agricultural products listed
in Table IV.4. Items . Table IV.5 require permits from the listed authorities.

Table IV.4

Agricultural exports requiring a permit

Second Schedule (Sections 4 and 6): Goods for the export of which a permit is required

3

4.

5.

Animal oils and fats
Animal semen and animal embryos

Barley, harley meal, barley malt

Bananas

Beans dried bean meal

6. Beef. veal

7. Butter. ghee. cream.other than sterilized

8. Cattle. whether live or dead, and including edible

products produced from the carcasses of cattle, but

excluding meat paste. potted meat and canned meat

which has been subjected to a process of cooking

9. Cheese
10. Citrus fruit

11. Coffee. raw

12. Compound products containing flour. meal.

residues and other preparations of a kind suitable

only for use as animal feedstuffs but excluding:

(a) chemical additions to animal feedstuffs;
(b) antibiotic growth stimulants:
(c) inert fillers:

(d) trace elements:

(e) synthetic animal feedstuffs: and

(f cat and dog feed

13. Cotton. raw cotton or unginned cotton, cotton lint

and ginned cotton seed

14. Eggs of poultry. whether in shell. pulp or dried

form

15. Fish. whether fresh or dried

16. Fertilizer
17. Groundnuts
18. Hides and skins

19. Maize. including:

(a) dried maize on or off the cob;
(b) crushed maize;

(c) samp; and

(d) green maize on the cob

20).

(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)
21.

22.
23.

24.
25.

26.

27.
(a)

(b)
28.
29.
30.

31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.

Maize meal. blood and carcass meal:

niaize grits:

maize cones:

hominy chop: and

maize offals

Meat meal, blood meal, carcass meal

Mhunga in the grain, mhunga meal and mhunga malt

Milk, pasteurized milk, sterilized milk, UHT milk, lacto or
any liquid milk
Oilseeds, oilcake and oilcake meal

Pigs. whether live or dead including edible products from

such carcasses but excluding meat extracts. mear pastes.
meat powder. potted meat and canned meat products which

have been subjected to a process of heating

Potatoes

Poultry. whether live or dead including:

products from such carcasses but excluding canned poultry

products which have been subjected to a process of heating:
and

day-old chicks

Seed for planting

Skimmed milk powder and full cream milk powder
Sorghum in the grain, sorghum meal and sorghum malt

Soyabeans

Sugar. raw sugar and refined sugar

Sunflower

Tea

Vegetables

Vegetable oils, vegetable fats and margarine

Wheat in the grain, wheat bran and wheat pollard

Source: Control of Goods (Import and Export) (Agriculture) Order. 1993. Statutory Instrument 350 of 1993.

73The authorities indicated that export licensing requirements are to be abolished by June 1994, and only
permits would be required for the export of these goods.
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Table IV.5
Products that require export permission

Product exported Export procedure

Pedigree livestock Permit obtained through the Ministry of Agriculture.

Precious metals and stones, All exports controlled by the Minerals Marketing Corporation of Zimbabwe (MMCZ)
semiprecious pearls according to the MMCZ Act of 1982.

Uncut or unpolished stones Submitted to the Gemstone Section of the MMCZ, which seeks export authority from the
Ministry of Mines.

Cut or polished stones Submitted to the Gemstone Section for confirmation of valuation.

Horses Require approval of the Exchange Control Section of the Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe.

Handicrafts Require approval of the Exchange Control Section of the Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe. Not
exportable for sale in personal baggage.

Wildlife and wildlife products, Controlled by the Department of National Parks and Wildlife using two internationally
including manufactured products approved forms for wildlife controls. These are NP/CITES Form 1, covering manufactured

items and issued by dealers authorized by the Department, and NP/CITES Form 2 covering
wildlife exports (notably exports of endangered species) and issued by the Department.

Source: Government of Zimbabwe.

(vi) Export quotas

83. Zimbabwe does not impose export quotas.

(vii) State trading

84. Unti! recently, most international trade in primary sectors was done through parastatals. Through
commercialization of some of the parastatals and through deregulation, State trading is becoming
exceptional rather than the rule. However, some of Zimbabwe's more important exports remain in
the sole export authority of parastatals or of the Government. The Grain Marketing Board is the sole
exporter of white maize, the Cotton Marketing Board is the sole exporter of cotton lint and cotton seed74,
and the Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe is the sole exporter of gold. Agricultural marketing boards remain
dominant exporters of several products, partly based on past export monopolies; these include the Cold
Storage Commission (for beef) and the Dairy Marketing Board (for processed milk products).75 Exports
of most minerals must use the Minerals Marketing Corporation of Zimbabwe (MMCZ) as agent, but
the MMCZ does not take possession of the minerals and only assists in their marketing.

(viii) Export incentives. duty and tax concessions

85. Zimbabwe's Export Retention Scheme (ERS), begun in late 1990, allowed exporters to retain
a portion of their export earnings for their own use or for trading with other firms. Foreign exchange
retained under the scheme could be used for many non-goods transactions and for the importation of
all goods except those on a negative list.7 When expanded in 1993, the ERS allowed retention of

74The authorities plan to eliminate this monopoly in 1994.

75The Dairy Marketing Board retains an export monopoly over fresh milk, which is not of major significance
to Zimbabwe's foreign earnings.

76This ERS negative list was broader than the current OGIL negative list.
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50 per cent of foreign exchange receipts. The ERS was phased out beginning 1 January 1994 when
Corporate Foreign Currency Accounts were introduced (Chapter I).

86. Import taxes can be refunded on new capital goods earnarked for projects approved by the
Zimbabwe Investment Centre. One of several criteria in the approval process is the potential for
increased exports resulting from the project.

(ix) Export finance

87. Zimbabwe administers two distinct export financing programmes. The Pre- and Post-shipment
Export Finance Programme is aimed at small to medium-sized businesses. Preshipment export finance
includes bank advances to exporters for working capital and equipment to execute export orders; post-
shipment export finance covers funding requirements between shipment and receipt of payment. As
a separate scheme, the Export Financing Scheme (EFS), which was created in response to high interest
rates that dissuaded firms from pursuing export markets, is administered by the Reserve Bank of
Zimbabwe. This programme primarily assists small and medium-sized firms by providing low interest
funding to exporters to enhance their competitiveness, funding for capital expenditures and tobacco
financing is excluded. Funds from the EFS can be provided to meet confirmed export orders over a
six-month period, with the eligible amount of financing determined by the size of the export order.
For orders up to Z$2 million, exporters have complete access to the shipment requirements. From
Z$2 to Z$5 million they may finance 90 per cent of requirements, while above Z$5 million, access
is granted to 50 per cent of requirements. This facility is not specifically directed toward any sector
of the economy.

88. Several proposals have been made to broaden export incentives. According to the authorities,
these proposals are largely a response to the elimination of previous incentives, such as the 9 per cent
export subsidy, and to high interest rates and the recent devaluations of the Zimbabwe dollar. Among
the proposals: the reduction of corporate tax rates for exporters; tax deductions for the use ofdomestic
raw materials and intermediate inputs in exported finished goods; double tax deduction for export
promotion expenses; and the reduction of income reported for tax purposes by one half of the amount
of export sales and by 5 per cent of the amount of domestic materials incorporated into manufactured
exports. The Government has not yet acted on these proposals.

(x) Export insurance and guarantees

89. Zimbabwe administers an Export Credit Reinsurance programme that covers exporters for non-
receipt of export payments arising from default, insolvency or civil war. Corporate income tax rules
allow the double deduction of export credit insurance premiums.

(xi) Export promotion and marketing assistance

90. The Zimbabwe national trade development organization is ZimTrade. Funded by a fee on
all international trade of 0.1 per cent and by other grants, ZimTrade is a quasi-governmental organization.
It operates the institutional development component of the Zimbabwe Export Promotion Programme
(ZEPP) and is also active in other components of the ZEPP. ZimTrade's activities include export
development, the provision of trade and marketing information, trade research and analysis. non-financial
assistance to foreign buyers, and special activities in the area of horticulture and floriculture. Under
export development, ZimTrade engages in trade promotion missions, participates in regional and
international trade fairs, helps formulate government policy regarding bilateral and multilateral trade
negotiations, liaises with foreign trade organizations, and provides consultancy services and workshops
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on export marketing. lts information services include the processing of trade enquiries. annual export
and sectoral export directories, the Zimbabwe Exporters' Database, and a PTA Trade Information
Network (TINET).

91. ZimTrade's Export Promotion Support Scheme (EPSS) assists Zimbabwean companies in
expanding their export capabilities. EPSS operates on a cost-sharing basis, with up to 50 per cent
of the costs of eligible projects reimbursable under the programme. To be eligible, companies must
either be exporting or be planning to enter the export market, must have marketing control in Zimbabwe,
and mustbe paying the trade surcharge that funds ZimTrade. Cost-sharing is allowed on expenses
for advertising and promotion, market research, training, productivity testing, and various other activities.
Applications must be made in advance of the proposed activity, and there is an annual limit of Z$75,000
of ZimTrade funds per company.77

92. The ZEPP has four components covering sectoral development, market development, human
resources development and institutional development. Four sectors have been identified for development
under the ZEPP based on their potential to increase export revenues and labour employment: leather
and leather products, clothing and textiles, horticulture, and furniture. The ZEPP assists domestic
producers in these areas with introductions to foreign markets, market testing, and the provision of
key inputs. The market development component of the ZEPP gives domestic producers in-depth
assistance in learning how to export products from the identified sectors into particular markets using,
for example, trade fairs, trade exhibitions, and trade missions. The human resource development
component involves a series of practical seminars in export development for government and private
sector decisions makers; these seminars are not limited to participants from the above targeted sectors.

(xii) Export performance. pre-shipment and quality control requirements

93. Zimbabwe does not have export performance requirements. There are no pre-shipment or
quality control requirements. However, where standards exist, these are, according to the authorities,
adhered to by Zimbabwean exporters.

(xiii) Free-trade zones and export-processing zones

94. Zimbabwe has no free-trade or export-processing zones. However, the Government recently
moved to establish a régime of export-processing zones. The authorities expect the zones to begin
operation in 1995.

(4) Measures Affecting Trade and Production

(i) Adjustment assistance

95. Zimbabwe does not operate any programmes to help firms adjust to increased imports or to
other factors. Relief may be sought through application to the Industrial Tariff Committee and, if
granted, is likely to take the form of higher tariffs, perhaps for a specified term (Chapter IV(2)(ii)).

77ZimTrade, Export Promotion Support Scheme and ZimTrade, Newsletter (May 1994).
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(ii) Production subsidies

96. According to the authorities, Zimbabwe does not subsidize agricultural or industrial firms or
industries.

(iii) Industrial development policies

97. The Industrial Development Corporation (IDC) was established in 1965; it is wholly owned
by the Government, though unsubsidized. Its capital base was expanded some tenfold in 1988, to
Z$100 million (equivalent to about US$12.5 million). As the Government's principal instrument for
national development, the IDC's major rôle is to investigate and implement strategic investments,
normally through its many subsidiary and associated companies. The IDC holds about 4 per cent of
Zimbabwe's manufacturing assets. Revenue in 1991/92 was Z$1.12 billion, with a pre-tax profit of
Z$133 million.

98. Other major parastatals with development objectives are the Zimbabwe Development Corporation,
which was established in 1988 and has a portfolio of equity investments, at times with controlling interest,
and the Zimbabwe Development Bank, which began operations in March 1985, is 51 per cent owned
by the Government with minority holdings by foreign banks and development organizations, and
concentrates on manufacturing sector development and small- and medium-scale businesses.78

(a) Labour policy

99. Reform under the Economic Structural Adjustment Programme has include some liberalization
in labour controls. Previously, permission of the Minister of Labour was required for all private-firm
retrenchment. From 1990, the Government limited its rôle to cases not resolved through individual
or collective bargaining.79 These reforms provide for voluntary resolution through individual and
collective bargaining at early stages and time limits on the process at the Retrenchment Committee
and ministerial stages. Other than for farm workers and domestic employees, minimum wages are
currently set in each subsector (there is no statutory minimum wage) through a collective bargaining
process for which each subsector has an employment council. Actual wages are set by employers and
employees subject to the sectoral minimum wage.

(b) Price and distribution controls

100. Zimbabwe's price control régime had four categories of price-controlled goods under Schedules 1
through 4. Those in Schedule 1 required formal Cabinet approval of prices (including agricultural
commodities, some building materials, motor fuel, stock feeds and fertilizers). Schedule 2 included
most petroleum fuels, with these prices being referred to the Cabinet informally and priced on a cost-plus
basis, though the actual mark-up was discretionary. In Schedules 3 and 4, firms adjusted prices according
to pre-specified margins over costs when the cost of their inputs changed and without prior approval
by the Ministry of Industry and Commerce. The Minister of Industry and Commerce retained the
right to monitor and disallow the Schedule 3 and 4 price adjustments, but rarely exercised the right80

78EIU (1993a) p. 32.

79Statutory Instrument 404 of 1990. The Labour Relations Act of December 1992 provides the broad legislative
basis for government involvement in this area.

80Control of Goods (Price Control) Regulations, 1989.
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101. There has been substantial decontrol ofprices by the Government under the Economic Structural
Adjustment Programme. In October 1990, 60 per cent ofdomestic production (excluding administered
prices of public enterprises) was subject to price controls; by September 1993 this share had declined
to 11 per cent. Explicit Cabinet approval for price changes (excluding administered prices of public
enterprises) is required only for certain fertilizer products. Other remaining price controls take the
form of ex-post monitoring of fixed margins, mainly on food items such as salt, margarine, and cooking
oil, and on petroleum products. Some other controls have become superfluous as reforms have been
made, notably the freeing of some 90 per cent of private sector imports from foreign exchange controls
through the introduction of foreign currency accounts and the virtual elimination of import licensing.

(c) Public sector enterprises (PEs) and their reform

102. Public sector enterprise reform was motivated by a desire to improve efficiency and attract
foreign investment and technology. All PEs were classified according to the type of action to be taken.
Classifications were: public service monopolies that will continue to be government-owned but will
be rehabilitated as commercially viable enterprises; viable commercial entities operating in a competitive
environment, which will be operated by the Government on a commercial basis; and non-viable
commercial or industrial entities, which will be sold by the Government. Public sector enterprises
with social rôles are to be maintained by the Government, with the possibility of small and transparent
government subsidies being maintained; if the social rôle of an enterprise is considered duplicative.
the entity will be merged or closed.81

103. The legal status of Air Zimbabwe and of the Agricultural Marketing Boards (except the Grain
Marketing Board) are to be changed from parastatals to corporations registered under the Companies
Act, and the Government will no longer be obliged to meet operating deficits of these companies.
The statutory monopolies of the dairy and cotton marketing boards have been eliminated, and unrestricted
entry of private firms into the purchasing, handling, processing, and domestic marketing of these products
is developing.

104. Budgetary support for PEs, by way of direct subsidies, was to be substantially reduced from
Z$629 million in 1990/91. Indirect subsidization of PEs has been reformed, with import tariff and
other tax exemptions, loan subsidies, and free government services being largely eliminated. Instead,
administered prices are being replaced with market-determined prices (except for public utilities, where
a mechanism for determining charges is being developed). Nevertheless, losses of major public
enterprises were equal to an estimated 3.5 per cent of GDP in 1993/94.82

(iv) Input subsidies

(a) Fertilizers

105. The use of fertilizers by Zimbabwe's farmers is not subsidized. However, fertilizer prices
paid by farmers have been a concern of the Government because of the concentration of Zimbabwe's
fertilizer industry, and until recently fertilizer prices were controlled by the Government. The authorities
have noted that price controls on fertilizer encouraged fertilizer use in areas where this use was not
suitable.

81Government of Zimbabwe (1991) p. 7.

82This is largely due to losses by the Grain Marketing Board, equal to 3.2 per cent of GDP.
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(b) Seeds and other farm inputs

106. Zimbabwe does not subsidize the use of seeds or any other inputs by farmers. As part of the
drought relief programme, however, in-kind subsidies of seed and fertilizer were made to farmers.

(c) Other inputs

107. The Cotton Inputs Scheme is administered by the Cotton Marketing Board. Under the scheme.
cotton inputs are supplied on credit to cotton growers. most of whom are small-scale farmers, and
the loan is repaid when the cotton is marketed.

(d) Concessional finance and selective credit controls

108. The Agricultural Finance Corporation is a parastatal with the responsibility to provide financial
credit to farmers. Its total loans in 1993 are estimated to have been Z$305 million. The share of new
loans made to smallholder farmers is about 15 per cent. As part of the drought relief programme,
during 1994 Z$30 million was made available to the Cold Storage Commission by the Government
for lending to livestock producers at concessional interest rates. As part of the government programmes
supporting indigenous firms. the Zimbabwe Development Bank (ZDB) operates a facility under which
small- to medium scale enterprises may receive loans up to Z$400,000 at concessional rates, which
are currently some 10 per cent below market rates. There are no export or local content requirements
associated with these loans. The ZDB also operates the Zimbabwe Development Fund, which makes
loans to assist small-scale projects.

(v) Regional assistance

109. With the objective of balanced regional development within Zimbabwe, the Government places
a high priority on industrial decentralization. This priority is manifest in explicit government objectives
to reduce rural-urban migration by making small towns more economically and socially attractive,
and to improve unemployment, housing. health, and related socio-economic concerns arising from
industrial concentration. The Government has designated some 80 growth points in city centres and
small towns. offering various incentives for investment in these areas. These incentives include:

- a 15 per cent investment allowance on commercial and industrial buildings, staff
housing, and new furniture;

- a Special Initial Allowance of 50 per cent on all normally qualifying assets and also
on commercial buildings for taxpayers' use;

- sales tax refunds on capital goods, materials used in construction ofpermanent buildings
or in construction of buildings used for international data capture and computer
assembly;

- a 10 per cent corporate tax rate for new investors for a period of five years;

tax reliefof22.5 per cent on taxable income ofmanufacturing companies for five years.
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(vi) Competition policy

1 10. Zimbabwe does not have competition legislation. The Government is preparing the Monopolies
and Mergers Commission Bill, which will create the Commission and give to it the following functions:

- the encouragement and promotion of competition in all sectors of the economy;

- the reduction of barriers to entry in any sector;

- the investigation and prevention of restrictive business practices:

- the discouragement of monopoly power abuse:

- the sanctioning or dis-sanctioning of mergers;

- the provision of advice to the Government on matters of competition policy.

The Commission will be funded by the Government but will be an autonomous body with the necessary
powers to fulfil its function of the prevention of restrictive business practices.

(vii) Other measures

I 1 1. Zimbabwe's major indirect taxes other than customs duties and import surcharges include the
sales tax. the services tax and, on some goods. excise taxes.83 The sales tax is a single stage tax on
all goods sold locally to final consumers and is equal to 10 per cent of the retail price on most products,
15 per cent on some consumer durable items, and 20 per cent on luxury goods. The import tax is
applied on the c.i.f. value (inclusive of customs duty) of imported goods at the same ad valorem rate
charged domestic goods under the sales tax. The services tax was recently introduced and applies at
10 per cent on most services. Excise taxes are levied at the manufacturing level on many domestic
liquor and tobacco products.

112. Exceptions to the sales tax are published in the Sales Tax (Exemption) Regulations, 199284
Some of these exemptions are on an end-use basis: communal farmers. farmers licensed under the
Farmer's Licensing and Levy Act, and agricultural co-operatives are exempt from sales taxes on
agricultural inputs listed in the Third Schedule of the Regulations;85miners holding a registered mining
location are exempt from sales taxes on items in the Fourth Schedule;86 and there are various exemptions

83Goods facing excise taxes may not be manufactured other than by persons with the appropriate licence
(Customs and Excise Act, Section 108).

84Statutory Instrument 389 of 1992.

85The current schedule lists 22 classes of goods, including fertilizer, seeds. animal-drawn machinery,
insecticides, and medicines for some animals.

86This schedule lists, inter alia, various chemicals, blasting materials, and specific tools.
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given in Part Il of the Second Schedule.87 The Sales Tax (Exemption)(Amendment) Notice. 1993,
specified capital goods that are exempt when purchased by users in particular industries; this covers
mining, manufacturing and engineering industries, agriculture and forestry. tourism, hotels. bakeries
and the ice cream industry, construction and transport, and goods used by local authorities.88Other
exemptions are not end-use specific: these include most food stuffs, beverages and tobacco products.
and other products listed in the First and Second Schedules of the Regulations89 There is currently
one exemption to the services tax, this is air transportation (inside or outside Zimbabwe) when payment
for the transportation is made outside Zimbabwe.

87Under conditions determined by the Director of Customs and Excise, these include goods imported for
the exclusive use of the Government of Zimbabwe or any other country, goods for use in hospitals or schools,
and goods for the use ofthe President and spouse. Among the other exclusions are goods imported by the District
Development Fund, minerals imported for use in any processing or refining operation conducted on a mining
location as defined in the Mines and Minerals Act, and all kinds of seeds.

88Statutory Instrument 301B of 1993.

89Other categories of goods in these schedules are cement, mortars and concretes in quantities exceeding
one tonne; coal and coke in quantities exceeding three tonnes; most fuel and petroleum products; braille literature,
typewriters, and watches; gold bullion imported or traded by the Reserve Bank or a registered commercial bank;
vehicles and their parts designed to assist the handicapped; aircraft; spectacles and contact lenses: most medical
and dental products; photographic film and video tapes; and banknotes and coins.
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V. TRADE POLICIES AND PRACTICES BY SECTOR

( 1 ) Overview

1. With a wealth of resources, a comparatively strong infrastructure and an increasingly capable
work force, Zimbabwe's economy has many strengths, particularly in agriculture, mining, and industrial
production related to these primary sectors. Yet. wide-ranging sectoral problems resulted from the
inward-oriented policies pursued until the early 1990s. Rigidities associated with these policies are
likely to have worsened the economic impact felt by certain sectors of events such as the 1992 drought.

2. Zimbabwe's import restrictiors have had profound sectoral effects. While no doubt benefiting
some industries. high tariffs and import licensing requirements have burdened industries with export
interests. Even though the Government sought to relieve some of this burden through tariff concessions
and export subsidies. such programmes appear to have fallen short of compensation. One estimate
for Zimbabwe indicates that a uniform tariff equal to 10 per cent would be equivalent to taxing exports
by 7.6 per cent.1 Current tariffs, which are moderately non-uniform, average over 30 per cent, and
the dismantled import licensing régime distorted imports still further. Thus it seems likely that even
the non-sectoral restrictions have had great sectoral implications. Without detailed data onthe economic
structure and the administration of the licensing régime, however. one cannot reliably determine what
these sectoral effects have been. except that they have tended to support import-competing industries.
harmed exporting and potential exporting industries. and caused substantial efficiency losses to the
economy.

3. Complementary economy-wide and sectoral economic reforms, pursued with vigour since 1991.
have begun to reverse this situation. Perhaps the most important sectoral reforms have been those
in agriculture. The farm sector holds a key domestic and external economic rôle in Zimbabwe,
accounting for nearly one half of merchandise exports and a much larger share of actual (formal and
informal) employment. It was. however, tightly controlled by several government boards that regulated
the domestic and external marketing of agricultural commodities. Internal regulation is being eliminated,
and the external marketing control is being reduced. There appear to be large quantities ofunderutilized
arable land and other key inputs that would allow substantial expansion of the sector. With the
reorientation ofagriculture toward the market, Zimbabwe stands poised to exploit the new opportunities
that may result from agricultural reforms by other countries under the Uruguay Round.

4. Mining is another export-oriented sector that has been hindered by past economic policies.
Despite exemptions from import tariffs on certain inputs and other special advantages given the sector,
foreign exchange restrictions. licensing requirements. and limitations on the repatriation of dividends
held the sector back from its potential growth. Nevertheless, Zimbabwe's diverse and abundant mineral
resources have meant that the sector has been a key exporter. accounting for one quarter of merchandise
exports. Here. economy-wide reforms are likely to be of substantial benefit to the sector.
Implementation of the Uruguay Round market access results will also be beneficial.

5. The manufacturing sector in Zimbabwe is relatively large and diverse in comparison to other
countries of a similar income level and size. The strengths of the manufacturing sector appear to be
in downstream industries associated with agriculture and mining. These industries currently account
for a large part of manufacturing activity, and metals and metals products industries are substantial
exporters. Some other manufacturing industries. such as clothing and chemicals, are competitive

1M. Wiebelt (1990).
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exporters regionally and may be in the early stages of developing markets well outside of southern

Africa.

6. Many ofZimbabwe's industries are completing their recovery from the disastrous 1992 drought.

While agriculture was the hardest, and most directly, hit, agricultural processing industries and input

suppliers. and electricity-intensive industries, including mining, also contracted severely.

(2) Agriculture and Primary Products

7. The economic importance of agriculture in Zimbabwe exceeds its some 20 per cent share of
GDP. While one quarter of Zimbabwe's labour force is employed in "formal" agriculture,
about 75 per cent of the population depends for its living on the sector. Agricultural exports in 1991
and 1992 averaged 45 per cent of total merchandise exports, and farm products provide about 60 per cent
of all manufacturing inputs..

8. White maize is Zimbabwe's staple food and is the most produced crop. Production of maize
normally exceeds local consumption, and in good years one half or more of the crop is surplus for
storage or export (Table V. 1). Wheat. tobacco, cotton, and beefare also major farm products. Although
the situation is better than in 1992, Zimbabwe has experienced drought conditions in the present,
1993/1994 crop year. which together with reduced world tobacco prices are dampening export earnings.

Table V.1
Self-suffciency ratios and 1994 forecasts for selected farm commodities in Zimbabwe
(Per cent unless otherwise indicated)

Commodity 1989/1990 1990./91 1991/92 1992193 1993194|

Self-sufficiency ratios Area Production
('000 ha.) ('000 tonnes) I

Maize 2.63 1.75 0.34 1.22 1.401 1.812

Wheat 0.97 0.97 0.20 0.73 ... ...

Soybeans 0.94 0.93 0.46 0.79 .5 101

Sunflower 0.99 1.53 0.41 7.72 118 49

Cotton lin; 1.88 2.53 0.88
! 218

Cotton seed 0.91 1.26 1.48 ... 161

Virginia tobacco About 98 per cent of tobacco is exported 67 171

. . . Not available.

1 :Forecast.

Source: Government of Zimbabwe. Ministry of Lands. AgricuIture and Water Development.

Information provided by the authorities.
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9. Preliminary estimates suggest that the value of Zimbabwe's agricultural exports in 1993 was
in the order of US$520 million, compared to US$489 million in 1992. Leading exports were tobacco
(US$325 million), beef (US$43 million) and horticultural products (US$25 million).3

10. Marketing boards have existed in Zimbabwe since the early 1930s and, for many products,
have exercised tight control over marketing, domestic prices, and the provision of inputs.
Product-specific analyses of the marketing board interventions suggest that they neither consistently
subsidized nor consistently taxed most commoditiess;4however, they do appear to have distorted
agricultural development across the board (Chapter V(2)(i)). The marketing boards are now being
commercialized; private sector firms are being introduced into activities formetIy reserved for marketing
boards, thus increasing competition and enhancing efficiency.

Il. However, other government policies have severely disadvantaged Zimbabwe's export sector,
and agriculture in particular. The former strategy of import substitution restricted the supply of inputs
available to agricultural producers and thus increased producer costs.5 This policy also led to oversized
import-competing industries that lured productive factors away from other, more efficient economic
activities, in the process artificially bidding up wages and other prices paid by export industries. Prior
to recent periodic devaluations and moves to liberalize the exchange régime (Chapter I), the exchange
rate of the Zimbabwe dollar appears to have been a hindrance to agricultural producers, by increasing
the price of Zimbabwean-produced goods in export markets.

12. For several reasons, Zimbabwean agriculture has great potential for expansion. Some of the
key factors of production necessary for sustained expansion are abundant: there remain substantial
unplanted amounts of arable land, and labour is widely available. Many of the direct and indirect
disincentives to agricultural expansion have recently been, or are being. removed by the Government
as part ofthe structural adjustment programme. External obstacles to export expansion could be reduced
during the next several years by the full implementation of the Uruguay Round results on agriculture,
particularly in the area of grain.6 Also notable are the reductions in developed country tariffs on imports
of unmanufactured tobacco, from an average 14.7 per cent to an average 1 1.5 per cent, and on
manufactured tobacco, froman average22. 1 per centto anaverage 9.2 per cent. Thesetariffreductions
will reduce tariffescalation and effective rates of protection provided by developed countries on tobacco
and the related manufacturing activity.

13. The Zimbabwe Government has identified several policy objectives for agriculture:

- to enhance food security for the growing population by increasing food production,

3Data provided by the Zimbabwe authorities.

4A discussion of some of these estimates is included in Chapter V(2)(ii).

5These effects were explicitly pointed out by the agricultural authorities. In the 1991/92 Agricultural Policy
Statement, the Minister of Agriculture noted that "Farming, like other sectors of the economy, continues to face
a shortage of inputs due to the constraints on the availability of foreign exchange."

6 Under the Uruguay Round results, developed country export subsidy outlays are to be reduced at least
36 per cent over six- years based on 1986-90 average values; there is a separate requirement that the volume
of subsidized exports of developed countries are to be reduced by at least 21 per cent over the same period.
(GATT. 1994).
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- to improve living standards of farm families, particularly those in communal,
resettlement, and small-scale commercial sectors;

- to expand employment in the sector;

- to improve the net balance of payments of the sector;

- to increase growth of the whole economy by increasing growth in agriculture;

- to provide a reliable supply source for domestic industries that use agricultural inputs;
and

- to contribute to food requirements throughout southern Africa.7

Under the economic reform programme, the agricultural sector is participating in the Government's
push to improve the utilization of the nation's productive resources. This effort is manifest by the
transition from a government-controlled, single-channel system (through the marketing boards) to a
multi-channel marketing system in which market forces have a larger rôle. Under the transition,
marketing boards are to become more like commercial enterprises, relieved of most statutory
requirements.

(i) The land tenure system

14. Zimbabwe's agricultural land is divided by law into four land tenure classifications (Table V.2),
with most of the land in communal areas or in the large scale commercial sector.8 The areas are marked
by great differences in land quality, rainfall. land tenure rules, infrastructure. input availability, intensity
of land use. and the crops planted.

15. Communal areas are generally on drier iand with shallow soil. These unsurveyed areas are
formally owned by the State, but property rights under customary law allow both the indefinite use
and inheritance of arable lands. Grazing areas are usually unrestricted. Farm size is relatively small
(under 10 hectares) and the available land is used intensively. The transportation network is relatively
weak. irrigation is rare, and modern machinery is scarce. Much of the production in communal areas
is for home use or local barter, rather than formal marketing, and thus the communal areas do not
currently have a major rôle in Zimbabwe's international trade. other than for white maize. White maize
and cotton are the main cash crops in communal areas.

7Information provided by the authorities.

8The division between these two main classifications dates from 1894, with the communal areas generally
consisting of lands unclaimed by colonial settlers.
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Table V.2
Comparison of land tenure sectors in Zimbabwe agriculture

Land tenure sector

Units Communal Large scale Resettlement Small scale
areas commercial areas commercial

Total area million ha. 16.4 11.2 3.3 1,4

No. of farms thousands 9M)0 4.5 5() 11

Cropping intensity per cent 11 4 5 6

Livestock densitv head per km.- 27 16 4 ,,

Population density persons per km.- 33 11 11 15

Crop Total (thousands of Shares of national production, 1987-89 (per cent)
tonnes per annum) Communal Large scale Resettlement Smallscale

areas commercial areas commercial

Maize. white 1618 62 26 8 3

Maize, yeIlow 142 0 100 ( O

Pearl millet 112 98 n 1 n

Finger millet 62 91 0 6 3

Cotton 278 41 49 7 3

Groundnuts 105 74 16 4 5

Soyabeans 114 2 97 0 O

Sunflower 50 75 11 7 7

Vircinia tobacco 126 û 10( 0 O

Sorghuni 103 84 11 3 2

Wheat 234 0 100 0 0

Share of harvested land, 198789 (per cent)

Communal Large scale Resettlement Small scale
Zimbabwe areas commercial areas commercial

Maize, white 49 52 25 68 48

Maize. yellow I o 7 0 O

Pearl millet 8 10 0 2 2

Finger millet 5 6 0 4 5

Cotton 10 8 17 10 17

Groundnuts 8 10 2 7 15

Soyabeans 3 0 17 U O

Sunflower 4 5 2 4 9

Virginia tobacco 2 0 17 0 0

Sorghum 8 9 I 4 4

Wheat 2 0 12 0 O

Annual rainfall (mm.) Distribution of land (per cent)

Communal Large scale Resettlement Smalscale
Zimbabwe areas commercial areas commercial

Over 650 59 26 57 58 56

Under 650 41 74 44 42 43

Not available.
O Negligible.

Source: Based on tables in Masters (1994a).
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16. Land in the large-scale commercial sector (LSCS) is individually owned. Farms in these areas
are large. averaging 2500 hectares,9 highly mechanized, have very high yields and produce mainly
for export. The Town and Country Planning Act strictly limits voluntary subdivision of land10 and
appears to severely distort the agricultural production pattern in Zimbabwe. Evidence suggests that
cropping intensities in large-scale commercial areas are less than one half that of similar quality land
in communal areas.11

17. Since 1925, small-scale commercial farms have been created out of unassigned commercial
lands and leased or sold to farmers. Resettlement was begun in 1980, and is currently implemented
under the Land Acquisition Act of 199212 resettled land cannot be sold. leased, or used for
non-agricultural purposes without government approval. This land remains individually owned.
Resettlement areas consist of land purchased from the commercial sector and transferred to households,
normally with five arable hectares and additional grazing land.

(ii) Support for agriculture

18. Three estimates of government involvement in the agricultural sector (the nominal protection
coefficient, effective protection coefficient and producersubsidy equivalent) are presented inTable V.3.
The nominal protection coefficient (NPC) is calculated as the ratio of the value of output measured
at market prices to the value of output in the absence of output-related policies and does not consider
exchange rate effects or the effects of policies on input prices. A value of the NPC less than one
indicates that a producer receives less than the applicable export or import price. The effective protection
coefficient (EPC) is the ratio of value added measured at internal prices to value added measured at
external (world) prices, and includes exchange rate effects. I3 Values less than one indicate net transfers
from agriculture to the rest of the economy. The producer subsidy equivalent (PSE) indicates net
transfers as a percentage of actual revenues, and includes exchange rate effects. A negative value also
denotes net transfers out of agriculture. The values in Table V.3 are production-weighted averages
of communal areas and the large-scale commercial sector. As the table presents data for 1989, the
numbers may not fully reflect the effect of present policies; particularly since mid-1993, there has
been agricultural reform, especially of marketing rules, moving the effects of agricultural policy closer
to neutrality.

9Farm size varies greatly across regions, with larger farms in drier areas.

10Common justifications for this restriction are that it is needed to maintain "economically viable" farm size,
to prevent soil erosion, and to prevent land speculation.

"Masters (1994a), p. 11.9. A separate report suggests that less than40 per cent of the land suitable forcrops
is actually planted (Economist Intelligence Unit, 1993).

12This Act reportedly stipulates that the Government may designate land for resettlement and does not require
compensation to be based on actual value.

13As suggested by the results, these exchange rate effects are extremely important. They are, however, difficult
to measure, and several alternative methodologies exist, as discussed in Masters (1994a).
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Table V.3
Measures of government assistance to agriculture, 1989

Nominal protection Effective protection Producer subsidy
coefficient coefficient equivalent

Maize 0.95 0.59 -0.43

Cotton 0.77 0.44 -0.83

Groundnuts 0.74 0.45 -0.27

Sunflower 1.00 0.67 -0.40

Millet 1.00 0.67 4,.39

Wheat 0.91 0.56 -).37

Soybeans( 0.72 0.39 -0.86

Undistorted value 1.0 1.0 0.(

Source: Masters (1994a). Table IV.7 and appendix tables.

19. The nominal protectioncoefficients indicate that Zimbabwe's output-related agricultural policies
in 1989, while moderate in size, worked to the disadvantage of farmers for those commodities for which
figures were available.14 When exchange rate effects and input policies are included, as with the effective
protection coefficient, estimates indicate that government policies have placed a much greater burden
on farmers.15 The EPC estimates indicate that wages and rents to labour and capital employed in
agriculture were typically one half what they would have been under market-oriented conditions. The
authorities indicate that their estimates also suggest that producers have been effectively taxed by
government policies.

(iii) Agricultural inputs

20. Fertilizer is a key input in Zimbabwe's crop sector. Total use in recent years has exceeded
400.000 tonnes a year, having grown by some 1 per cent per annum over the past two decades.
Estimated application rates are 705 kilograms per hectare in the large-scale commercial sector and
60 kilograms per hectare in the communal areas. The LSCS share of national fertilizer application
fell at independence and declined further throughout the early 1980s; it was 75 per cent in 1990.16

21. Fertilizer production in Zimbabwe is highly concentrated, a fact that has been of concern to
the authorities and prompted past price controls. Reportedly to balance market power, farmer-owned

14One major crop, tobacco, is omitted; however, exchange rate policy has in the past been the only government
policy with a substantial effect on tobacco production and trade.

15Masters (1994a). Other estimates of government intervention in Zimbabwe agriculture are available in
Missiaen and Shapouri (1993) and Rukovo et al. (1991).

16Application rates in the LSCS have increased slightly, while the area planted has declined; total use has
declined. According to the Policy Analysis Matrix (PAM) data of Masters (1994a), fertilizer costs for maize
production in communal areas are less than 2 per cent of the value of output, while fertilizer costs for maize
in the LSCS exceed 13 per cent of the value of output.
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co-operatives market fertilizer and seeds in the large-scale areas. 17 According to the authorities, farmers
in the LSCS are able to purchase inputs such as fertilizer, seed, and agricultural chemicals at prices
30 to 45 per cent below those faced by communal farmers.18 Communal farmer co-operatives are
developing, and are the primary marketers of fertilizer and seeds to communal areas. The average
ad valorem applied import tariff on fertilizers (HS Chapter 31) is 7.6 per cent, the average total border
charge, including surcharge, is 1I.7 per cent (Table IV. 1).19

22. Seeds used in the LSCS are largely purchased, and their cost represents some 4 per cent of
the total cost of LSCS crop production. The industry is dominated by a privately owned co-operative
with less than 200 members holding a statutory monopoly over some seed varieties. Until recently,
some marketing boards held monopolies on seed distribution for particular commodities, such as cotton.
Communal farmers normally purchase seeds for maize and cotton and use retained seeds for the
production of other crops. reliance on this latter practice may slow the adoption of new seed varieties.

23. Farmers in the LSCS have easy access to financial credit through commercial as well as
government sources. The parastatal Agricultural Finance Corporation (AFC) (Table V.4) makes some
80 per cent of its loans (in value terms) to LSCS farmers. Communal and other smallholder farmers
(those in the small-scale commercial and resettlement areas) rarely have access to commercial bank
loans and rely heavily on the AFC for credit provision. Credit through the AFC to LSCS or smallholder
farmers is provided at concessionary interest rates, typically some 3 percentage points below the market
rate. During the late 1980s, however, large shares of the AFC loan portfolios to smallholder farmers
were in arrears and the Corporation required large government subsidies.20 This experience, and
parastatal reform generally, has prompted planned changes in AFC credit provisions.

Table V.4
Value of AFC loans granted, by land tenure sector, 1981-93
(Z$ million)

Land tenure sector 1981 1986 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993

Large scale commercial 86.9 1.13.0 117.4 136.3 195.1 358.2 248.6

Smallholder areas 7.9 58.9 52.5 43.8 34.7 57.0 56.5

Source: Eicher (1994) and Government of Zimbabwe, Ministry of Lands. Agriculture and Water Development.

24. The AFC will remain a parastatal but its commercial operations are to be "viable", while
development activities will continue to be funded by the Government. The AFC is to negotiate with
the Ministry of Lands, Agriculture and Water Development on particulars regarding financing and

''According to the authorities, government assistance to these co-operatives is insignificant, except that
substantial assistance is given to seed research, especially maize.

18The authorities believe that this pricing behaviour is the result of economies of scale in marketing these
inputs to LSCS farmers and the effective segmentation of the LSCS from other land tenure sectors.

19Many of Zimbabwe's tariffs in HS Chapter 31 are specific rather than ad valorem; these tariffs are not
included in the averages reported in the text.

20As of January 1990, 68 per cent or more of the AFC loan portfolio in the communal areas, in the resettlement
areas, and in the small-scale commercial sector was in arrears.
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the AFC debt portfolio. The Government will require that the AFC prioritizes lending to development
projects and will stipulate the amount and conditions of lending to communal farmers. However, the
Government wili not interfere with the debt recovery operations of the AFC.21

25. As part of Zimbabwe's drought recovery programme, in-kind subsidies of fertilizer and seeds
valued at Z$291 million were granted to smallholder farmers during the fiscal year 1992/93, with a
further Z$ 129 million provided in 1993/9422 In addition, some Z$400 million ofconcessional financing
was made available to crop producers. In 1994, Z$30 million is being made available to the Cold
Storage Commission for onward lending to livestock producers at concessionary interest rates.

26. As of 1989, some 36 per cent of LSCS land area planted to crops was irrigated. Irrigation
investment in the LSCS substantially affects the mix of crops planted, as it opens up new possibilities
to farmers. Wheat is grown in Zimbabwe only under irrigation, while 10 per cent of land area planted
to maize is irrigated. Irrigation in the LSCS is mostly privately developed and owned.23By contrast,
very little land in the communal areas is irrigated.24

27. The Government funds agricultural research and provides extension services to disseminate
the benefits of research. Through the late 1980s, agricultural research spending equalled some
1.5 per cent of agricultural GDP. Much of this research is undertaken in the Department of Research
and Specialist Services (DRSS) of the Ministry of Lands, Agriculture and Water Development,25
(Table V.5) although private sector research expanded rapidly during the 1980s. According to the
authorities, maize is the focus of some 90 per cent of the research and extension services budget.

Table V.5
Goverment funding for agricultural research and extension services, 1988-94
(Z$ thousands)

Institution Purpose 1988/89 1989/90 1990191 1991192 1992/93 1993/94

Department of Research Research; 19.554 16.940 24,888 29.520 27,460 37,560
& Specialist Services grading:

inspection

Agritex Extension 42,417 36.525 53,055 70,330 63,958 86,458
(commercial &
communal)

Veterinary Services Veterinary 38,618 31,618 48,654 69,340 58.851 86,340

Source: Government of Zimbabwe, Ministry of Agriculture, Lands and Water Development.

21Agricultural Policy Statement by the Minister of Lands, Agriculture and Water Development, March 1994.

22The values cited include distribution and transportation costs.

23The Government previously subsidized financial credit for investment in irrigation.

24Data from the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) indicate that less than one quarter of one per cent
of planted land in the communal areas is irrigated; this excludes crudely irrigated land used for small gardens
(Masters, 1994a).

25The DRSS conducts crop and livestock research. Agritex, which is also in the Ministry, provides extension
services to farmers and conducts research on agricultural engineering. The Department of Veterinary Services
of the Ministry conducts research on animal diseases. Some agricultural parastatals, agribusiness firms, and
producer associations also perform substantial agricultural research.
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(iv) Sector-wide agricultural policies

28. According to the authorities, the permit requirement for all imports and exports of agricultural
commnodities is the only government policy applying throughout the agricultural sector. However,
the authorities also noted that Zimbabwe's foreign exchange policies had in the past negatively affected
the agricultural sector.

(v) Farm commodities and commodity policies

29. Agricultural commodities in Zimbabwe are designated either as controlled, regulated, or free
market.26 Controlled commodities cannot be marketed - internally or externally - other than through
the designated parastatal marketing board for that commodity. The Government, with input from the
marketing boards, sets the prices of controlled products. Controlled commodities in mid-1993 were
white and yellow maize, soybeans, groundnuts, white sorghum, sunflower seed and coffee. Internal
trade of regulated commodities is free, with a minimum price set by the designated marketing board,
which acts as a residual buyer; regulated commodities in 1993 were red sorghum, finger millet, pearl
millet, edible beans, and rice. The marketing boards set floor prices within limits specified by the
Government. Prices of free market products are purely market determined.27

30. There has been substantial reform of internal and external marketing rules for agricultural
commodities, with much of this taking place since mid-1993 and coinciding with recovery from the
severe drought of 1992. Post-reform marketing boards are commercially oriented, although some operate
with particular government objectives in mind (Table V.6).

31. Zimbabwe will introduce a ceiling binding of 150 per cent on tariffs for almost all products
covered under the Uruguay Round on Agriculture; bound rates on certain products, including pepper,
rice and cocoa butter are 25 per cent and the rate on a few products, such as vegetable tallow is
5 per cent. Zimbabwe's schedule of commitments also includes other charges of 15 per cent,
representing the import surcharge. This was reduced from 20 to 15 per cent in January 1994
(Chapter IV(2)(ii)(b)). In general, bound rates remain substantially above applied rates of duty and
import surcharge.

26According to the Agricultural Policy Statement for 1992/93, controlled products are those "for which prices
are set by government with the marketing board as the exclusive buyer; producers are obliged by law to deliver
the product concerned to the marketing board through the single marketing channel. " The Government sets prices
ofcontrolled products and bases these prices partly on the recommendations ofthe marketing board. These prices
are reviewed annually. Regulated products are those "for which government allows limited flexibility in terms
of prices and marketing channels. In some cases, government will direct the marketing boards to determine
prices, within specified limits and in order to meet specified objectives. Where appropriate, private traders will
be encouraged to compete with the marketing boards, to ensure that producers and consumers receive the most
efficient and lowest-cost marketing services. In these cases, marketing boards may be directed to provide minimum
(floor) prices to protect producers from excessive price declines, and/or maximum (ceiling) prices to protect
consumers from excessive price rises." Marketing boards set floor prices within the limits specified by the
Government. Free market products "have no direct government involvement apart from relevant animal or plant
health regulations."

'Ministry of Agriculture, Lands and Water Development; and Jiriyengwa (1993).
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Table V.6
Marketing states of major commodities, mid-1994

Commodity Marketing board (Share of Status Previous Effective Comments
domestic marketings status date of
purchased, 1994) change

White maize GMB (75 per cent)
Sole exporter
Sole importer
Dominant buyer
Dominant seller

Yellow GMB (20 per cent)
maize SoIe importer
Wheat GMB ([?I)

Sole importer
Sole exporter
Dominant buyer
Dominant seller

Soybeans GMB (under 2 per cent)

Sunflower GMB (over 75 per cent)
Dominant buyer
Dominant seller

Regulated Controlled 1994/95
marketing
year

Regulated Controlled

Regulated Controlled 1994/95
marketing
year

Free market Controlled

Free market Controlled

Domestic marketing
liberalized. Government
involveinent in setting prices.

Domestic marketing
liberalized.

Domestic marketing
liberalized: GMB sets min.
price. Flour and bread prices
decontrolled September 1993.

Domestic marketing
liberalized.

Domestic marketing
liberalized.
Marketing of vegetable oils
controlled.

Groundnuts GMB (20 per cent)

Seed cotton CMB (100 per cent)
Dominant buyer

Cotton lint CMB
Dominant seller
Dominant exporter

Cotton seed CMB
Dominant seller
Dominant exporter

Beef CSC (45 per cent)
Dominant exporter
(Sole exporter to EU)

Fresh milk DMB (90 per cent)
Dominant seller

Dairy
products

Sugar

Tobacco

DMB
Dominant seller
Dominant exporter

None

TMB
Regulatory functions only

Free market Regulated April 1994

Regulated Controlled April 1994 Buying and ginning opened to
private competition.

Regulated Controlled April 1994 Formerly sole importer.
Import permits no longer
required.

Regulated Controlled April 1994 CMB to be converted to a
wholly government owned
private company: thereafter,
some shares will be sold.

Free market Controlled mid-1994 CSC sets its own prices, Non-
EU export markets opened to
private firms. Strict controls,
for health concerns. over
movement of cattle.

Free market Controlled July 1994 DMB is to become a wholly
government owned private
company; producer licensing
and other responsibilities.

Free market Controlled July 1994 Shifted to Ministry; private
daines free to market milk
locally: manufacturers buy
fluid milk from any source.

Free market Free market

Free market

Horticulture; barley; rice; oats: sugar: tea: coffee; edibIe beans; pigmeat; poultry; and eggs are not controlled.

Note: GMB - Grain Marketing Board; CMB - Cotton Marketing Board; CSC - Cold Storage Commission: DMB - Dairy Marketing
Board; TMB - Tobacco Marketing Board.

Source: GATT Secretariat, based on information provided by the Government of Zimbabwe, Ministry of Lands. Agriculture and Water
Development; agricultural policy statements by the Minister of Lands. Agriculture and Water Development.
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(a) Maize

32. White maize increased in importance in Zimbabwe during the period 1965-1980, when
international sanctions attendant upon the Unilateral Declaration ofIndependence (UDI) severely limited
tobacco exports and the then Rhodesian Government undertook an agricultural diversification
programme.28 The importance of maize to Zimbabwe is indicated by the fact that the typical Zimbabwean
receives over one third of his calories from maize.29 In addition, maize exports account for some 5
per cent of total merchandise exports, aIthough this figure is highly variable (Table V.7); in drought
years. such as 1992, Zimbabwe may import large quantities of maize. White maize is grown in all
four land tenure sectors and in the late 1980s accounted for nearly one half of the land planted to all
crops in Zimbabwe.

Table V.7
Volume and value of maize sales through the Grain Marketing Board, 1988-94
('000 tonnes and Z$ million: year beginning 1 April)

1988/89 1989/90 1990/91 1991/92 1992/93 1993/94a

Volume 1,197 900 779 606 13 1,332

Value 231 248 173 162 7 1.195

Export valueb 113 ... 256 142 4 33

Not available

a Figures for calendar year 1993.
b Export figures for calendar year.

Source: Government of Zimbabwe (1993).

33. The Maize Control Board, Africa's first marketing board, was created in 1931, originally as
a temporary intervention to assist maize farmers in dealing with the commodity price collapse during
the Great Depression. Subsequently, the Board's commodity coverage expanded to other grains and
oilseeds, and eventually it became known as the Grain Marketing Board (GMB). Until the marketing
year 1994/95, the Board exercised a statutory monopoly and monopsony over domestic and international
marketing ofmaize.30 Producer prices were set by the Cabinet, throughout the country (with differential
transportation costs paid by farmers) and for all seasons, with input from the Ministry of Lands, the
farming unions, and the Agricultural Marketing Authority.31Criteria in setting prices included the
costs of production; supply, demand and stock conditions; the potential variability of producer prices;

28Maize was the major export ofZimbabwe during the early part ofthe colonial period, but tobacco dominated
agricultural exports from 1914 until UDI.

29Prior to 1 June 1993, a Z$562.42 a tonne subsidy was paid on roller (maize) meal. The removal of the
subsidy is reported to have caused a 50 per cent increase in the retail price.

30Much of the maize produced was not formally marketed. Masters (1994a) reports estimates that LSCS
farmers keep some 25 per cent oftheir maize production for livestock feed and that home consumption and local
sales account for one half of the maize production of small holders.

31Consumer prices were also determined by the Cabinet, but with input from the Ministry of Industry and
Commerce.
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and, apparently, world price trends. Producer prices were announced by the Government several months
after planting had taken place, so that producer decisions were largely severed from prices.32 As noted
by the authorities, deciding on producer prices after planting gave the Government additional information
regarding the budgetary implications of its price package.

34 White maize was declared a regulated commodity with effect from the 1994/95 marketing year.33
Private traders are now free to move maize throughout the country. The GMB still plays the rôle of
residual buyer in the market, at a floor price negotiated between producers and the GMB.34 The results
of this negotiation are carried forward to the Ministry of Lands, Agriculture and Water Development,
and eventually to the Cabinet for approval. The Government paid some Z$256 million in 1992/93,
about 1 per cent of GDP, to cover operating deficits of the GMB.

35. The GMB will retain its monopoly over white maize exports and its monopsony over white
maize imports.35 However, in making export decisions the Board must consider the National Strategic
Grain Reserve requirements placed on it by the Government. The GMB must maintain 400,000 tonnes
of grain in physical stock.36

36. There are no domestic price or marketing restrictions on yellow maize. The GMB's sales and
purchases of yellow maize are unrestricted. Yellow maize may be exported. subject only to export
permit requirements, but imports may be undertaken only by the GMB. Yellow maize is grown in
the LSCS.

37. The average tariff on cereals is 10.6 per cent. rising to 25.6 per cent when the surcharge is
included. The tariff on maize is 0 per cent plus a 15 per cent surcharge (Table IV. 1). In times of
domestic maize shortage, surcharges may be waived.

(b) Tobacco

38. Tobacco is Zimbabwe's most important export crop (Table V.8). It has accounted for as much
as one third of total merchandise export receipts in recent years, even though it uses only some 2 per cent
of harvested land in Zimbabwe. Tobacco is grown almost exclusively in the Large Scale Commercial
Sector and for export.

32Prices for wheat, a winter crop in Zimbabwe, were announced prior to planting.

33Marketing years begin 1 April. Interim reforms, mostly since March 1993, preceded this change.

34This price is normally announced before 1 April, prior to the marketing season. According to the authorities,
the current floor price is Z$900, while the export (world) price is about Z$400.

35This trading still requires export and import permits issued by the Ministry of Lands, Agriculture and Water
Development.

36Another 536,000 tones are to bemaintated by private grain traders and millers, either in physical stock
or in an equivalent monetary facility (Minister of Lands, Agriculture and Water Development, "Agricultural
Policy Statement," March 1994). The total of 936,000 tonnes is the amount set as a target in the Agricultural
Policy Statement of March 1993. The GMB has substantial storage capacity, including a 733,000 tonnes silo
capacity; its bag depots have a capacity of 3.15 million tonnes.
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Table V.8
Volume and value of tobacco sales
('000 tonnes and Z$ million; year beginning 1 April)

1988/89 1989/90 1990/91 1991/92 1992/93 1993/94a

Volume 123.7 135.2 139.8 178.6 210.6 235.2

Value 485.6 576.8 892.8 2011.2 1,687.7 1.854.0

Value exportedb 500.0 . 835.0 1,494.1 1.458.5c 2,166. 0

Not available

a Figures for calendar year 1993.
b Export figures for calendar year.
c Figures through September.

Source: Government of Zimbabwe (1993). Includes flue-cured and burley.

39. While actual export data are not yet available, data on export permits suggest that Zimbabwe's
tobacco export volume in 1993 increased by over 20 per cent from the record volume of exports in
1992 and totalled 187,000 tonnes.37 Nearly one-half of Zimbabwe's tobacco exports are to Europe.38

40. Further declines in world tobacco prices during 1993, from their peak in 1991, have had a
substantial impact on Zimbabwe's export revenues. Grower prices in Zimbabwe. which had risen
to US$3.05 per kilogram in 1991, averaged US$1.24 in 1993. The authorities noted that the Zimbabwe
Tobacco Association, a producer organisation, has targeted a 25 per cent reduction in production for
1994 in response to the low world prices. The Zimbabwe Government has expressed concern about
the local raw tobacco content requirements for tobacco manufacturing recently imposed by the
United States (Chapter VI).39

41. Government involvement in tobacco marketing in Zimbabwe is minimal. The Tobacco Marketing
Board (TMB) has only oversight responsibilities and is not involved in the marketing of tobacco. Its
government funding is limited to a small amount for its pest control unit. One of the TMB's main
rôles is the operation of the tobacco auction.40 The Board licences buyers and sellers for the auction
floor; because of the immediate payment rules applied in the auction, the financial standing of buyers
is confirmed prior to the issuance of a licence. On behalf of the Government. the TMB issues export
permits and the permits required for tobacco storage into the next year. It also registers growers. a
process which, according to the authorities, is used for data collection and to facilitate disease control.
and is not used to restrict or control production. The m.f.n. import tariff on tobacco (HS Chapter 24)
is 10 per cent; including the surcharge; border charges on imports total 25 per cent (Table IV. 1).

37There was substantial growth in export volume to Europe, the Middle East, and the Americas. Data on
actual marketing are within 2 per cent of these figures but lack detail on export destinations.

38Zimbabwe Tobacco Association (1994).

39According to the authorities, exports to the United States increased markedly during the early 1990s and
now account for nearly one-quarter of Zimbabwe's total tobacco exports.

40AIl tobacco marketed in Zimbabwe must move through one of two auction sites; there is one site for burley
and one for flue-cured tobacco.
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(c) Cotton

42. Cotton lint normally represents some 5 per cent of Zimbabwe's merchandise exports and is
also an important input into Zimbabwe's textiles and apparel sector (Table V.9). Cotton is grown
in each of the four land tenure sectors and accounts for 10 to 20 per cent of the value of marketed
crops.

Table V.9
Volume and value of cotton sales, 1988-94
('000 tonnes and ZS million; year beginning 1 April)

1988/89 1989/90 1990/91 1991/92 1992/93 1993/94 a

Volume 324.5 264.4 183.3 200.2 59.9 204.9

Value 257.7 232.5 209.9 277.0 172.9 610.2

Cotton lint export valueh 149.3 ... 211.7 216.9 1 18.0 c ...

Not availabe

a Figures for calendar year 1993.
b Exports for calendar year, including raw cotton lint.
: Exports through September 1992.

Source: Governmentof Zimbabwe (1993).

43. The Cotton Marketing Board (CMB) exercised tight control over cotton production, marketing,
processing, and trade until 1994. The CMB was the sole buyer of cotton from producers. the sole
processor of cotton into cotton lint, and the only seller of cotton lint to domestic spinners or to the
export market. From the early 1980s until 1989 the CMB set the price paid to cotton producers; the
price was based on cost of production estimates. in isolation from world cotton market prices.41 The
pricing formula resulted in low input costs for Zimbabwe's textiles industry but cotton producers usually
received much less than the world price. The damage to the cotton producing sector. evidenced by
the sector's contraction, led the CMB to move to a market-based pricing system. The current pricing
system used by CMB is based on the five highest northern European prices, adjusted quarterly. As
one of the first steps towards reform. in 1991 the Government gave CMB flexibility in setting prices.
including grade and variety differentials, to cotton producers. For the period June through November
1994. the Government, in a temporary reversai of cotton pricing reform, directed the CMB to charge
a price to domestic spinners well below the world price. Cotton lint imports are subject to permit
requirements, a 20 per cent customs duty and the 15 per cent import surcharge.

44. Major reforms went into effect in April. 1994. Restrictions on the domestic marketing and
processing of cotton were abolished,42 and the statutory monopoly held by the CMB on cotton lint

41The CMB`s rôle as provider of a key input to an important domestic manufacturing industry figured greatly
in the CMB pricing strategy as the CMB treated the domestic and export markets separately. charging lower
prices to domestic spinners than on exports.

:As of August 1994, many of these changes were still awaiting confirmation by Parliament. Restrictions
for health, safety, and environmental reasons are being maintained.
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and cotton seed exports was removed.43 As there is no current ginning capacity outside the CMB,
the CMB is likely to maintain de facto monopsony and monopoly power in the cotton, cotton lint, and
cotton seed markets until substantial investment in ginning is made by other firms or organisations.44
Cotton exporting is restricted to ginners to ensure that lint, rather than raw cotton, is exported. The
opening of the export market provides an incentive for others to make such investment.

45. Following a CMB proposal to the Government, the CMB is being converted into a commercial
company, initially to be wholly owned by the Government.45 Much concern has been expressed over
the abandoning by CMB of its rôle in ensuring standards and quality of Zimbabwe cotton.46 The
authorities estimate the quality premium paid for Zimbabwe cotton to be 8 to 10 per cent of the price.
Consequently, the Government is considering a proposal for the development of a Cotton Council to
provide inspection and grading services, particularly for exports. The CMB also operates a credit
input scheme, for smallholder cotton farmers, under which it supplies inputs on credit for the course
of the growing season; credit terms under this scheme are, according to the authorities. more attractive
than normal lending rates.

46. The authorities believe that Zimbabwe is harmed by the continuing subsidization by some
countries of cotton lint and seed exports. The recent economic slowdown, and weak recoveries. in
many developed countries has also reduced demand for cotton-based products and probably slowed
the recovery of production in Zimbabwe after the 1992 drought.

47. The average tariff on cotton (HS Chapter 52) is 19.5 per cent. rising to 34.3 per cent with
the surcharge (Table IV. 1). The bound tariff is 150 per cent.

(d) Sugar

48. Zimbabwe's sugar production appears to have rebounded fully from the devastating 1992 drought
(Table V. 10). For the year beginning April 1994. the authorities forecast record production of some
500.000 tonnes. Production in the 1993/94 year, on the heels of the drought, was 56,000 tonnes.

49. Sugar production is heavily concentrated on large, specialized farms that produce primarily
for export. Exports from 1994/95 production are forecast at some 200,000 tonnes, including the filling
of Zimbabwe's 30.225 tonne preferential quota to the European Union (EU) under the Lomé
Convention.47

43The Agricultural Policy Statement of March 1994 states that "Those organisations ginning seed cotton will
be allowed to export cotton lint, provided ginnersundertake to meet local market requirements at market determined
prices."

44The CMB contracts to provide ginning services.

43The CMB received Z$50 million in 1992/93 as a capital development loan.

46Among its quality-related activities. the CMB certifies and distributes all planting seed to ensure a
homogeneous product, and sets crop-destruction deadlines to limit pest populations. The Cotton Research Institute
can take over inspection and grading services.

47This includes annual sales of20.000 tonnes to Portugal. According to the authorities, Zimbabwe exported
as much as 87.000 tonnes a year to Portugal prior to Portugal's accession to the EU.
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Table V.10
Value of sugar sales, 1988-93
(Z$ million; year beginning 1 April)

1989/89 1989./90 1990/91 1991/92 1992/93

Value 171.4 207.1 314.1 338.2 64.6

Export value 79.9 ... 150.8 16.6 22.8.

. Not available.

a Exports for calendar year, including raw cotton lint.
b Exports through September 1992.

Source: Governmens of Zimbabwe (1993).

50. Sugar is a free market commodity in Zimbabwe. There is no government support for production
nor government involvement in the pricing of sugar. Imports of sugar, including confectionery, are
subject to an average m.f.n. tariff of 15.9 per cent, or close to 30 per cent including the surcharge
(Table IV. 1). The ceiling binding on the tariff is at 150 per cent.

(e) Beef

51. Beef, an important item in the Zimbabwean diet, accounts for some 60 per cent of the value
of marketed livestock production and 10 per cent of total agricultural sales (Table V. 1 1).48 It makes
up a small but rapidly growing share of Zimbabwe merchandise exports.49 About half of the cattle
herd are in communal areas, where they are often used as draught animals as well as for beef production:
however, these areas normally market less than one quarter of all livestock marketings.

Table V.11
Value or beef sales, 1988-92
(Z$ million)

1988 1989 1990 1991 1992

Value of cattle slaughtered 228.9 234.7 273.6 363.8 447.9

Value of beef salesa 204.4 195.0 233.0 280.9 355.4

Value of beef exportsb 66.6 14.6 24.5 49.2 151.4

a Beef sales of the Cold Storage Commission (CSC).
b Beef export of the CSC.

Source: Government of Zimbabwe (1993).

52. Beefwas a controlled commodity in Zimbabwe until 1993 when domestic and export marketing
reforms were begun. The parastatal Cold Storage Commission (CSC) now competes with private firms

'According to the authorities, there has been a slight dietary substitution from beef to fish since tariff
preferences were extended to Namibia on many fish products.

49Beef exports account for 1 to 2 per cent of merchandise exports, but these have been fairly volatile.
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for cattle purchases and beef sales.50 The CSC is free to negotiate prices with producers and, as of
April 1994, is no longer required to defend the floor prices on producer and wholesale beef set by
the Government. There are no internal restrictions other than those for veterinary and health reasons.
Exports to the European Union are restricted to the CSC,51 but private firms may export to all other
markets, provided they have a meat inspector from the Department of Veterinary Services in attendance
at all times and obtain the necessary export permit. Zimbabwe's quota of preferential exports to the
EU under the Lomé Convention is 9,100 tonnes annually but Zimbabwe may, according to the
authorities, negotiate with other ACP countries for the unused parts of their quotas.52

53. The CSC, established in 1937. is scheduled to become a company wholly owned by the
Government, and to operate on a commercial basis subject to meeting some government policy objectives.
The primary activity of the CSC is beef, but it is also involved in smaller stock such as goats and sheep.
It has subsidiaries in several EU member States. Besides semi-processed meat products, it has operations
in canning and in hides and other by-products. The CSC also operates a Cattle Finance Scheme, which
was used during the drought to finance Z$55.5 million in water development and survival feeding for
cattle.53

54. The drought of 1992 had severe repercussions for the livestock sector, and for beef in particular.
Livestocks fanners, faced with limited grazing areas and little water, reduced their stock sizes through
additional marketing, leading to the upturn in the value of cattle slaughterings for 1992.54 This may
lead to substantial investment in rebuilding the herd over the next several years. According to the
authorities, there has been a substantial improvement in the grazing situation for livestock since the
drought.

55. The average m.f.n. tariff on live animals is 10 per cent (25 per cent with surcharge) and on
meat and offal 10.7 per cent, rising to 24.6 per cent with the import surcharge (Table IV. 1). As with
most other agricultural products. the ceiling binding on these tariffs is at 150 per cent.

(f) Horticulture

56. Zimbabwe's nascent horticultural industry is. according to the trade promotion organization
ZimTrade, one of the fastest growing export sectors in Zimbabwe. Horticulture exports increased
from US$2 million in 1985 to an estimated US$25 million in 1993 and the volume of cut flowers,
the major source of this growth. has increased over the sane period from 235 tonnes to 6000 tonnes.

50The CSC, active in beef. lamb, mutton and hides, handles some 45 per cent ofdomestically marketed beef
and, until mid-1994, all exported beef. Seventy per cent of its sales go to the EU market.

51This is because only the CSC currently has abattoirs that meet EU standards.

52Zimbabwe receives a 90 per cent rebate of levies on its preferential beef exports to the EU. Other than
the metropolitan territory of the EU. nearly all Zimbabwe's beef exports are to its African trading partners,
particularly the Canary Islands, in which it benefits from duty and levy-free access under the "POSEICAN"
programme (OJ No. L/171 of 1991).

53Cold Storage Commission, Annual Report and Financial Statement, 1992.

54Cattle slaughterings in 1992 were 523,000 head, compared to419,000 in 1991 (Government nfZimbabwe,
1993).
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77. Delivery delays have apparently prevented even faster growth of this perishable goods industry.
The Horticultural Promotion Council, representing the growers, has reportedly complained that unreliable
service by Zimbabwe's national air cargo service has cost its members some 20 per cent of revenues
in penalties.55 Similar experience in other countries suggests that, particularly inthis industry, efficient
and reliable freight service is critical to exploiting export opportunities.56

58. Horticulture has been named as one of four priority sectors in the Zimbabwe Export Promotion
Programme (ZEPP) by ZimTrade (Chapter IV(3)). The ZEPP is aimed at providing marketing assistance
to high potential export and employment growth sectors.

59. The average m.f.n. import tariffs on flowers and plants (HS Chapter 6) and vegetables
(HS Chapter 7) are 9.6 and 17.4 per cent, respectively; border charges rise to averages of 15.4 and
31.8 per cent, respectively, when the import surcharge is included (Table IV. 1), and the ceiling tariff
binding is 150 per cent.

(3) Mining and Quarying (Table AV. 1)

60. Zimbabwe's abundant endowment of minerals is illustrated by the fact that over 40 minerals
are currently extracted. Among the most important of these are gold, asbestos, nickel, copper and
chrome ore. Mining accounts for some 5 per cent ofGDP.57 Thesectoris outward-oriented, accounting
for some 25 per cent of exports; about 90 per cent of production is exported.58 Imports compose
around 40 per cent of the sector's total inputs. The sector is also characterized by substantial foreign
investment.

61. The average import tariff in mining and quarrying (International Standard Industrial Classification
(ISIC) Code 2) is 16.8 per cent; inclusion of the surcharge raises the average border charge to
31.3 per cent. with rates ranging from zero to 50 per cent. Imports of metal ores (ISIC 230) bear
average m.f.n. tariffs of 16.3 per cent; border charges rise to an average of almost 30 per cent as
a result of the surcharge.

62. The Government's policy objectives in the mining sector are:

- further development of the Great Dyke area, including chromate and platinum group
metals;

- to develop small-scale mining, in accordance with the Southern African Development
Council (SADC) co-ordinated mining policy;

55The national air cargo service, Affretair, has a monopoly on external air freight; however, short-term
leasing contracts have been granted in many instances.

56Colombia was successful as a cut flower exporter into the United States market only after its national air
freight monopoly was dismantled. Finger (ed.) (1993).

57There are some 800 registered mines in the country, with gold mines accounting for three quarters of the
total.

58This excludes semi-processed exports classified as iron and steel.
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- to develop import-substituting minerals and those minerals used as raw materials in
the metallurgical, chemical, agricultural and construction industries of local and regional
markets;

- to further the application of improved technology, especially for gold, in order to
increase the rates of recovery, and to encourage more exploration of refractory gold
and other ores; and

- to encourage joint ventures with foreign partners, particularly where these ventures
create employment, transfer technology to Zimbabwe, and stabilize or increase prices
of Zimbabwe's minerals.

63. The recent economic reforms, in particular those in the international trade régime, stand to
benefit Zimbabwe's mining sector. According to the authorities, until 1990 there were severe foreign
currency shortages for purchases of capital equipment and spare parts and these shortages led to reduced
production capacity at most mines. The removal of nearly all import licensing restrictions is facilitating
the flow of necessary inputs for exploration and production processes. while the recent devaluation
of the Zimbabwe dollar has increased incentives for all Zimbabwe's exporters. According to analysis
by the GATT Secretariat,59 tariff reductions on mining products under implementation ofthe Uruguay
Round results will markedly increase market access for exporters of raw and semi-processed products.
For example. tariffs applied by developed countries on unwrought nickel imports will be reduced by
40 per cent, from an average 0.5 per cent to an average 0.3 per cent, and those on semi-manufactured
nickel products will decline by 63 per cent, from 2.6 per cent to 1.0 per cent. These reductions will
reduce tariff escalation in nickel products. In most cases, tariff reductions such as those on nickel
products will increase market access for both raw and semi-processed mining products.60

64. Mineral rights in Zimbabwe are vested in the President. The search for and exploitation of
mineral deposits is controlled by the Mines and Minerals Act. Prospecting licences are issued by the
Mining Commissioner upon application and payment of a Z$5O fee. Exclusive Prospecting Orders
(EPOs). which confer the exclusive right to prospect for specified minerals in any defined area. can
be obtained through an application to the Mining Affairs Board and payment of a deposit equal to
12 cents per hectare per month.61 Mining claims may be registered by holders of a prospecting licence
through an application to the Mining Commissioner. New projects require an Environmental Impact
Assessment report, submitted to the Ministry of Mines. Mining claims that are worked continuously
have no expiry dates.

59GATT (1994).

59Other mining commodities covered in the Secretariat analysis include copper, aluminium, lead, zinc and
tin. For each of these commodities, developed country tariffs are higher on the semi-processed product than
on the raw commodity. Unless the developed countries exceed their commitments in this area, tariffs on these
particular semi-processed mining products will remain higher than those on the raw products. However, for
each of these commodities, tariff escalation is to decline, leading to increased market access for both semi-processed
and raw products.

61According to the authorities, at the end of 1993 there were 131 existing EPOs, some 60 per cent of these
being for diamonds. By theend of 1994, the authorities estimate that EPOswill cover 71 per cent ofZimbabwe's
total land area.
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65. Mine operators are entitled to a number of exemptions regarding sales tax, customs duty, and
the import surcharge. Sales tax exemptions are extended on items in the Fourth Schedule of the Sales
Tax (Exemption) Regulations, 1992, including blasting materiais and specified chemicals and tools.
Sales tax exemptions for capital goods and equipment are contained in the Sales Tax (Exemption)
(Amendment) Regulations, 1992 and cover some 31 lines at the 8-digit level. Under the Customs and
Excise (General) Regulations, 1991, tariffs on eucalyptus, pine, and other oils for use in the extraction
of gold and other minerals by the flotation process are rebatable to persons mining gold and other
minerals. as are tariffs on many chemical substances when used for the concentration or refining of
ore. or for assay or research purposes. Exempt from tariffs are all goods used in prospecting and the
search for mineral deposits by persons who have entered into contracts with the Government under
Section 112 of the Customs and Excise (General) Regulations. 1991, and all goods used by approved
contractors in their exploration for, or production of. petroleum in accordance with these regulations.
Mining activities were previously hindered by the inability to obtain needed imported inputs. The reform
of trade policies, particularly the import licensing régime, is therefore beneficial to the mining industry
and thus to Zimbabwe's export earnings.

66. Mining has been designated a preferred sector for foreign investment (Chapter III(l)). There
is no limit to the share of foreign ownership of firms involved in mining. Foreign investment approval
by the Investment Committee of the Zimbabwe Investment Centre is normally granted automatically,
and according to the authorities registration is normally completed two days after application. Constraints
on dividend repatriation remain for those firms with investments made prior to 1 May 1993.

67. Restrictions on international trade in the mining sector include State-trading monopolies,
parastatals and export permit requirements, as well as tariffs. In order to reduce transfer pricing abuses,
the Government established the Minerals Marketing Corporation of Zimbabwe (MMCZ) in 1983.
With the important exception of gold (marketed through the Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe). mineral exports
must be marketed through the MMCZ. The MMCZ and the relevant mining firm together negotiate
sales with prospective buyers, for which the MMCZ collects a commission.62 Upon completion of
a contract for sale, the MMCZ takes insurance responsibility for the shipment but does not take receipt
of the commodity. Based on revenues from these sales commissions. the MMCZ is operated
commercially and profitably. Although the final buyers of exported Zimbabwe minerals are not normally
known, the authorities report that some 95 per cent of minerals continue to be sold to the same
intermediaries as before the establishment of the MMCZ. The Minerals Marketing Corporation Act
allows the MMCZ to authorize producers to market their own product; to date, this authority has been
granted to one firm.63

68. The Government is an important investor in the mining sector. The Zimbabwe Mining
Development Corporation (ZMDC), a wholly owned Government corporation, began operations in
1982, partly in response to threatened disinvestments following independence. The main tasks of the
ZMDC are to plan, co-ordinate and implement mining development projects; to assist persons engaged.
or about to engage, in mining; to engage in prospecting, exploration and mineral bonification (higher
value-added activity); to invest in mining on behalf of the State; and to encourage the formation of
mining co-operatives.

62The MMCZ does not guarantee prices to mining firms.

63Permission has been given to a firm to privately market platinum from the country's first platinum mine.
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69. The ZMDC invests in mines in partnership with private companies. Its current holdings include
copper, gold, and tin mines. Its products are marketed for export by the MMCZ or the Reserve Bank
of Zimbabwe.

70. Export licences64 are required for most mineral exports (Chapter IV(3)(v)). These licences
are normally reserved for the MMCZ. The Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe does not require an export
licence for its exports of gold and other precious metals. Permits are required for certain minerals
exports including precious stones (Chapter IV(3)(v) and Table IV.4).

71. To further its objective of promoting the development of small-scale mines, the Government
provides certain services. The Department of Mining Engineering, the Department of Metallurgy, and
the Geological Survey Department, all in the Ministry of Mines, provide free technical advice to small-
scale producers. The Department of Mining Engineering also leases some equipment to small-scale
producers.

72. In recent years, Zimbabwe's mining sector has faced both major internal supply and external
demand shocks. The drought in 1992 created a shortage of hydroelectric power.65 The mining sector,
one of the largest consumers of electric power in the country, experienced shortages and higher input
prices. Externally, the sector experienced the diminished demand for its products that accompanied
slowed economic growth in many major developed economies. This decline, plus large sales on the
world market offerrochrome and nickel by several ofthe former republics ofthe Soviet Union, reduced
prices for some of Zimbabwe's key mineral exports.66

73. While these problems seem likely to persist in the short term, the authorities express considerable
optimism regarding the outlook for the mining sector over the medium to long term; based on recent
expansions into previously unexploited areas, such as diamonds,67 and forecasts ofexpanded production
in more traditional areas, such as gold. considerable sectoral growth seems likely to occur. The
authorities anticipate a shift in the composition of Zimbabwe's exports toward minerals.

74. Border charges on mineral imports average 31 per cent. Those on mining machinery (HS 8474)
average 27 per cent; imports of these products by mining firms are eligible for tariff concessions.
The authorities report that there are no price or import controls in place other than border charges.

64Issued by the Ministry of Industry and Commerce, in some cases based on permits issued by other ministries.

65The drought led to a reduction in available power of some 20 per cent. Partly as a result, Zimbabwe is
undertaking further investment in coal generated power by upgrading its major coal-fuelled plant at Hwange.

66The volume of mineral production in the first eight months of 1993, based on the Government's production
index, was equal to its 1980 base leveI and had declined over 5 per cent from its level during the same period
of 1992.

67Substantial exploration is under way and a new processing plant was commissioned in January 1994.
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(i) Gold

75. Gold accounts for over 40 per cent of the value of minerals production in Zimbabwe and some
15 per cent of the country's export value (Table V. 12).68 Gold has been an important exception to
otherwise depressed minerals prices on the world market. After dipping in 1992, the price of gold
rose in 1993 and averaged US$382.7 per fine ounce during the first four months of 1994. Gold export
sales are made exclusively through the Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, which does not require an export
licence or permit from any other area of Government.

Table V.12
Exports of gold, 1989-93

1989 1990 1991 1992 1993

Volume (kilogrammes) 16.995 19.046 17,136 18.499 19.521

Value (Z$ million) 466.1 628.8 1,007.6 1,083.9 1,552.8

Value (US$ million) 206.8 238.5 199.8 204.1 223.9

Price (US$ per fine ounce) 381.3 383.5 362.2 343.4 359.7

Source: Government of Zimbabwe; IMF. International Financial Statistics.

76. Zimbabwe's gold production has increased steadily since 1980, the volume rising some
3.8 per cent a year from 1980 to 1993. More rapid growth is anticipated, with the possibility that
gold production may double from 1993 to 1996.69 This is expected to be achieved through new
exploration, expansion of existing mines, and greater rates of recovery. Zimbabwe is currently the
third :argest gold producer in Africa, after South Africa and Ghana.

(ii) Nickel

77. Nickel accounts for 15 to 20 per cent of the value of minerals production and from 3 to
12 per cent of Zimbabwe's total exports (Table V. 13). All nickel in Zimbabwe is marketed through
the MMCZ.

78. Fluctuations of the world price for nickel have been a source of instability for Zimbabwe's
export earnings. In combination with shortages ofand increased charges for electricpower, the decrease
in the world price in 1992 caused a substantial reduction in nickel output. This has since recovered,
but the direction of the industry over the next several years remains uncertain. Zimbabwe's largest
producer has. however, undertaken substantial recent investments, and national reserves are estimated
to be sufficient for decades at current extraction rates.

68The 40 per cent share does not take into account mineral extraction from sand and stone quarries; when
this other production is included, the share of gold is some 35 per cent.

69The Minister of Mines was quoted as saying that gold may surpass tobacco as the country's largest export
within a few years (Africa Research Bulletin, 1993, p. 11,508).
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Table V.13
Production and Trade of nickel, 1987-93

1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993

Production value (Z$ million) 73.2 198.0 284.0 236.1 353.5 350.0 369.0

Production (metal content, tonnes) 10,400 11.500 11,600 11,400 11,300 10.100 11,900

Exports (US$ million) 55.9 171.8 141.2 100.2 85.5 77.3 53.0

Price (US$ per pound) 2.21 6.25 6.04 4.02 3.70 3.18 2.41

Source: Government of Zimbabwe, Central Statistical Office. Quarterly Digest of Statistics: IMF, International Financial Statistics

(iii) Asbestos

79. Some 15 per cent of Zimbabwe's total production of minerals is in asbestos, which in 1992
had a value of nearly Z$350 million (Table V. 14). Current production volume is one half its peak
quantity of 1976, yet Zimbabwe still ranks among the top five producers of asbestos in the world.
The share of asbestos in Zimbabwe's total exports in 1991 was 3.0 per cent.

Table V.14
Production and trade of asbestos, 1987-93

7 8 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Production value (Z$ million) 97.9 97.6 133.6 145.4 195.9 347.7 435.4

Production quantity (thousand tonnes) 193.3 186.6 187.0 160.5 141.8 150.0 157.0

Export value (US$ million) 55.2 58.1 63.3 57.6 53.7 55.7 55.3

Price (export unit value, US$ per kg) 0.282 0.294 0.398 0.356 0.382 0.435 0.446

Source: Government of Zimbabwe, Central Statistical Office, Quarterly Digest of Statistics, various issues.

(iv) Chrome ore

80. Zimbabwe has large reserves of chrome ore and is the world's third largest producer
(Table V. 15). The ore is converted to ferrochrome locally and then is largely exported (along with
other ferroalloys70) or used in the domestic steel industry. Ferrochrome production uses large amounts
of electricity, and thus has been particularly affected by the recent increases in electricity charges and
by power shortages during the 1992 drought.

70Ferroalloys account for some 10 per cent of Zimbabwe's exports.
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Table V.15
Production of chrome ore, 1987-92

1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992

Production value (Z$ million) 44.2 45.3 57.5 60.3 71.6 83.8

Production quantity (thousand tonnes) 570.3 561.6 627.5 562.6 566.2 521.6

Source: Government of Zimbabwe, Central Statistical Office, Quarterly Digest of Statistics; and First Merchant Bank of Zimbabwe,

Quarterly Guide to the Economy, various issues.

(v) Copper

81. Copper has consistently accounted for some 4 to 6 per cent of Zimbabwe's mineral production

in recent years and for 2 to 3 per cent of exports, though the export share is falling as a result of lower

prices and declining production (Table V. 16). Copper production in Zimbabwe, which was some

52,000 tonnes as recently as 1973, is now at its lowest level in 25 years. An increasing part of

Zimbabwe's copper production is expected to be a by-product of other mining activity.

82. Zimbabwe's preferential trade agreement with the Republic of South Africa specifies a 5 per cent

local content threshold for copper and many copper products, rather than the 25 per cent local content

threshold applied on most other products.

Table V.16
Production and trade of copper, 1987-93

1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993

Production value (Z$ million) 46.1 64.7 76.8 85.0 103.6 100.0 87.7

Production quantity (thousand tonnes) 18.8 16.1 15.7 14.8 13.8 9.6 8.2

Export value (US$ million) 29.5 37.0 23.5 17.4 19.1 15.6 6.1

Price (US$ per pound) 0.808 1.179 1.292 1.207 1.061 1.036 0.869

Source: Various issues of: Government ofZimbabwe, Central Statistical Office. Quarterly DigestofStatistics: IMF. International Financial
Statistics: and First Merchant Bank. Quarterly Guide to the Economy.

(vi) Emerging commodities

83. Development of Zimbabwe's first platinum mine began in early 1994. It is expected to reach
full production in 1997 and to generate 150,000 ounces of platinum annually, which at current prices
would be valued at more than US$50 million. The mine is also expected to produce substantial amounts
of gold, nickel and other commodities.

84. In recent years there have been substantial increases in diamond prospecting. The opening
of a half-million tonnes a year processing plant (with capacity to be doubled in coming years) suggests
that Zimbabwe may become a substantial diamond producer.

(4) Electricity and Fuel

85. The Zimbabwe Electricity Supply Authority (ZESA). a parastatal national power utility, had
an operating loss of Z$262 million in 1992/93 and its losses were forecast to more than double during
the fiscal year ending March 1994. In an effort to reduce losses, and as a result of the drought,
electricity charges were increased substantially over the past two years to reflect the actual costs of
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providing electricity. These rate hikes are leading to some restructuring in those industries that are
heavy users of electricity, particularly in the key export sectors of agriculture and, especially, mining
(Table V.17).71

Table V.17
Electric power use by major industrial divisions, 1985-92
(Millions of kilowatt hours)

1985 1990 1991 1992

Agriculture and forestry 670.3 955.1 913.2 194.4

Mining and quarrying 1,128.2 1.516.0 1,703.8 242.4

Manufacturing, transport and construction 3,773.2 4,143.7 3,250.9 1,075.2

Domestic consumers 1.221.6 1,476.5 1,482.0 1,032.7

Total. including others 7.662.4 9,091.8 8,309.9 3,291.9

Source: Government of Zimbabwe, Central Statistical Office. quarterly Digest of Statistics. various issues.

86. The Government's policy objectives in this area are to improve the supply reliability of
commercial fuels; to encourage more efficient use of energy by adopting pricing that reflects costs
and by providing technical assistance to increase the efficiency ofenergy use; and to improve woodfuel
supply and utilization efficiency and, where viable, to promote the substitution of woodfuels with modem
fuels. Government restraint on energy pricing will no longer be exercised and the operations of public
sector energy companies will be commercialized so that prices will fuliy cover costs.72 Private sector
participation in power generation and transmission is now encouraged.

87. Zimbabwe imports its refined petroleum products.73 The National Oil Company of Zimbabwe
(NOCZIM). a parastatal. is the sole importing authority for most petroleum products. These monopoly
rights are expected to continue. Fuels accounted for 12 per cent of total imports in 1991. The average
m.f.n. tariffon Zimbabwe's imports of mineral fuels, oils and products (HS Chapter 27) is 11.1 per cent,
with border charges rising to an average rate of 25.4 per cent as a result of the surcharge (Table IV. 1).

(5) Manufacturing (Table AV. 1)

88. Zimbabwe has a relatively large and diversified manufacturing sector. This results partly from
the import-substitution policies pursued during the UDI period, which continued to the late 1980s.
Import-substitution raised input costs to, and thus effectively taxed. other sectors in the economy, in
particular manufacturing industries themselves. The ongoing structural reform programme largely
reverses past inward-oriented policies. seeks to address previous resource misallocation and to build
effectively on Zimbabwe's relatively strong infrastructure, political stability, increasingly well-educated

'Electricity and water together accounted for 2.7 per cent ofGDP in each of the years 1990-1992. In 1990,
prior to the increases in real prices charged for electricity, electric and water charges accounted for some
11 per cent of total purchases ofinputs by the mining sector (GATT Secretariat calculation based on data provided
by the authorities).

72Although the ZESA will remain a parastatal, its operations will be commercialized. Formerly, the Ministry
of Transport and Energy exercised close oversight over the ZESA, as well as NOCZIM.

73According to the authorities, Zimbabwe's only petroleum refinery has been idle since 1986.
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work force, and on the benefits of having processing industries close to Zimbabwe's primary economic

strengths, agriculture and mining.

89. The manufacturing sector accounted for some 30 per cent of GDP (at factor cost) in 1992,

up slightly from 29 per cent in 1991, and for some 16 per cent of formal employment. In 1981, the

first year after independence, the manufacturing sector contributed 25 per cent of GDP. Real output

in manufacturing increased by 43 per cent in the period 1980 to 1991 (Table V. 18), an annual growth

rate of 3.3 per cent. Employment increased from 161,000 in 1980 to 194,000 in 1990, an increase

of 21 per cent and annual average growth of 1.9 per cent (Table V. 19).

Table V.18
Indices of industrial output, 3-digit ISIC manufacturing sectors. 1985-94
( 1980= 100)

Description 1985 1988 1990 1991 1992 1993 1993b 1994c

All manufacturing 112 124 ,139 143 130 119 108 125

Food products 114 13) 144 147 150 123 130 124

Beverages and tobacco 95 117 130 134 134 127 80 86

Textiles 175 203 217 226 176 192 158 227

Clothing and footwear 112 120 145 149 125 128 123 153

Wood and furniture 83 95 90 101 106 95 87 118

Paper, print, and publishing 112 121 137 144 143 150 116 154

Chemical and pet, products 122 131 159 159 138 129 123 137
Non-metal mineral prods. 105 141 161 171 158 130 118 156

Metals and products 101 100 111 114 101 82 82 85
Transport equipment 97 104 147 143 141 82 97 115

Other manuf. products 64 74 49 48 40 95 64 109

a Index values art annual averages unless otherwise indicated.
h Index for March 1993.
c Index for March 1994.

Source: Government of Zimbabwe, Central Statistical Office. Quarterly Digest of Statistics, various issues.

90. The drought of 1992 had a severe impact on the manufacturing sector, along with the rest of
the economy. The water shortage had two primary effects: contraction ofagricultural output and reduced
production of electric power. The power shortage affected manufacturing directly, both because of
the effect on input prices and the uncertainty of supply; and also indirectly, through the contraction
ofthe mining sector, which itself is energy intensive. The manufacturing sector, therefore, was affected
by the reduced availability of basic inputs - agricultural and mining products - as well as directly by
the power shortage. In addition. the sector was faced with a severe contraction in domestic demand
as the entire econorny, and individual incomes, fell sharply.74

74Had Zimbabwe's economy been more open at the time ofthe drought, it is possible that the economic effects
would not have been as severe. Liberal economic policy reforms such as those the Government has undertaken
over the past few years will help link Zimbabwe into the world economy, diminishing the impact of internal
shocks, such as drought.
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Table V .19
Employment in 3-digit ISIC manufacturing sectors. 1980-91
(Thousands)

ISIC Description 1980 1985 1988 1989 1990 1991

300 Total Manufacturing 160.7 163.5 182.4 17.8 193.8 na.
311 Food products 24.0 27.4 28.3 28.6 30.4 30.8
313 Beverages 6.3 7.1 7.2 7.2 7.4 7.4
314 Tobacco 6. 1 5.6 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.5
321 Textiles 17.4 20.9 24.3 24.6 25.0 25.4
322 Wearing apparel. except footwear 14.6 15.0 18.4 20.220.9 21.3
323 Leather products 0.6 0.8 1.2 1.4 1 .4 1 .5

324 Footwear, except rubber or plastic 4.5 4.6 5.6 6.2 6.4 6.5
331 Wood products, except furniture 8.7 5.5 5.4 4.7 5.0 5.8
332 Furniture, except metal 5.1 3.9 4.7 4.3 4.5 4.9

341 Paper and products 2.5 4.5 4.4 4.8 5.0 5.3
342 Printing and publishing 5.1 4.0 4.5 4.6 4.6 4 6
351 Industrial chemicals 2.8 2.8 2.7 2.9 3.0 3.0
352 Other chemicals 4.0 4.7 6.2 6.6 6.9 6.9

353 Petroleum refineries 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.03
354 Misc. petroleum and coal products 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.5 0.5 n.a.
355 Rubber products 2 3 2.6 3.4 3.2 3.2 n.a.
356 Plastic produces 2.2 3.9 4.4 4.6 4.6 n.a
361 Pottery, china. earthenware 0.4 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.9 na
362 Glass and products 0.6 0.5 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.8
369 Other non-metallic mineral products 6.1 4.9 7.0 7.3 7.5 7.8
371 Iron anti steel 14.0 13.6 15.8 16.3 16.6 16.9

372 Non-ferrous metals 0.9 1 O 1.2 1.2 1.3 1 3
381 Fabricated metal products 15.2 13.1 14.4 15.0 15.5 15.8

392 Machinery exceptelectrical 4.8 3.0 2.5 2.5 '2.5 2.5

383 Machinery electric 5.3 5.3 5.6 5.8 6.0 6.1
384 Transport equipment 4.3 5.8 7.1 7.6 7.6 7.5

385 Professional and scientific equipment 0.2 0.1 (1. (1.1 0.1 <1.
390 Other manufactured products 2.4 1.8 1.6 1.7 1.8 n.a.

na. Not applicable.

Source: UNIDO database.

91. After bottoming out in late 1992 and early 1993. the manufacturing sector began to recover
in mid- 1993.75 Manufacturing production in March 1994 was 16 per cent higher than that in March 1993;
production in the first quarter of 1994 was nevertheless 11 per cent below that of the first quarter of
1992.76

92. The 1991 Framework for Economic Reform indicates that the Government attaches great
significance to the performance of the manufacturing sector and expects the sector to be crucial to the
reform programme. According to the authorities. manufacturing can aid in the economy's overall
development; their ultimate objective with regard to the sector is one of sectoral self-sufficiency.

75The manufacturing production index briefly fell below 100 in January 1993, indicating that at that time
manufacturing production was below its 1980 level.

76Government of Zimbabwe (1994); and First Merchant Bank, Ltd., June 1994.
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The sectors development is to be export-oriented but also more involved in the processing ofdomestic
raw materials and agricultural products. The specific bases for promoting the manufacturing sectors
are export incentives. such as the duty drawback and inward processing schemes. the development
of export-processing zones; and the creation of a deregulated economic environment, to foster more
effective competition and greater efficiency.

93. In addition, various measures are aimed at developing small- and medium-scale manufacturing
firms. Several parastatals with finance-related responsibilities may provide financing at concessional
rates for qualifying small and medium-sized firms (Chapter IV(4)(iii)).

94. Numerous policies influence international trade in the manufacturing sector (Table AV. 1).
As well as the tariff and import surcharge régime, these include the duty drawback and inward processing
rebate schemes, import and export licensing, end-use tariff concessions on various manufactured imported
inputs. and capital goods surcharge suspensions. The duty drawback scheme allows the rebate of all
tariffs. import surcharges, and import taxes paid on imported inputs used in the manufacturing or
processing of exports (Chapter IV(2)(ii)(b)). The Inward Processing Rebate scheme allows bonded
exporters to import. duty free, those inputs destined for use in the manufacture of exports
(Chapter IV(2)(ii)(b)). Imports in a few areas. notably textiles and clothing, still require import licences
(Chapter IV(2)(vii)). End-use tariffconcessions exist that allow some manufactured goods to be imported
duty-free for particular uses. A partial list of manufactured goods qualifying, when used in the designated
activities, includesparticular items of plastics, electrical machinery. photographicoroptical instruments.
and chemicals. The capital goods surcharge suspension is offered on certain furniture items and certain
non-electric and electrical machinery, and on transportation equipment. when these are imposed for
use in approved projects (Chapter IV(2)(ii)a)).

95. The average m.f.n. tariff on imports in the manufacturing sector is 17.6 per cent. Including
the surcharge, the average border charge is 31.4 per cent. roughly equivalent to the 31.3 per cent average
in mining and substantially higher than the 23.6 per cent average in agriculture. forestry and fishing
(Table AV. I. IS!C 1. 2 and 3). Of the 3-digit ISIC sectors. the lowest average border charge is
in the printing and publishing industry (24.1 per cent). while the highest averages are in the clothing
and furniture industries (44.1 per cent and 44.3 per cent respectively). Without the surcharge, the
average tariffs in 3-digit ISIC sectors range from 11.6 per cent in petroleum refining to 29.3 and
29.4 per cent in the furniture and clothing industries.

'The Zimbabwe Development Bank has a Z$30 million facility for capital equipment purchases and has created
the Zimbabwe Development Fund toassist in financing small-scale projects. The Small Enterprises Development
Corporation and the Venture Capital Company of Zimbabwe finance access to foreign currency and provide training
in business skills for indigenous firms.
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(i) Food products and beverages

96. The food products industry78 in 1990 accounted for some 16 per cent of formal employment
in the manufacturing sector and 1 1 per cent of the sectors value added (Table V.20) . The beverages
industry in that year comprised some 4 per cent of employment and 15 per cent of value added in the
sector. Its value added share grew substantially during the first half of the 1980s, from 6 per cent
in 1980 to 15 per cent in 1985, where it stayed. consistently. up to 1990. Beverages has also been
one of the fastest growing industries in nominal output terms, increasing at an annuai average rate
of 25 per cent (Table V.21).80

97. The food industry, which is heavily dependent on domestic agricultural production, contracted
sharply in 1992 and 1993 as a result of the drought. The output volume index for the industry declined
from 150 in 1992 to 123 in 1993, an 18 per cent drop. The beverages industry, much less sensitive
to agricultural output. suffered a comparatively mild contraction. Figures for the food and beverages
industries combined indicate that employment in these industries fell by 35 per cent in the period 1991
to 1993.

98. Ad valorem border charges (tariffplus surcharge) on imports average 28.7 per cent for food
products in ISIC industry 31 1; excluding surcharges, the average tariff is 15.9 per cent. Within this
industry the canning and preserving of fruit and vegetables receives particularly high border protection,
with the average ad valorem border charge on the 106 tariff lines in ISIC industry 3113 equalling
38.9 per cent (Table AV.1).

99. In the beverages industry, ISIC 313, ad valorem border charges average 41.7 per cent; this
charge falls to 26.7 per cent in the event of removal of the import surcharge (Table AV. 1).

100. The Government previously controlled prices of some food products. but price controls have
been lifted. Aerated beverages are one of the few remaining items on the import licensing, list
(Tabie IV.2). There is frequent use of other than ad valorem tariffs in the alcoholic beverages industry;
these rates are not considered in the reported average tariffs.

'Table AV. I provides details on the components of the sector. under ISIC codes 31 1 and 312. Components
of the beverages sector are detailed under ISIC code 313.

'The employment share of the food products industry has been steady for some time. It averaged between
14.5 and 15.5 per cent during each of the three-year periods centred or. 1976, 1982 and 1989. The value added
share is more volatile; its average ranged from 10.8 to 15.0 per cent during these three-year periods
(UNIDO, 1993b).

*The average annual rate of inflation of the consumer price index over this period was 14.7 per cent.
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Table V.20
Value added, 3-digit ISMC manufacturing sectors, 1980-91"
(Z$ million)

ISIC Description 1980 198,r 1988 1989 1990 1991
Code

300 Total Manufacturing 51.4 206.0 385.3 480.8 579.8 n.a.

311 Food products; 1'4.3 209.3 416.6 501.2 616.4 784.9

313 Beverages 58.8 304.7 590.6 683.3 883.0 1139.3

314 Tobacco 35.1 116.4 179.2 206.4 264.9 340.1

321 Textiles 94.3 183.1 364.4 443.2 521.5 678.9

322 Wearing apparel. except footwear 45.1 89.4 170.8 231.9 273.7 349.7

.23 Leather products 2.7 5.9 13.7 18.3 21.4 27.1

3`4 Footwear. except rubberorplastic 21.8 68.5 112.7 153.7 181.7 232.7

331 Wood products. except furniture 24.2 27.6 60.6 64.0 76.0 105.9

332 Furniture. except metal 16.R 23.5 38.6 40.7 48.2 67.0

341 Paper and products 19.3 60).2 92.9 120.4 140.8 184.8

342 Printing and publishing 37.8 72.5 119.4 154.7 180.9 237.4

351 Industrial chemicals 37.4 107.7 125.5 166.0 203.6 253.8

352 Other chemicals 51.1 125.3 225.5 297.3 364.1 453.2

353 Petroleum refineries 0.3 0.9 1.0 1.3 1.5 1.9

354 Misc. petroleum and coal products 4.7 13.6 15.8 22.7 26.6 ...

355 Rubber products 19.6 39.3 82.2 91.8 107.6 ...

356 Plastic products 16.4 ('.1 125.( 146.9 172.1 ...

361 Pottery, china. earthenware 1.8 3.5 5.3 6.8 8. 1 10.7

36' Glass and products 5.5 7.4 17.8 '2.6 26.9 35.5

.69 Other non-metallic mineral products 2S.5 45.8 119.2 151.6 180.3 238.1

37! Iron and steel 1:5.0 168.6 439.9 554 ' 655.5 841.8

37' Non-ferrous metaIs 6.2 14.2 22.1 27.6 32.4 41.3

381 Fabricated metal products g4.9 125.5 204.8 254.1 297.4 377.4

382 Machinery. except electrical 24.9 35.3 50.3 64.0 76.0 98.2

3R3 Machinery electric 28.3 58.8 106.0 133.7 158.0 203.0

384 Trarnsport equipment 24.7 76.8 128.4 212.9 238.8 288.4

385 Professional and scientific equipment 1.0 1.8 3.6 4.8 3.1 3.9

390 Other manufactured products 11.0 14.9 21.4 32.0 37.5

Not available.
n.a. Not applicable.

a Value added at market prices.

Source: UNIDO database.
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Table V.21
Value of gross output, 3-digit ISIC manufacturing sectors, 1980-91
(Z$ million)

lSIC Description so 1985 1988 1989 1990 1991
Code
300 Total Manufacturing 2,301 4.868 8,202 10,296 12,326 n.a.

311 Food products 505.3 1,056.8 1,651.1 1,978.1 2,423.2 3,074.6
313 Beverages 104.6 411.9 647.6 744.' 953.4 1,221.4
314 Tobacco 56.2 163.0 '31.4 266.0 340.7 436.4

321 Textiles 254.1 551.2 889.1 10,74.9 1,259.2 1,630.1
322 Wearing apparel except footwear 100.5 194.9 364.6 494.7 583.7 745.5
323 Leather products 5.6 21.9 46.0 602.4 73.6 94.1
324 Footwear. except rubber or plastic 42.8 111.9 1.94.0 263.2 310.6 396.7

331 Wood product. except furniture 44.8 63.8 131.1 138.4 164.6 229.5
332 Furniture. except metal 37.4 47.5 96.1 !01.5 120.6 168.3

34i Paper and products 50 142.2 223.7 287.9 335.6 4`Y.4

342 Printing and publishing 64.0 109.2 179.4 230.9 269.1 '5;.6

351 Industrial chemicals 135.2 290.1 387.8 510.0 623.7 775.2
352 Other chemicals 103.3 253.1 433.7 570.3 697.4 8K.6.9

353 Petroleum refineries 1.1 2.3 3.1 4.0 4.9 6.2

354 Misc. petroleum and coal products 17.0 36.5 48.8 9! .7 107.4 ...

355 Rubber products 43.3 88.8 190.5 223.7 262.2
356 Plastic products 35.5 116.1 225.4 280.5 328.8 ..

361 Pottery. china, earthenware 3.0 5.1 8.6 10.9 13.0 17.2

362 Glass and products 9.6 14.1 29.7 37.8 44.9 59.3

|369 Other non-metallic mineral products 49.3 101.5 207.8 264.3 314.4 415.0

371 Iron and steel 270.9 398.3 791.0 989.3 1,163.3 1.485.0
|372 Non-ferrous metals 10.4 30.6 48.1 60.2 70.7 90.3

381 Fabricated metal products 167.4 293.4 481.3 602.0 707.8 903.6

38% Machinery, except electrical 42*6 64.4 96.8 121.1 i42.4 181.7
383 Machinery electric 63.9 1.24.0 211.3 264.3 310.8 396.7

38$ Transport equipment 58.2 143.6 335.3 559.2 627.9 759.2

385 Professional and scientific equipment 2.0 3.8 5.9 7.8 5.2 6.3

[ 390 Other manufactured products 22.9 28.4 42.8 56.7 56.4 n.a.

Not available.
n.a. Not applicable.

Source: UNIDO database.

(ii) Textiles and clothing

101. In 1990, the textiles industry accounted for 13 per cent ofemployment and 9 per cent of value
added in the manufacturing sector, both up slightly from their averages in the carly 1980s .81 The clothing
industry, just over half the size of the textiles industry in terms of value added, comprised 11 per cent

81During the period 1981-1983, the textiles industry accounted for 11.9 per cent of manufacturing employment
and 8.2 per cent of the sector's value added. Details of the components of the sector are in Table AV. 1, ISIC
codes 321 and 322.
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of manufacturing employment.82The volume index of textile output grew rapidly in the early 1980s.
rising from 100 in 1980 to 175 in 1985. Output then rose slowly from 1985 to 1991. The value of
gross output from the textiles sector increased at an annual average rate of 18.4 per cent during the
period 1980-1991, some 3.7 percentage points higher than the average rate of inflation over the period.
In clothing, the value of gross output grew at an annual rate of 20.0 per cent, 5.3 percentage points
above the inflation average.

102. Both textiles and clothing industries have close economic links to the domestic cotton industry.
The latter's output contracted by some 70 per cent as a result of the 1992 drought (Table V.9). The
index of textile production contracted sharply, falling from 226 in 1991 to 176 in 1992, then recovered
ahead of most other manufacturing industries in 1993.83 Clothing output went through a similar, if
less extreme. cycle.84 Employment in the two industries combined fell by 28 per cent in the period
1991 to 1993.85

103. Policy changes are having a profound impact on the textiles and clothing industries. Cotton
lint was previously a controlled commodity (Table V.6); the Cotton Marketing Board (CMB) set prices
to domestic spinners and held a monopoly on international trade. The set prices tended to be below
available world prices, and the régime thus had the effect of subsidizing the supply of cotton lint to
the domestic spinning industry. Since early 1994, the CMB sets a selling price to the domestic industry
that reflects the world price, based on an export parity calculation.86

104. The Open General Import Licensing negative list still contains many textiles, textile articles,
and clothing accessories (Table IV.2).87 Zimbabwe's m.f.n. border charges, including surcharges.
in the textiles industry average 37.0 per cent, with tariffs alone in the industry averaging 22.1 per cent.
Tariffs and surcharges on apparel items average 44.1 per cent, and 29.4 per cent for tariffs alone
(Table AV, 1, ISIC codes 321 and 322).

105. The textiles and clothing industries have been identified for development under the Zimbabwe
Export Promotion Programme, based on their potential to increase expert revenues and employment.
This programme assists firms in targeted product areas with introductions to foreign marketing and
provides other export-related assistance (Chapter IV(3)(xi)).

82Using 1990 figures, the clothing industry appears much less labour-intensive than the textiles industry.
The ratio of wages and salaries to the value of production equalled 21.5 per cent in apparel and 13.5 per cent
in textiles.

83As of March 1994, the production index stood at 226 (First Merchant Bank, Ltd., June 1994).

84Clothing. however, is not isolated from leather and footwear products in the industrial output indexes.

85Data provided by the authorities.

86This reform was temporarily reversed for the period June to November, 1994.

87The authorities intend to remove all textiles and clothing items from the negative import list once new,
higher, tariffs have been set on these products.
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(iii) Chemicals

106. Chemicals accounted for some 11 per cent of value added and 11 per cent of gross output value
in the manufacturing sector in 1990.1 These shares varied little during the 1980s. The industry's
share of manufacturing employment remains small. having increased slightly from 4 to 5 per cent over
the decade. Output volume in chemicals has been among the most impressive performances in the
sector, increasing by 22 per cent from 1980 to 1985 and another 30 per cent to 1990.89 Chemicals
comprise a substantial share of Zimbabwe's imports, typically some 15 per cent in recent years; they
also typically account for some 2 per cent ofexports. Chemicals. particularly fertilizers and pesticides,
are important inputs to agriculture.

107. From 1991 to 1993, industrial output in the chemicals industry fell by 19 per cent, slightly
more than the average contraction of 17 per cent in the manufacturing sector over that period. The
industry has recovered only slowly from the drought-induced recession, with output volume in
March 1994 still below average monthly output for 1992 and well below the peaks of 1990 and 1991.

108. Tariffs and airport surcharges are the main trade policies used in the chemicals industry, although
Zimbabwe's international trade of chemicals products is affected by end-use tariff concessions90and.
until recently. by domestic price controls as well .91 The average border charge, inclusive of the import
surcharge. is 28.9 per cent in industrial chemicals (ISIC 351) and 29.1 per cent in other chemicals
(ISIC 352). making average rates on chemicals slightly lower .han those for the manufacturing sector
as a whole. which average 31.4 per cent (Table AV. 1). If the Government eliminates the surcharge.
as it intends. and leaves the tariff unchanged, the chemicals industries would bear average duties of
14 -6 and 17 -4 per cent. Tariffs within the chemicals industry vary considerably. For example, in
ISIC industry 3523 (largely a consumer goods category consisting of goods such as soap, cleansing
agents and perfumes), tariffs plus surcharges now average 44.1 per cent, more than double the average
rate of 19.7 per cent applied in ISIC irdustry 3512 (fertilizers and pesticides).

(iv) Metals and metal products

109. The iron and steel, metals, and machinery industries comprise some 21 to 22 per cent of
manufacturing value added and an equivalent share of sectoral employment Iron and steel (ISIC 371)
is consistently the largest industry in this group in value added and gross output. followed by fabricated
metal products (ISIC 381).93 While the employment shares in these two industries are nearly equal

88The sectors components are provided under ISIC codes 351 and 352, Table AV. 1.

89these data, found in Table V. 18, are based on an index that includes ISIC industry 353. petroleum refineries,
as well as chemicals. The petroleum refining industry has a very small weight in the index, however, and the
refinery has been closed since 1986; the index is thus representative of chemicals.

90Tariff concessions are available on certain chemicals imports when used in the miring industry
(Chapter IV(2)(ii)(b)).

91Domestic price controls were maintained on fertilizer (Chapter V(2)(iii)).

92Sectoral components are detailed in Table AV. 1. under ISIC codes 371, 372. 381. 382 and 383.

93In 1988-90, the iron and steel industry accounted for 11 to 12 per cent, and the fabricated metals products
industry some 5 per cent, of manufacturing value added.
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(8.6 per cent in iron and steel and 8.0 per cent in fabricated metals in 1990). wages and salaries in
the iron and steel industry are higher (12.1 versus 7.2 per cent in 1990). The iron and steel industry
is an important user ofmany primary products from Zimbabwe's mining sector, such as iron ore. chrome
ore, copper and nickel. It is also one of Zimbabwe's leading exporters, accounting for some 13 to
15 per cent of total exports, although this share has declined markedly since 1980, when it accounted
for 31 per cent. The industry is the primary input source for the fabricated metal products industry.94

110. Output of metals and metal products contracted sharply during the drought-induced recession
(Table V. 18). From its peak in 1991, production fell by 11 per cent in 1992 and another 18 per cent
in 1993. These industries appear to be recovering slowly from the recession. with output volume during
the first quarter of 1994 only slightly above that a year earlier."

111. The Government is heavily involved in iron and steel through the Zimbabwe Iron and Steel
Company (ZISCO). which is State-owned and received government subsidies equal to as much as
1.6 per cent of GDP in recent years. Although detailed data were not available. ZISCO has a large
share of the domestic market.' The operations of ZISCO have of late become a source of uncertainty
as the firm's solvency has been questioned and input suppliers had to be coaxed by the Government
to continue deliveries. The reliability of ZISCO's deliveries to downstream users in industries such
as fabricated metal products has been of concern.97

112. Other than the Government's rôle in ZISCO. the policies affecting trade in the metals and metals
products industries are border charges and some end-use tariff concessions available on competing imports
of these industries (Chapter IV(2)(ii)(b)). Eligible imports include capital goods used in approved
projects. and designated machinery. appliances, and electronics when used by certain statutory bodies.

113. Currently applied tariffs, plus import surcharges, average 27.3 per cent on iron and steel and
are slightly lower than the manufactures average of 31.4 per cent. excluding the surcharge, the average
tariff is 12.4 per cent (Table AV. 1, ISIC 371). Tariffs in the industry are comparatively uniform.
Tariffs plus surcharges on fabricated metal products average 34.0 per cent and, in contrast, are somewhat
higher than the manufacturing sector average, and are also much less uniform (Table AV. 1. ISIC 381).`
Agricultural machinery, for example. has an average border charge of 15.9 per cent. well below the
industry average.

94The authorities note that this industry plays a key rôle in the promotion of industrial development because
of its strong links to all sectors of the economy.

95The output volume index stood at 90 in the first quarter 1994 compared to 87 during the first quarter 1993.

96The ratio of ZISCO sales revenues to the industry-wide value of production is 25 to 30 per cent.

97Major new investments are being considered by the company. The Government is considering largely
privatizing ZISCO. The authorities note that rehabilitation of ZISCO is important to the overall health of the
industry.

98 Excluding import surcharges, the average tariff on fabricated metal products equals 19.8 per cent.
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VI. TRADE DISPUTES AND CONSULTATIONS

(1) Disputes under the GATT

1. In September 1993, Zimbabwe and ten other contracting parties requested GATT Article XXIII: 1
consultations with the United States on amendments to its tobacco programme.1 Consultations held
in October 1993 failed to resolve the issue. Zimbabwe and eight other contracting parties requested
that a panel be established to examine the matter.2 In February 1994 this panel was established. The
report of the panel was circulated to the CONTRACTING PARTIES in August 1994 and was adopted
by the Council on 4 October 1994.

2. The complainants considered four separate measures, corresponding to four subsections of
the U.S. legislation, as being inconsistent with GATT obligations: the Domestic Marketing Assessment,
the Budget Deficit Assessment, the No Net Cost Assessment, and Fees for Inspecting Imported Tobacco.3
The panel concluded that the Domestic Marketing Assessment, a penalty imposed on domestic
manufacturers that do not meet a 75 per cent local content provision, was an internal quantitative
regulation inconsistent with GATT Article III:5.4 The panel further concluded that the Budget Deficit
Assessment, calculated in a mariner such that the domestic tax on some types of imported tobacco
exceeded that on the same types of domestic tobacco. was inconsistent with the national treatment
provisions of Article III:2. The panel concluded that the No Net Cost Assessment, a system of internal
taxes used to find the domestic support programme, was not inconsistent with Article III:2.5 Regarding
the fourth measure. the panel concluded that the U.S. legislation did not require that inspection fees
for imported tobacco exceed the costs of inspection and thus did not mandate action inconsistent with
GATT Article VIII (on trade fees and formalities). The panel recommended that the
CONTRACTING PARTIES request the United States to bring the inconsistent measures into conformity
with its GATT obligations.

(2) Dispute Settlement under other Fora

3. Disputes under the Lomé Convention are referred to the Convention's Council of Ministers
for settlement. The Treaty for the Preferential Trade Area (PTA) for Eastern and Southern African
States provides that disputes as to the interpretation or application of the PTA that are not resolved

1The ten other parties were Argentina, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Colombia, the European Union, El Salvador,
Guatemala, Thailand and Venezuela (GATT documents DS44/1 through DS44/4). Australia subsequently notified
the Council of its interest as a third party in the matter (GATT document DS44/7).

Tobacco is an important export crop for Zimbabwe, comprising 25 to 35 per cent of the country's exports
in recent years (Chapter V(2)). According to the authorities, the United States is the destination of nearly
one-quarter of Zimbabwe's tobacco exports.

-The European Union and Venezuela did not request that a panel be established ( GATT documents DS44/5,
DS44/6, DS44/8, CIM/265 through C/M/258, and C/M/270).

3Section 1106 of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993, the "1993 Budget Act'.

'The report of the panel is contained in GATT document DS44/R.

5Under this tax. domestic and imported products face the same total tax liability but the composition of this
tax liability among buyers and sellers differs for imported and domestic tobacco.
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bilaterally shall be submitted to the Tribunal of the PTA; the tribunal findings are final and binding.6
Trade related matters in dispute between Zimbabwe and Botswana are to be referred to the Joint
Ministerial Trade Committee established in Article 14 of the Customs Agreement between Zimbabwe
and Botswana. The Trade Agreement between Zimbabwe and Namibia provides, in Article X, for
consultation before either party takes action, in terns of the provisions of the Customs Agreement,
that is likely to impair trade in goods in which the other party has a substantial interest. Article 14
of the trade Agreement with South Africa makes similar provisions.

6Articles 10 and 40 ofthe Treaty for the Establishment ofthe Preferential Trade Area for Eastern and Southern
African States. Some PTA Protocols contain their own dispute settlement procedures (PTA. Consolidated
Amendments to the PTA Treaty and Agreements, 1991 edition). For example, disputes arising between the P-TA
Clearing House and a national monetary authority, or between national monetary authorities, are submitted to
a tribunal of three arbitrators, one selected by each party to the dispute and one selected by the Secretary General
of the PTA unless the two parties otherwise agree (Article 34, Charter of the Clearing House for the PTA).
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Table AV.1
Trade measures applied in Zimbabwe by ISIC category
(Per cent)

ISIC Description No. of MFN MFN tariff Measures that affect
Code lines tariff and surcharge production and tradeU

(8-digit) _ _

Avg. Range Std.
dev.

1 Agriculture. hunting, forestry & fishing 404 11.) 23.6 0(40 11.5

111 Agricultural and livestock production

Forestry and logging
Forestry
Logging

130 Fishing
130) Ocean and coastal fishing
1302 Fishing not elsewhere classified

249 10.6 233.5 0-40 10.9 EP; EL; EUTC(l); IP;
MB: NAVT: restrictive
land tenure system:
ZEPP

57
25
32

98
77
21

18.9
18.0
19.7

7.1
7.1
7.1

33.6
32.2
34.7

5-35 5.8
5.35 8.4

25-35 1.8

17.9 0-35 11.4
17.9 0-35 11.5

17.9 0-25 11.6

2 Mining & quarrying 128 16.8 31.3 0-50 7.9 EL; EP; EUTC(I)

210 Coal mining 5 8.0 23.0 15-25 4.5

220 Crude petroleum and natural gas production

230 Metal ore mining

2301 Iron ore mining
1302 Non-ferrous ore mining

290 Other mining
2901 Stone quarrying, clay and sand pits
2902 Chemical and fertilizer mineral mining
2903 Salt mining
2909 Mining and quarrying not elsewhere classified

3 Manufacturing

3 13.3 28.3 25-35 5.8

32 16.3 29.4 0-35 11.2 MMCZ as export
marketing agent

30

88
38
15
6

29

20.0 35.0 35-35 0.0
16.0 29.0 0 35 11.5

17.7
17.9
18.7
16.7
17.1

32.5
32.9
33.7
29.2
32.1

0-50
15-35
15-35
0-35
25-50

6.2
4.7
5.2
14.3
5.9 IL

6.801 17.6 31.4 0-90 11.0

Manufacture of food. beverages and tobacco

Food products
Slaughtering. preparing, preserving meat

Manufacture of dairy products
Canning. preserving fruit and vegetables

Canning, preserving fish. crustacea etc.

Manufacture of vegetable & animal oils & fats

Grain mill products

Manufacture of bakery products

Sugar factories and refineries
Manuf. of cocoa. choc., sugar confectionery

12
121
!22

31
311
3111
3112
3113
3114
3115
3116
3117
3118
3! 19

Price controls583
502
88
16

106
97
89
62

Il
22

16.5
15.9
15.1
14.4
24.1
5.4
16.5
15.8
26.4
12.7
21.1

29.6
28.7
29.3
28.4
38.9
12.2
29.6
30.8
41.4
25.0
36.1

0-55
0-55
5-40
10-45

0-55
0-25
0-35

25-45
35-45
0-45

25-40

12.9
13.2
7.1
7.7
9.9
11.9
11.7
5.9
5.0
14.7
5.8

Table AV.1 (Cont'd)
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ISIC Description No. of MFN MFN tariff Measures that affect
Code lines tariff and surcharge production and trade'

(8-digit)

Avg. Range Std.
dev.

312 Other food products and animal feeds 68 19.3 34.1 0-55 R.3
3121 Food products n.e.s. 58 20.3 35.3 25-55 6.9
3122 Manufacture of prepared animal feeds 10 13.5 27.0 0-40 12.1

313 Beverages 1? 'I 7 41.7, 25-55 12.3
3131 Distilling. rectifying, blending spirits 2 40() 55.0 55-55 00) IB; IL
3132 Wine industries 2 30.0 45.0 35-55 14.1 IB; IL: NAVT
3133 Malt liquors and malt 4 15.0 3G.0 25-35 5.8 IB; IL

3134 Soft drinks. carbonated waters industries 4 3(.( 45.0 35-55 11.5 IL

3140) Tobacco manufacturing 1 10.0 25.0 25-25 n.a. NAVT

32 Textile. wearing apparel and leather articles 1.542 22.7 37.6 0-55 n.a. NAVT
321 Textiles 1.310 22.1 37.0 (-55 X.S)
3211 Spinning. weaving, finalising textiles 935 20.6 35.6 (-50 7.5
3';2 Manuf. of textile goods excl.weaving apparel 70 29.4 44.1 25-50 8.9 IL
3213 Knitting mills 160 28.8 43.8 25-50 4.4 IL

3214 Manufacture of carpets and rugs 5() 20.0 35.0 35-35 0.()
3215 Cordage. rope and twine industries 33 25.2 40.22 25-55 12.4
3219 Manufacture of textiles n.e.s. 62 18.3 33.1 10-5') 8.4

3'2 Manufacture of wearing apparel 151 29.4 44.1 5-50 5.5 IL

323 Leathcr products 51 21.5 36.5 25-50 11.4
3231 Tanneries and leather finishing 22 10 7 25.7 25-40 3.2
3232 Fur dressing and dyeing industries 9 25.0 40.0 35-50 7.5
3233 Manuf. of leather prods. excluding footwear 20 31.8 46.8 25-50 7.3

324 Foorwear excl. of vulcanised & moulded rubber 30 18.7 33.7 '5-35 3.5

33 Wood. wood products& furniture 130 20.7 33.5 15-50 10.4
331 Wood products 108 1I.9 31.3 15-50 10.0 EL

3311 Sawmills. planing & other wood mills 70 19.6 30.8 15-50 11.4
3312 Manuf. wooden & cane containers & small ware 11 15.5 30.5 25-35 5.2

3319 Manuf. of wood and cork products n.e.s. 27 18.3 32.8 25-40 7.3

332 Manuf. of furniture & fixtures except of metal 22 729.3 44.3 30-45 3.2 ZEPP

34 Paper, paper products, printing and publishing 261 16.4 29.3 0-50 15.0
341 Paper products 210 16.6 3'.5 0-50 12..6

3411 Manufacture of pulp. paper, paperboard 120 14.8 28.3 0-50 13.1

3412 Manuf. of containers & boxes of paper & board 14 25.0 40.0 25-45 6.8 EUTC(0)
3419 Manufacture uf pulp. paper. paperboard n.c.s. 76 1 8.l1 32.3 10-50 11.6

342 Printing. publishing & allied industries 51 15.6 24.1 0-50 21.9

35 Chemicals. petroleum, coal. rubber. plastics 1.459 1'.7 29.3 0-55 9.0

351 Industrial chemicals 915 14.6 28.9 0-45 7.7 EUTC(0)
3511 Manuf. of basic indus. chemicals excl. fertilizer 547 12.6 27.0 0.40 6.8 IL

3512 Manufacture of fertilizer & pesticides 32 8.0 19.7 0-40 i0.2 Price controls
3513 Manuf. of resins. plastics & man-made fibres 336 18.4 32.9 5-45 6.9 EUTC(0)

Table AV.A (Cont'd)
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ISIC Description No. of MFN MFN tariff Measures that affect
Code lines tariff and surcharge production and trade'

(8-digit)
Avg. Range Std.

dev.

Other chemicals, incl. pharm.
Manufacture ot paints, varnishes, lacquers
Manufacture of drugs and medicines
Manuf. of soap. cleaning agents. perfumes etc.
Manufacture of chemical produces n.e.s.

Petroleum refineries
Manuf. of miscell. petroleum & coal products
Rubber products
Tyre and tube industries
Manufacture of rubber products n.e.s.

348
65
98
39
146

31

19

107

28

79

17.4
17.5
13.7
29.1
16.6

11.6
12 1
18.7
18.3
18.9

29.
26.3
22.6
44.1
30.7

26.1

26.3

32.6
31.1
33.1

0-.0
0-35
0-40

25-50
5-50

9-35

0-45

5-55

5s55

5.45

il f1

1(.3
9.9

7.8
8.3

7.3
10 1
11.1

16.2

EL

NAVT
EUTC(0)

356 Manufacture of plastic products n.e.s.

36 Non-metallic mineral products except of petrol

and coal

361 Pottery and china

362 Manufacture of glass and glass products

369 Other -non-metallic mineral products

3691 Manufacture of structural clay products

3692 Manufacture of cement. Iime & plaster

3.#99 Manuf. of non-metallic mineral products n.e.s.

37 Basic metal industries
1 Iron and steel basic industries

372 Non-ferrous metal basic industries

38 Fabricated metal products mach. & equipment

38 Fatricated metal products

3811 Manuf. of curlery. hand tools. general hardware

3812 Mafacture of metal furniture and fixtures

381 3 Manufacture of strucral metalproducts

3R19 Manufacture of fabricated metal products n.e.s.

3&2 Non-electrical machinery incl. computers

3821 Manufacture o>f engines and turbines

3R2. Agricultural machinery

3R23 Manuf. of metal & wood working machine

3R24 Manuf. of special industrial mach. & equipment

3825 Manuf. office. conputing. accounting machinery

3829 Machinery & equipment excl. electrical n.e.s.

383 Electrical machinery

3831 Manuf. of electrical mdus. mach. & apparatus

3832 Manuf. of radio. T.V. & communications equip.

3R33 Manuf. of elec. appliances and housewares

38.39 Manuf. of elec. apparatus & supplies n.e. s

39 23.1 36.5 10-55 7.4

184 18.6 33.1 10-55 9.4

16
76

92

27
2

63

445
245

2100

329

90

Il

37

1Q1

656

13
17

,12

180

56

1267

392
7k

1521

36

126

23.4

21.7

15.2

10.,)

14.9

36.6

35. 9~

30..2

31.1
"5.0

29.9

25-50

10-55

1040
1a-35

15-35

25-40

12.3 EUTC(0)
10.6 EUTC(0): IL

6.5

7.9

14.1

5.6

12.5 27.3 5-45 5.7

12.4 27.3 5-45 5.6 EUTC(0)

12.6 27.3 10-40 s.9 EUTC(0)

15.31

19.8

17.6

23.2

20.5

11.4
10.0
51-

10.3

9.2
17.7

12.6

19.2
13.2

16.9
3.6

'1.4

28.5

34.0

30.1

35.5

35.8

35.4

2.5.0

il Q

_4.3

23.0

27.1

26.3

31.9

2'7.0

30.2

37.5

35.5

0-90

5-50

10-45

2.5-45

15-50

15-30

5-40

5-45

10.40

0-50

0-71

0-45

10-40

10-55

1

11.7

14.0 EUTC(0)
13.9

9.2 CG: EUTC(0)

10.3 CG. EUTC(0)

8.4
3.5

!n <

7.5 CG. EUTC(0)

7.0 CG. EUTC(0)

8.2

9.1

11.5

13.6

9.6
6.7

11.7

CG. .EUTC(0): IL

CG: EUTC(0)
EUTC(0)

IL
EUTC(0)

Table AV.1 (Cont'd)

352
t5'1
3522
3523
3529

151

3,54

3.551
3559
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ISIC Description No. of MFN MFN tariff Measures that affect
Code lines tariff and surcharge production and trade

Avg. Range Std.
dev.

3;4 Transportequipment 245 13.9 26.6 0-90 15.4
3841 Shipbuilding & repairing 24 14.6 27.7 0-40 Q.! EUTC(OM
3842 Manufacture of railroad equipment 31 8.4 23.4 15-25 3.7 EU.7TC()j
'943 Manufacture of motor vehicles 138 13.9 26.2 0-q0 18.6 CG

.-44 Manufacture of motorcycles and bicycles 20 29.0 38.7 15-50 1(.Q
3845 Manufacture of aircraft 25 9.6 24.0 0-25 5.0 CG; F.UTC(0)
| 849 Manufacture of transport equipment n.e.s. 9.3 20.0 0-4 16..

3|5 Professional and scientific equipment 282 16.3 27.8 0-50 13.4
3|851 Professional scientific & measuring equip. n.ce.s. 110 9.8 20.3 0-40 9.7
|85)2 Manufacture of photographic & optical goods 104 16.5 28.5 0-40 Il 1
3853 Manufacture of watches and clocks 68 26.5 38.8 10-,4) 13.7

390 Other manufactured products 293 23.9 38.1 0c50 R.X
39(1 Manufacture of jewellery and related articles 27 30.7 45 7 25-5O 8.6 ELt. EP; EUTC(01; IL
39(12 Manufacture of musical instruments 25 20.0.04.4 20-35 3.0
13903 Manufacture of sporting and athletic goods 31 27.7 42.3 20-45 5.8

3909 Manufacturing industries n.e.s. 210 22.9 37.0 (-0 8.9

a Does not include non-tariff measures under the PTA or any of the bilateral agreements.

CG Capital goods granted full surcharge suspensions.
EL Expon licensing.
EP Export permits.
IB Importbar
IL Import licensing.
IP Import permits.
EUTC(I) End-use trariff concessions on inputs.
EUTC(0) End-use tariff concessions on outputs.
MB Marketing boards
NAVT Frequent use of non-ad valorem tariffs.
ZEPP Targeted for exportpromotion support under the Zimbabwe ExportPromotion Programme.

Source: GATT Secretariat calculations.


